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FY 19 77 FOUNDATION EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
I. Introduction
The principal thrust of the exploratory development program
at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) stems from the School's
mission:
To conduct and direct advanced education of
commissioned officers, and to provide such
other technical and professional instruction
as may be prescribed to meet the needs of the
Naval Service; and in support of the foregoing
to foster and encourage a program of research
in order to sustain academic excellence.
In fulfillment of the exploratory development program
objectives and within the above constraints, the Naval Post-
graduate School
Conducts exploratory development (6.2) deriving
from scientific program areas or in other areas
specifically requested by the Navy.
In addition, NPS performs exploratory development, where
uniquely qualified, for other agencies of the Department of
Defense and, in defense related efforts, for other Federal
Government agencies. NPS also furnishes consulting services
for the Navy and, where specifically qualified, for other
agencies of the Department of Defense and in defense related




The Navy has developed the Naval Postgraduate School as an
academic institution which uses university educational methods
to address the special graduate education requirements of the
Navy. The Superintendent of the Naval Postgraduate School is
a Rear Admiral of the line of the Navy. He is supported by a
dual management structure, part military and part civilian.
The faculty, mostly civilians, is responsible for the academic
programs and, in support of these, conducts an active research
effort. The military staff specifies the educational needs of
the Navy, in terms of curricula, and provides administrative
logistic support.
At the Naval Postgraduate School, as in other academic
institutions, the faculty is organized into departments. The
department represents a resource center of faculty members
with allied disciplinary specialization. Currently, the
departments at the Naval Postgraduate School include: Computer
Science, Mathematics, Administrative Science, Operations
Research, Physics and Chemistry, Electrical Engineering,
Meteorology, Aeronautics, Oceanography, Mechanical Engineering,
and National Security Affairs. Inter-disciplinary groups
which have effective departmental status include Electronic
Warfare, Anti-submarine Warfare, and Command, Control and
Communications (C3)
.
Development projects are largely conducted by the individual
faculty members on a project basis. Projects typically originate
from proposals prepared either by individual faculty members or
by groups of faculty members from the same or different depart-
ments .
The development program is divided administratively into
two parts. First is the Sponsored Development Program . This
program includes projects awarded by sponsoring agencies to an
individual principal investigator. The principal source of
funds is the various commands and laboratories of the Naval
Material Command. The sponsored program constitutes about 80%
of the total NPS development program. The Foundation Develop-
ment Program is based on a grant from the Chief of Naval
Development. This program is administered internally by a Researcl
Council, made up of faculty members appointed by the Provost.
The Dean of Research is the Chairman of the Research Council.
The Council meets periodically to review faculty proposals,
allocate funding, and review results of completed projects.
Appendix I identifies each project by title and category
or type funding (Exploratory Development is 6.2 research).
The 6.2 category was funded by the Chief of Naval Development,
Washington, DC, 20360.











Investigation of a Sequential Test Median
D. R. Barr, Professor of Operations Research
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
To assess properties of a sequential test based
on sample medians, including expected sample
size and operating characteristics.
Empirical evidence was obtained through simu-
lation which demonstrates potential usefulness
of the proposed test. This evidence suggested
the sample number has asymptotic geometric
distribution; efforts were undertaken to
demonstrate this analytically, but to date have
not been successful.
It is anticipated that a journal article will
be published on this material as soon as one or
two open questions about the procedure are
settled.
C. Y. Ching , "An Investigation of the Sequential
Median Test," M.S. Thesis, NPS (1978).
S. H. Wie , "A Comparison of Two Sequential CEP
Tests," M.S. Thesis, NPS (1978).
FURTHER REMARKS ON THE SEQUENTIAL MEDIAN TEST
1. INTRODUCTION
Testing hardware systems to determine whether they satisfy
operational specifications is frequently an expensive and
time-consuming task. In some circumstances, it is possible
to decrease the consumption of resources in testing by using
sequential test procedures. A sequential test requires that
limits be placed upon the desired precision of the test
(probabilities of errors) , and that the alternatives under
test (hypotheses) be clearly specified. Such a test with
two hypotheses is conducted by taking one observation (test
value) at a time and, after each observation, making one of
the decisions
a.. Terminate and reject the null hypothesis;
b. Terminate and reject the alternate hypothesis;
c. Take another observation.
Since a sequential procedure requires that a decision
(a - c above) be made after each observation, it is necessary
to be able to obtain the observation value before another
test is run (assuming it does not terminate at that point)
.
In the case of testing a system where several test runs may
be scheduled in a relatively short span of time, this means
that the measure being used in the test must essentially be
obtainable in real time, without appreciable processing
delays. Similarly, some "field computation," again without
long delays, may be required in order to reach one of the
decisions a - c.
2
.
Description of the Sequential Median Test
Let the components of an IID sequence {X, , X_ , . . . } be
observed sequentially, and let M, denote the sample median
after 2k - 1 observations have been made. We consider a
sequential test of H_: X^F
n
vs . H, : X ^ F, <_ F
n
based on
the statistics M.; k = 1, 2, 3,... and sequences { ta, , rir^
of continuation intervals whose end points are "acceptance
numbers" a, and "rejection numbers" r . We assume F_
and F. are absolutely continuous. The basic idea is to deter-
mine "l(a, , r, ) } such that, if the test terminates when M,
is not between a, and r, (with appropriate terminal action)
,
the procedure will have prespecified size a and power 1-3.
The test we consider is based on medians of odd sized
samples because the distributions involved are simpler, from
a computational standpoint, than those for arbitrary sized
samples. Even so, the situation is challenging, primarily
because the sequentially observed sample medians are not
independent. In previous work, we have developed a numerical
method of determining the acceptance and rejection numbers,
and have applied the method to a CEP problem like that intro-
duced above
.
3 . An Application
An example where such a procedure is useful is in testing
air-to-ground weapon systems. A standard measure of perfor-
mance for such systems is the "circular error probable" (CEP)
,
which is defined to be the median radial miss distance.
Frequently, it has been assumed that the weapon (say, bomb)
impacts under fixed drop conditions follow a bivariate normal
distribution, and that by rotating from the "target plane"
to a "normal plane" (perpendicular to the bomb trajectory at
impact) , the distribution is approximately circular normal
(bivariate normal with mean 0_ and covariance matrix a 2 1) .
Under these conditions, the radial miss distances are Rayleigh
distributed, and the familiar formula CEP =/2£n2 a % 1.1774 a
holds. There has been increasing citicism in recent years
of using radial miss distributions based on bivariate normal
impact distributions in the underlying plane. Common criticisms
cite poor fit of the resulting radial model in the tails,
especially in the upper tail due to a relatively high frequency
of large miss distances in many data sets. Since there is
apparently a serious question about the validity of such
models in a substantial number of cases, tests of CEP by
corresponding traditional tests of a 2 from an underlying
normal model may be of doubtful validity. On the other hand,
wide use continues to be made of models based on bivariate
normal impact distributions, with corresponding faith in the
implications of these models. The sample median, therefore,
seems to be an attractive alternative in such cases, because
it is generally more robust with respect to poor fit in the
tails than are statistics sufficient for a 2 . In addition
to its robustness, the proposed procedure has the feature
that it can be used with truncated samples with little or no
modification, unlike some of its competitors. The procedure
is flexible, and can be adapted to meet various constraints.
For example, one can accommodate taking observations in
batches, also the procedure can be modified so as to preclude
termination before some specified number of observations
have been taken.
The procedure is potentially of great usefulness for
application to problems within DOD . For example, it should
prove useful in connection with test and evaluation of a
variety of weapons systems, as well as equipment components
testing and quality control applications
.
4. Results
Progress was made on the problems of determining asymptoti
properties of this procedure; even so, many challenging prob-
lems remain. • The author continues to devote effort to this







Aerodynamic Stabilization of Gaseous Dis-
charges
Oscar Biblarz, Associate Professor of Aero-
nautics
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
The main objective is to define practical
aerodynamic means for stabilizing discharges
for electrical laser. Other applications in
cold plasma chemistry are also envisaged.
A particular objective was to become ac-
quainted with supersonic flow and vortex
flows as stabilizing agents and, furthermore,
to examine the theoretical aspects of aero-
dynamic stabilization. This is one part of
a continuing project.
The work undertaken complements the activi-
ties in turbulence stabilization which have
been underway at the Naval Postgraduate
School. First-hand experience with super-
sonic flow and vortex-flow equipment was ob-
tained. The problem of analyzing the effects
of turbulence in a discharge was given some
perspective, and the classical or Schottky
solution for the positive column in a flow
discharge was re-examined in the light of the
stability problem. The program will continue




0. Biblarz, E. Wassertrom and Y. Crispin,
"Stabilization of Flow Discharges by Super-
sonic Flows", presentation at the 30th Annual
Gaseous Electronics Conference, 18-21 Oct.
1977, Palo Alto, CA, (abstract in conference
record and in bulletin of the American Phys-
ical Society.
0. Biblarz, J. L. Barto, and H. A. Post, "Gas
Dynamic Effects on Diffuse Electrical Dis-
charges in Air" , Israel Journal of Technology
,
Vol. 15, No. 1-2.
0. Biblarz, J. L. Barto, and H. A. Post,
"Gas Dynamic Effects of Diffuse Electrical
Discharges in Air" , 19th Israel Annual Con-
ference on Aviation and Astronautics, Tel
Aviv-Haifa, March 2-3, 1977, (full paper on
conference record)
.
Y. Khait and 0. Biblarz, "Influence of Turbu-
lence on diffuse Electrical Gas Discharges
Under Moderate Pressures". Paper submitted
to the Journal of Applied Physics .
0. Biblarz, "Aerodynamic Stabilization of
Gaseous Discharges", Technical Report, NPS-
67Bi77111, 1 November 1977.
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Conference presentation at 30th Annual Gaseous Electronic
Conference, 18-21 October 1977, Palo Alto, CA
Stabilization of Glow Discharges by Supersonic
Flows* . E. WASSERSTROM, Y. CRISPIN and 0. BIBLARZ
,
Technion, Haifa, Israel. — It is known that there is a
strong coupling between electrical discharges and gas
flows. In our work, this interaction is studied for
supersonic flow 1 , where the gas temperature is strongly
coupled to the kinetic energy of the flow. Experimental
results of supersonic flow discharges in cylindrical and
conical tubes are described. It is found that the flow
stabilizes the discharge and reduces the gas temperature.
The results of some numerical calculations of a simpli-
fied model indicate that the computed exit temerature
agrees rather well with our experiments. Our work is
relevant to the stabilization of electric discharges in
lasers.
1. E. Wasserstrom, Y. Crispin, J. Rom, and J. Shwartz:
"The Interaction between Electrical Discharges and
Gas Flow," to be published in the Journal of
Applied Physics.
*Submitted by Oscar Biblarz
INFLUENCE OF TURBULENCE ON DIFFUSE ELECTRICAL
GAS DISCHARGES UNDER MODERATE PRESSURES
Y. KHAIT and 0. BIBLARZ*
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel
ABSTRACT
The problem of a corona discharge under the influence of a
turbulent flow is considered. This problem represents an extension of
the already complicated situation of discharges in very non-uniform fields
in non-moving gases, and our approach is restricted to providing a quali-
tative description of important phenomena. The geometry studied is that
of pin anodes and a wire mesh (plate) cathode immersed in a flow where
controlled turbulence is generated by the presence of grids and screens.
The action of these is discussed as to their desirable effects on the
discharge. The applicability of the theory of locally developed turbulence
is mentioned alone with semi-quantitative effects of turbulence on the
transport coefficients. The fact that stationary distributions cannot be
expected to occur under our conditions points out the usefulness of a
pulsed-discharge analogy. Estimates of the relative power consumption,
turbulent-to-laminar, can be made with the information given herein.
Permanent Address Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
15
PROOF OF ARTICLE TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE
ISRAEL JOURNAL OF TECH., VOL 15, No. 1-2
Gas Dynamic Effects on Diffuse Electrical Discharges in Air
O. Biblarz, J. L. Barto and H. A. Post
Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA 93940 USA
ABSTRACT
Effects nf velocity Imm Hows wiih and without grid-generated turbulence on the power input to a diffuse discharge
arc presented. Density dependences and some *lectrodes are also reported. Air has been used because,
convenience aside, it presents some of the chemical complexities of molecular laser mixtures. Improvement of the
ditfuse discharge power is noted as a result of turbulent flows at subatmospheric density conditions — as much as
50(1 times the manmum no-flow power. Density changes were obtained with a difTuser; the discharge geometry
ordinary -mode consists of an upstream pin-rack electrode and a downstream wire-mesh electrode, typically 2M cm
apart A model (or the interaction of the tonization/recombination region at the anode pin lips is presented which
desciibes some of the observations of the behavior of breakdown voltage with the flow. The voltage just prior to
the glow collapse decreases somewhat in the ordinary (or anode-to-cathode) flow mode and incteases in the reverse




— diffusion coefficient for ions, electrons





— electric field at breakdown (just prior
to the glow collapse)
— electric charge
— current ai breakdown (just prior to
the glow collapse)
— current density for ions, electrons
— characteristic length for axial changes
— characteristic length for radial
changes
— number density for ions, electrons
n* — charge density
INTRODUCTION
as dynamic stabilization has been demonstrated to
i an important means of increasing the power into
Ruse discharges in molecular gases (Shwartz and
asserstrom, 1975; Brown and Davies, 1972; Bib-
rz and Nelson. 1974; Wasserstrom et a!., 1976).
n — net rate of charge production
R — "hyperboloidal" pin radius
r — radial coordinate
U — convective field velocity •
V — discharge voltage
Vb , Vb.i — breakdown voltage (just prior to the
glow collapse), reference value
V,. — inception voltage
x — axial coordinate
Z — ionization coefficient
a — recombination coefficient (two or
three body)
p, p„ — density, atmospheric value
6,i — anode extension for no flow
/i,.c — mobility for ions, electrons
t — characteristic time
These gases are found in molecular lasers. MUD
devices, atmospheric discharges, and others. Turbul-
ence, vorticity, and supersonic flow with shocks have
been demonstrated to accomplish more than just
bulk convective cooling of the discharge; an interac-
tion between 'he flow field and the ions takes place
which somewhat affects the fundamental nature of
the glow discharge. For example, the so-called
corona inception voltage and the breakdown voltage
oi the glow are modified by the flow, while at the
same time the current becomes considerably more
homogeneous and greatly enhanced.
Our work has focused on the effects of turbulence,
an effort which involves several related questions.
We have been searching for an eddy size distribution
or spectrum of turbulence which most favorably acts
on the discharge (Biblarz and Nelson, 1974; -Wasser
•^-smrrrrrriTtrr¥f^r7 Aunchman, 1974), i.e., for some
optimum which represents the most effective coupl-
ing of flow power to discharge power. We have
found eddy frequencies between 10 : and 10* Hz very
favorable. The convective velocity itself has a
stabilizing effect on the discharge, the understanding
of which turns out to be important in the sorting out
of the action of turbulence. The observed increase in
current and power with velocity is nearly propor-
tional to the square of the convective velocity
(Nygaard, 1965; Biblarz, 1974). Colateral to these
studies has been our interest in the effects of density,
interelectrode spacing, and electrode orientation.
Since our experiments are carried out at pressures
higher than optimum for discharges desirable for
laser applications, it is significant to know the effects
of reducing the density together with changes of
interelectrode spacing. The orientation (and to some
extent the polarity) of the pin-to-plate discharge
geometry with respect to the flow field has a bearing
on discharge activity, and such knowledge turns out
to be important in the understanding of gas dynamic
effects, as will be shown in this paper. Finally, our
experiments have been conducted with atmospheri-
cal air where chemical complexities in the discharge
are inherent; since we are observing relative changes
in discharge performance and since air itself is a
difficult discharge medium, we anticipe our results to
be relevant to molecular lasers. Oxygen, for exam-
ple, is used to increase laser power in CO-N 2 laser
mixtures (Keren el ai, 1975); also, we expect our
work to show qualitative trends in CO :-mixtures.
The plane in the positive point-to-point geometry
is represented in our experiments by a wire mesh
which minimizes blockage of the flow. Even though
an array of pins is used to fill the interaction volume.
the anode is analyzed on the basis of the activity at a
single pin with some statistical allowance for the
behavior of the set (Barto, 197b). This type of
discharge is "anode controlled" since the cathode
plays only a secondary role (Nasser, 1971). When the
electric field has reached a sufficiently high value, an
ionization region develops in the neighborhood o;
the pin tips and it is this region that has the most
profound effect on the discharge characteristics. The
flow interacts with this region and a geometrical
model which describes the anode extension, and
which is discussed in this paper, seems to reflect
some of the observed features of the discharge.
The flow can interact with discharge phenomena
that occur in comparable times. Table I indicates a
few relevant characteristic times. Some values are
obtained using a characteristic length of one mm,




Characteristic Time (s) Reference
Diffusion (laminar) 10 '
Diffusion (turbulent) 10
—
Biblarz and Nelson, 1974
10 ' Nasser, 1971
Meek and Craggs. 1953
Meek and Craggs, 1953
Brown, 1966
Nasser, 1971
Meek and Craggs, 1953
Meek and Craggs, 1953
Meek and Craggs, 1953
As may be evident from Table 1, gas dynamic
phenomena have times comparable to the recombi-
nation time, current pulsing, and ion drift among
others. The effect of flow on recombination itself
may be overshadowed by the effect of flow on the
current, as discussed in a later section of this paper.
It is interesting to note here that current pulsing
Flow time (10-100 m/s) io- -10"
Turbulent eddies 10"' -10 '
Current pulsing 5 x 10 ' - 2x
Energ) transfer,
electrons to atoms io-' -10 *
Recombination 10 5 -10"
Maximum positive ion











{Nasser, 1971; Loch. 1965), a statistical fluctuation of
the current which manifests itself only at the onset- of
the corona and just prior to breakdown, has charac-
teristic times close to those of the high end of the
turbulence spectrum. Since the maximum positive
ion drift time is not much faster than flow times, it
may be surmised that within the anode extension,
and particularly in regions of low electric field
charge, convection should be significant. Diffusion
times are substantially lower than flow times and it is
this difference which signals the possibility of using
different characteristic lengths for diffusion and for
convection in the equations (see Model and Addi-
tional Results section). An important feature of
discharges in air results from the dominant electron-
attaching property of oxygen which changes the
electron energy distribution and electron density
(Keren el ai, 1975) and which cannot be affected by
turbulence (see Table I).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Facility
The experimental facility (Post, 1976) utilized con-
sists of a plexiglass tunnel which is fed from an air
compressor. Speeds in excess of 180 m/s can be
obtained at relatively large flow rates with this
facility. For subatmospheric operation, a diffuser is
mounted after the test section. This diffuser was also
made of plexiglass with an overall length of 1.04 m
and wall divergence angle of 2.5 deg. No flow
separation was observed in this diffuser. The test
section houses the electrode system shown in Fig. 1,
and the turbulence screen which is also evident in
the photograph (Plate III attached to the pin rack).
The interelectrode spacing is adjustable but most of
the result* reported here correspond to a spacing of
2.9 cm. The anode consbts of 39 pins forming the
corners of rectangles 1.27 cm by 0.64 cm; the pin
length is 1.57 cm. The test section cross-sectional
area is 64 cm".
Most of the experiments were done with the
electrode orientation indicated in Fig. 2a (ordinary
mode). Some reverse flow and cross flow experi-
ments were also carried out with the configuration
shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. Although data^fLoeb
(1965) indicate that under no-flow conditions in air
an optimum of the power into the discharge just
Fig. 1. Electrode system.
prior to the collapse of the flow is obtained with a
pressure of 500 torr (for a 2.9 cm gap), our systems
was only capable of operating down to about 640
ton (or plpu or 0.85) because of the high blockage of
the plate/electrode unit and because of chocking
upstream of th« electrodes.
Electrical and fluid dynamic measurements were
taken with conventional equipment (Biblarz and
Nelson, 1974; Post, 1976). All measuring equipment
was calibrated before use and corrections for humid-
ity changes were made on the measured data (Post,
1976). The screen used (Plate III) provided the best
low frequency, high intensity eddies (Aunchman,
1974; Post, 1976). Plate III consists of an aluminum
plate laminated on phenolic with mixed arrays of
holes of 1.0 cm and 0.3 cm diameter. The plate is
mounted directly upstream of the pin rack and its
area is smaller than the test section area to allow for
a boundary layer "bleed". In genera! we found that
the pressure drop across the plate was a good
indicator of its ability to stabilize the discharge
(Aunchman, 1974). Turbulence intensities of the

























Fig. 2. Various orientations of electrodes and turbulence grids
tested.
Results
Curves of power divided by the mass flow rate vs.
the flow rate are indicative of flow effects (Sliwartz
and Lavic. 1975); any departure from the appear-
ance of a rectangular hyperbola by the curves is to be
attributed to flow effects. Figure 3 shows our experi-
mental results for the ordinary mode in these coordi-
nates; the power shown is the maximum diffuse or
pre-arcing power. For the curves where the flow was
turbulent the power was eventually limited by the
power supply, whereas for the laminar flow curves
the results were mass flow rate limited. The com-
bined effect of reduced pressure and turbulent flow
at maximum observed performance {Post, 1976) re-
sulted in an increase of discharge power of 75% over
ambient laminar flow at the same flow rate. The
initial downward trend of the curves in Fig. 3 indi-
cates a constant power input; the slope then be-
• DlFFUSER OFF NO PlATE
* OIFFUSER ON, NO P.ATE
o OIFFUSER OFF PLATE III
O DlFFUSER ON. PLATE III
_!_
_l
0.2 0.4 06 0.8 10
MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
DISCHARGE (kg/s)
Fig. 3. Power per mass flow rule vs. mass tlow rate through the
discharge.
comes positive as the flow interaction becomes sig-
nificant (beyond 60 m/s). Pure convection seems to
saturate in its ability to affect the discharge whereas
turbulence does not. Error bars are shown in Fig. 3
indicating the reliability of the measurements.
Figure 4 displays breakdown voltage data as a
function of velocitv. Clearly, the major parameters
affecting the breakdown voltage are the density and
the velocity (fixed spacing); turbulence appears to
have only a secondary effect. The decrease of Vh
with velocity is discussed in the next section in terms
of the anode extension. Figure 5 is the corresponding
plot for the breakdown or maximum diffuse current
vs. averagtTflow velocity; here, turbulence and veloc-
ity appear to be the controlling variables with the
density playing only a secondary role. The behavior
of the maximum power follows closely that of the
current, since the magnitude of the change in voltage
is relatively very small. In addition to spreading the
discharge at each pin (see Fig. 6), turbulence causes
all of the pins to '"light-up" more or less equally;
under non-turbulent conditions the pins at the out-
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5. Breakdown current vs. average velocity through the dis-
a) NO FLOW
c) FLOW, WITH TURBULENCE
Fig. 6. Visual character of various glow modes withoui diffuser
spacing; for spacings under 2 cm all the pins seem to
be active under all conditions. Figure 7 shows photo-
graphs of the various discharges. The no-flow photo-
graph was a ten-second exposure. Here, the general
appearance of the glow is that of a low intensit)
discharge extending between each pin and the
cathode. The bright region at the bottom in the
no-flow photograph was caused by a breakdown
spark which took place during the time of exposure.
In contrast, the laminar and turbulent flow photo-
graphs were one-second exposures. In the himinar
flow photograph, the individual pin discharges ap-
pear to be more diffuse than in the no-flow case and
an intense short narrow glow extends from the
anode tips to the cathode. As evident from the
turbulent flow photograph, the discharge here is
even more diffuse with a wider bright region emerg-
ing from the anode region; turbulent mixing seems
to spread out the current and homogenize the cur-
rent density throughout the interaction volume. The
current-voltage characteristics of the diffuse dis-
charge display the effects of convection and densit\
reduction as typified in the information plotted in
Fig. 8. *
Figures 9-12 will be discussed as part of the next
section in which a model for the anode extension is
presented.
VJ







Fig. 8. T>pical observed I-V shift due to diffuser induced den-
sity reduction.
MODEL AND ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Model
The observations depicted in Fig. 6 indicate de-
finite affects of the flow on the radiative recombina-
tion pattern at the anode tips. -We propose to discuss
here an elementary model which is based on a
geometrical interpretation of changes attributable to
diffusion and convection within the anode region. In
this region, which exists already without any flow,
intense ionization and recombination take place.
Even though the anode region includes the sheath,
we shall assume the region to be quasineutral for the
simple reason that the sheath is considerably smaller
(Biblarz ei ai, 1975) and least affected by convection
due to its proximity to the wall (Dulson and Biblarz,
1976). If there are changes in the anode region
attributable to the flow, then we can think of them as
changes in the effective physical gap which in turn
will affect breakdown-gap related parameters such
as Vc and Vb . In particular, it has been observed that
the flow extends the anode region in the ordinary
mode of operation and that this results in a decrease
in the breakdown voltage.
From Figs. 6 and 7 it is seen that the diffusion'field
for the no-flow case is more or less spherical about
the pin tip. Convection stretches out this diffusion
region into an oblate spheroid and turbulence fat-
tens the region considerably.
Since we are disregarding effects of convection on
the sheath, the anode extension can be described
with the quasineutral equations [Shwartz and Was-
serslrom, 1975) where diffusion is ambipolar and
where the effect of convection is included (Biblarz
and Dolson, 1974; Sutton and Sherman, 1965). The
species current equations are
21
~j, = en^.E +en,0 - eD,Vn„ (1)
/„ = - en cix<E + en c O - eD eVn e , f^x
here the symbols are defined in the Nomenclature,
he total current is J= j,- j c . In the ambipolar
:gion, n, = nc = n and the basic equations that





olutions to Eq. (3) would have to be "patched" to
listing sheaths and subsequently to the external
rcuit. Equation (4) assumes steady flow; we shall
eat turbulent flows as pseudosteady where the
fleets of fluctuations appear in the form of greatly
nhanced transport coefficients. The form of the net
roduction term, «, that is ususal in positive column
nalyses (Cobine, 1958; Jaeger el ai, 1976) includes
mization by electron collision but two-body recom-
ination (i.e., Zn - an 2 ); this is not appropriate for
ear-atmospheric operation where three-body pro-
ves dominate. We shall use, therefore, the three-
ody form of Hinnov and Hirschberg (1961)
h = Zn an (5)
he above set of equations is incomplete without a
jitable energy equation (Sutton and Sherman, 1965)
hich yields the electron temperature and the gas
:mperature, if Joule heating is appreciable, and
)me information regarding the flow field. If we
liminate the electric field from Eqs. (1) and (2) in
le usual way (Brown, 1966) we obtain
nV- 0+ O-Vn ~V(DSn) = Zn-an\ (6)
ere D„ is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The
t>ove equation can be specialized to a simplified
ersion of the conditions for the ordinary mode (see
ig. 2a). Assuming that U is only in the axial
irection and constant and that dilfusion is radial
lainly and symmetric, we can write Eq. (6) as
he above is a non-linear, second order partial
iflerential equation which we shall noi attempt to
jive here. It is useful, however, to suitably non-
imensionalize (Kline, 1965) the equation so that
characteristic parameters may beestimaied. First of
all, let us define n* such that
Zn'-an" = 0. (8)
This corresponds to an equilibrium condition in
which ionization and recombination locally balance
each other. Note that n * is a function of the electron
temperature through the Saha equation (a is also a
function of electron temperature (see Hinnov and
Hirschberg, 1961 or Mitchner and Kruger. 1973)). I he
parameter n* will be used for the characteristic
density since n/n* g 1.0. As stated in the Introduc-
tion, there are really two characteristic lengths in the
problem, one for the x-variation which is primarily
convective and another for the r-variation which is
primarily diffusive. With this in mind, and introduc-
ing D* as the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for the









x ** x /L t ,
r <-> r/L„
Dm**DJD*.
Since we have made the variables of order one, it is
reasonable to assume that each group of coefficients
that appears in Eq. (9) is also of order one. Hence,




L = yJD*Jan* 2 .
(10)
(in
Within a cylinder characterized by a length L, and a
radius Ln we anticipate to find the anode region. The
accuracy of the above estimates will depend on the
extent to which the electron temperature is constant
in the ambipolar region because we have inserted n *
and D* through the differential. Note also that we
have assumed a thermally stable system.
Equations (10) and (11) are the desired interim
i - ults. Equation (10) agrees with a solution of Eq.
M
(9) in which ditfusion'ts completely neglected. Equa-
tion (11) is consistent with work reported in Mitch-
ner and Kruger (1973) where a solution of Eq. (9)
without the convective terms is shown to be of the
"boundary-layer type". We can state now that the
condition for which diffusion can be neglected in the
^-direction is one for which Lx > Ln Note that L,
will be greater for turbulent flows than for laminar
ones.
It is clear that, other things being equal. L, will
increase with increasing convection velocity. If
this corresponds to a lengthening of the
ionization/recombination region then our geometric
model appears to be appropriate. In particular, from
Fig. 4, we have found that the breakdown voltage
decreases with increasing velocity; Fig. 9 shows data
additional to Fig. 3 for VJV^ where VM is the
no-flow value. In this figure, an eventual increase in
Vb is also apparent (a more appropriate variable for
the ordinate is U Id because it collapses the data for
various gaps into one curve). The eventual increase
in breakdown voltage, if it really exists, is not easily
explained. It is known that turbulence causes the
electric field to rise because of greater charge losses
(Shwartz and Wasserstrom, 1975). This turbulence
(either from the wake of the pins or grid generated)
increases in intensity with increasing velocity, but it
is not clear that results for a fixed column discharge
apply to our case. Another possibility lies in the
effects of convection on recombination; it is reasona-
ble to expect that L, is shrinking because n* is
increasing very rapidly; since the current in the
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Fig. l > Voltage ratio vs. V/J in the ordinary flow mode.
discharge is roughly proportional to U 1 and since
appreciable electron heating may take place at the
higher currents, we can perhaps attribute the rise in
voltage to changes in recombination length arising
from an inciease in the denominator in Eq. (10).
Additional Results
Figure 10 shows VJVM data for the reverse and
cross-flow modes. Here, according to our model, the
anode extension which exists for no flow is eventu-
ally, at high enough speeds, completely blown out of
the interelectrode region leaving the physical gap as
the smallest (or breakdown) gap. It is evident from
the data in Fig. 10 that the voltage increase levels out
at the high velocity end. These results are consistent
with those of Biblarz and Nelson (1974) and Werner
(1950). If d is the physical gap and 5 () the anode
extension for no flow, then the maximum increase in
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Fig. 10. Voltage ratio vs. velocity in reverse and cross (low
modes.
We are implying, of course, that the breakdown
voltage is proportional to the distance between the
anode or anode extension and cathode (Barto, 1976;
Nasser, 1971). The sheaths at these pressures are
very thin. In order to arrive at an estimate of S we
must note that itshould be a function of the electric
field distribution outside of the anode^region. As-
suming a hyperboloidal point-to-plane distribution
(Barto, "1976) for the electric field in the neutral
region we have arbitrarily chosen the anode region
to lie where E § 20 kV/cm; this is a value of the
electric field which is greater than the 15kV/cm












and S,)= x when £(x) = 20kV/cm.
Using values calculated with Eq. (13) and taking
the data for the leveling off value of VJV*, from
cross-flow and reverse flow measurements, we arrive
at the information shown in Table II and in Fig. 11.
It must be kept in mind that the data come from
various velocities and levels of turbulence. In Eq.
(14) we use R = 0.05 cm and Vb =• l.Sd + 4 (kV) as
suggested by our experimental conditions (Barto,
1976). The trend is well indicated by the calculations,
and the agreement between theory and experiment
appears to be reasonably good. This then is support-
ing evidence for the anode extension model.
TABLt II
REVfcRSH AND CMOS* FLOW MAXIMUM VOLTAGE RATIOS
Gap Anode Effective Voltage (Max).
Length Ext. Gup Ratio Experi-
ci(cm) &u(cm) d - 6 ((.m) Eq. (12) ment
1.0 0.22 0.78 1.28
1.4 0.27- 1.13 1.24 1.27
1.45 0.27 1.18 1.23 1.26
2.0 0.34 1.66 1.20 —
3.0 0.45 2.55 1.18 1.20
3.2 0.47 2.73 1.17 1.15


















Fig. 11. Summary of maxium breakdown voltage ratio vs. gap
length, reverse and cross How only.
Our observations during the cross-flow experi-
ments revealed a host of interesting effects, and since
these may have a bearing to £-beam lasers they will
be briefly discussed here. Figure 12 is a summary
schematic of our observations. The ions within the
anode extension, S, are affected by two orthogonal
forces, namely, convective drag in the flow direction
and the electric force in the cathode direction. The
net effect is shown in Fig. 12 as a displacement to the
right which acts to lengthen the interelectrode gap
and to distort the local field at the anode tip region.
The displacement of the anode region was such that
apparently it could affect the downstream pins (1.27
cm away!). Instabilities were observed in the second
and third rows of pins (b and c in Fig. 12) in the form
of minute but numerous transient arcs. These minute
arcs were not strong enough to trip the power
supply; they, however, spread into the first row of
pins just prior to breakdown (when the power supply
is actually tripped). Since breakdown streamers arc
energetic enough to be uninfluenced by the flow, the
displacement of the anode region shows up as an
increase in the breakdown \oltage, as discussed
previously. Even while these numerous arcs were
evident, a blue-violet glow region (region 1 in Fig.
12) marked an upstream boundary for these arcs.
This glow region was visible only from the first and
second row of pins and it always "leaned into the
wind". Downstream from (he last set of pins, a
blue-green glow was evident the extent of which
decreased with increasing velocity; the length, x tcc , in
Fig. 12 was of the order of 5 cm. In Brow w(l c
.)fffi) ii is
bhown to follow a recombination controlled pattern
which is proportional to the inverse of the convec-
n.- \ velocity.
ANODE
Fig. 12. Schematic representation of cross-flow current distribu-
tion observations.
CONCLUSIONS
The power into a diffuse discharge in air has been
enhanced by 500 times by the combined action of
flow, turbulence and reduced density. To some ex-
tent, effects of velocity, turbulence, and density have
been separated allowing individual scrutiny of each.
The experiments have been undertaken in a rela-
tively high flow facility with a "difficult" molecular
gas mixture.
By far the most pronounced effect is the enhance-
ment in the magnitude of the current. Turbulence,
for example, makes all the anode pins active, which
is a difficult task to accomplish in practice with gaps
over 2 cm (no individual ballasting of the pins was
used); the increase of current, however, was more
than the number of pins that were "activated".
Turbulence considerably enhances and homogenizes
the anode region apparently allowing each pin to
flow more substantial amounts of current. Of course,
velocity also shows up as an important parameter,
but there is no pure laminar flow at the pin tip
because it is in a wake where vorticity is being shed;
still, the current has been observed to possess a
square or higher (Burro, 1976) dependence on the
eonvective velocity. It is interesting to note that
density changes by themselves did not seem to alfect
the results shown in Fig. 5, this is somewhat surpris-
ing in the light of the dependence of the Townsend
coefficient on die density (Nasser, 1971; Cobine,
1958). Figure c> shows some density enhancement but
not a substantial one. Turbulent flows have been
seen to stabilize our discharges in which Joule heat-
ing and thus thermal instabilities are not as substan-
tial as in the laser discharges (Brown and Davies,
1972; Wasserstrom el al, 1976); it may therefore he
concluded that the effect is a fundamental one.
With the anode region model we have shown that
it is possible to interpret the action of convection in
terms of a physical extension or contraction of the
anode region. This incidentally can also be argue to
apply to results with parallel plate electrodes (Buno,
1976). In the ordinary flow mode, a minimum of
VJ Vbo is obtained of about 0.90-0.95 corresponding
to a velocity of about 75 m/s; the subsequent in-
crease in breakdown voltage is at the present not a
conclusive result. The reverse and cross-flow modes
saturate at a VJV^ of about 1.25, which is post-
ulated to correspond to the limit imposed by the
physical gap. The results for the breakdown voltage
indicate that a relation exists of the form
£-/(¥-);
where r is some relevant characteristic time.
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In the high energy laser field, the electric discharge convection laser
(EDCL) offers good efficiency as well as simplicity of handling relative to
gasdynamic and chemical lasers. Progress towards higher laser outputs from
EDCLs, however, has been impeded by the collapse of the glow discharge at the
increased currents and pressures desired. This glow collapse (usually re-
ferred to as arcing or constriction) represents the practical upper limit of
the electrical power that may be pumped into the necessary non-equilibrium
1-4
processes. It has been shown that aerodynamic stabilization can be used
very successfully in overcoming the glow-collapse limits. It should be
pointed out here that the laser application is but one application of the
relatively new interdisciplinary field of cold plasma chemistry.
Aerodynamic stabilization is based on two separate effects usually re-
ferred to as convection (laminar) and mixing. The purely convective effect
is said to decrease the residence time of the particles through the discharge
and thereby to counteract unstable mechanism that lead to the glow collapse .
The mixing effect, which may be due to vortex flows or to turbulence from
boundary layers or grids, has been observed to have powerful stabilizing
characteristics. Convection scales up with flow velocity whereas mixing
depends on the intensity, spectral distribution, and location of the eddies
or vortices.
II. SPECIFICS
At the Technion, the author had the opportunity to participate in
6 7
experimental work dealing with vortex-flow stabilization ' and with super-
6 8
sonic flow stabilization ' . These techniques complement the work that has
been underway at the Postgraduate School on turbulence stabilization of
discharges. Some results of the Technion work have already appeared (see Refs,
6-11) and more will be forthcoming.
A significant portion of the author's time was dedicated to a study of
theoretical aspects of discharge stabilization. The author was privileged to
colaborate with Dr. Y. Khait in establishing a perspective regarding some of
the author's previous results with turbulence stabilization. This effort
resulted in the writing of a paper titled "Influence of Turbulence on Diffuse
Electrical Gas Discharges Under Moderate Pressures," which is being submitted
for publication. Other theoretical work involved a close look at the
Schottky solution for the positive column in a glow discharge with the aim
at establishing its use for a stability formulation. This effort was fruit-
ful on two intermediate aspects of the problem and these are included here
as Appendixes A and B.
A proposal was written to the United States-Israel Binational Science
Foundation which extensively outlines the progress of the entire effort.
If awarded, the cooperation of the Technion and the Postgraduate School
would be formalized (however, the budget would provide neither salaries for




The classical solution to the ambipolar diffusion of charges in the
12 13
positive column ' of a glow discharge offers no hints as to how striations
and constriction, among other important observations, manifest themselves in
the discharge. As pressure and/or current are increased, instabilities grow
in the discharge and it is important to have a sufficiently complete model
of the physics which reflects these effects. In other words, before flow
effects such as (laminar) convection and turbulence are introduced it is
necessary to re-examine some assumptions inherent in the Schottky solution.
A partial list of phenomena not reflected in the Schottky solution may
be given as follows:
1) effect of sheaths at the walls
2) effect of electrodes and intermediate regions
3) effect of recombination in the gas (pressure and composition)
4) effects of the energy balance, including radiation and the elevation
of the electron temperature
The list can be rather long. We closely examined the energy balance because
the instabilities are believed to be thermal disturbances (i.e., the tempera-
ture becomes non-homogeneous) and recombination in the gas because it closely
reflects the effect of pressure and composition. For simplicity, a two-
dimensional (infinite parallel plate) geometry was considered, see Fig. 1.
When E is constant, V«J = implies that J = J(y) or that
n = n(y) because J ; moreover, V x E = implies that E = E(y) .











v n - an (1)
- 3/3y [K 3T/3y] = J-E = enu
e
E? (2)
2 ^ v H | k(T - T) = eu E?m^ eN 2 e e L (3)
p = NkT (4)
with boundary conditions
at y - 3n/3y - 3T/3y =
at y=+a n = and T = T
— o
In the above formulation x is the axial coordinate and y the interplate
coordinate, n the charge concentration in the ambipolar region, T the
electron temperature and T the gas/ ion temperature, N is the concentra-
tion of the neutrals, D the coefficient of ambipolar diffusion, K the
thermal conductivity, m the electron mobility, v. and a the ionization
and recombination coefficients respectively, E the axial electric field,
v the collision frequency between electrons and neutrals, e the elec-
tronic charge, p the pressure, and m and m^ the mass of the electrons
and neutral respectively. There are several assumptions inherent in this
formulation, namely chat N>>n
,
T >T , and that p = constant . In addition,
we are using a symmetry condition in the boundary conditions and we are
12 13
neglecting of wall space charges. Glow discharge data * , in addition,
indicate that EL as well as T appear to be constant in the discharge at
least before constricting. The electron energy equation, Eqn. 3, should have to
reflect the energy dependance of the collision cross sections and, in addition,
non-elastic collisions — since we are interested in laser operation.
However, we shall not deal with Eqns. (3) and (4).
Using simple kinetic theory to describe the gas temperature dependance








or n* = v./a
we can proceed to nondimensionalize Eqns. (1) and (2). We shall, however,
not use the plate spacing to render y dimensionless, but introduce two
characteristic lengths, L and L . The gas temperature is made non-
dimensional by the use of a wall temperature T . The resulting equations
are:
- d/dy (T1/2 p = n - n2 (6)
^ =\ oZ t (7)




It seems reasonable to expect that in a conventional (unconstricted)
glow, the two characteristic lengths be about equal to each other and that
L/a x 0(1) and L/a « 0(1) (10)
n T
37
This expectation is also required by the eigenvalue nature of Eqns. (6) and
(8). It may be shown (see Appendix B) , that except for the equilibrium limit,
Eqn. (6) is an eigenvalue equation, (the classical solution being a cosine
when no recombination is present and when T =s constant) . The nature of
Eqn. (6) is discussed further at the end of this section.
In the light of Eqns. (10) , it is interesting to look at some actual
values of L and L . Particularly extensive information for helium is
reported in Ref. 16, and this is used in estimating the values shown in
Fig. 2, which are limited to the range of applicability of the equations
in Ref. 16. An appropriate form for the coefficients is obtained by intro-
ducing the gas density N
,
/ T (D M )
\ No - V 2T tv./N) (11)v O 1 o
4 "o ' <E'V
_1
V'CvV<W (12)
The above forms show "similarity" since LN is a function of E/N only.
Examining Fig. 2, it is evident that L N is not equal to L_N , certainly
not for large E/N , wheareas L_N follows closely data reported for helium
12 13in the literature * (the fact that we are looking at parallel plates and
the data is for tubes is immaterial) . Since in a discharge tube n and T
share a common diameter, it is necessary to reconcile the discrepancy of the
two curves.
14
It is possible, that the assumption which brings T into Eqn. (1)
















the factor T /T from the equation, the curves would diverge at the higher
values of E/N . Constriction of the positive column is another possibility
but in this case L_ would be expected to be greater than L for any given
E/N and just the opposite seems to be true. Uncertainties in the estimate
of a , the recombination coefficient, would affect the value of L but
this estimate is the one that follows nicely the experimental values.
The method of reconciliation of the two lengths proposed here is based
on the alternative that the equations previously written are incomplete and
that, in particular, v. in Eqns. (1) and (7) should be replaced by a
parameter (CO which makes up for the difference in the two curves. This
matter is discussed in Appendix A of this report.
Consider now Eqn. (1) with constant coefficients. We proceed here to
nondimensionalize it in a conventional way




n'(o) and n(+ a) =




- n n - en (14)




Now the Shottky solution is one for which e = , namely,
- n" - n (15)
and n = n cos (-s- y/a) (16)
o 2
It can be seen therefore that the characteristic length L should be
v. - tt/2
On the other hand, for the equilibrium limit e = 1 and the equation
(17)
(18)
is of the "Boundary Layer" type, i.e., it is not an eigenvalue problem, see
Ref . 14 pp 149-51 for the equivalent problem with three-body recombination.
The solution to Eqn. 18 in an implicit form is
1/2
'
y - log {*-== ~ \ - 1.317
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which is indeed of the boundary-layer type. The intermediate cases,
< e < 1
,
are represented by elliptic functions, and this matter is dis-




Some deficiencies of the Schottky solution have been re-examined with
the intent of establishing a more useful solution for the description of
the transition to the glow collapse. At least two major, recent attempts in
the literature (Refs. 16 and 17) base the steady solution for the charge
profile on the Schottky result and these attempts have not succeeded in pre-
10
_,
senting a complete formulation of the problem. The Technion approach is
to base the perturbation on a physically complete solution of the ambipolar
charge profile. This profile must include the ingredients of constriction
and of the elevation of the electron temperature.
As shown in Appendix A, the characteristic length scales for ambipolar
diffusion and heat diffusion (conduction only) may be reconciled if v. in
Eqn. (7) is replaced by C_ where C« > v . and C- is a function of
E/N (i.e., the dependance given by the difference of the two curves in Fig.
2). What appeared to be a bonus, namely, a^ insight into the mathematical
description of striations, needs further study in order for it to make more
physical sense. The eigenvalue nature of the diffusion equation is not
changed by the recombination term except at the limit when e = 1.0.
11
APPENDIX A - PROBLEM REFORMULATION
Equation (1) in the text presupposes steady flow along with n n(y) .
Let us relax these suppositions and go back to the species flux equations
which may be written as
D
|J+ V- [n(- u E - -£. V n)] = n (Al)3t en
a
D.|S.+ V [n(u. E-^?n)]-ii (A2)
dt in
Combining and eliminating the electric field we get the ambipolar diffusion
equation in the usual manner which for constant coefficients is
3n/3t - D V2n = n (A3)
a
or 3n/3t - D
& (-MJ-
+ ^-|j - v n - an2 (A4)
\3x 3y /
The above assumes two-body recombination as well. Now, using Eqn. (A3) to
2









+ 1- D./D = n (A5)
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But since V«E = in the ambipolar region
H + 1 -
U
D /D !> » n -
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Let us work with Eqns. (A4) and (A7) in linear form, i.e., neglecting
recombination. If
n(x,y,t) - f(y) g(x,t) (A8)




(fg^ + gf ") = vi f g -... (A9)
,2 2
where f" = =~ g =
^-f and g^ =» 3g/3t
, ^ xx . ^ tdy 3x





- f f" - v ± (A10)
At a given E/N , v. is constant so we may presume that
1/g (g - D g ) = constant (or - C ) (All)
D
and - ~ f " = constant (or CL) (A12)
with - C + C » v (A13)
The constants C. and C_ are positive and defined so that C-
^_
v.
as required by Eqn. (A12) , which now replaces Eqn. (6) since
- D f" = f C, (A14)
a l
and L,_ = VD/c7
t a L
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Equation (A14) is the new Schottky equation. The constant C appears in
the companion partial differential equation
Now look at Eq. (A7) . At the centerline 3n/9y = and f(o) f
o
so that
""-° t + (r^7r)1ELll^i n -- <*">
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We can cancel f in the linear equation above and obtain an equation





































Equation (A19) can be solved with
g = T(t) e
aX
(A20)
where a is found from
V
2 ^ 6 - ^zV <A21 >
a i
Note that D. < D and that £ is anyway a positive parameter,
i a
Equation (A21) indicates that the roots are real and there is no periodic
behavior in x — that striations are not to be found with this description.
In order for n to oscillate in x , we must have a situation in which










and - D fM - - C * f (A24)
a 2
Here, Eqn. (A24) will result in (non-periodic) hyperbolic functions in y and
Eqn. (A23) in oscillatory functions in x provided that
4C2* / U iEL Y









so as to match L to L_ .
n T
15
The solution to Eqn. (A24) does not represent the usual diffusion
controlled situation because in order to meet the symmetry condition at the
centerline we must give up the physically sensible boundary conditions at the
wall. Perhaps variable coefficients and the inclusion of recombination can
remedy this problem with the boundary conditions. Or perhaps we should be
willing to give up axial symmetry and consider some sort of contraction
asymmetry which would likely have to include some reconbination because of
the higher pressures. This, however shall not be pursued in this report.
16
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APPENDIX B - INFLUENCE OF TWO-BODY RECOMBINATION OF SCHOTTKY SOLUTION
The diffusion equation given in the main text (Eqn. 14) is not suitable
for elliptic funciton representation, therefore, a different form is developed
below.
The diffusion equation with constant coefficients is (without considera-
tion of whether C- shall be used)
,2 2
- D ^4 = v . n - an (Bl)
a , 2 idy
2
Defining a stationary state v.n* - an* = , or
n* = v /a (b2)
We can nondimensionalize the equation with
n = n/n* and y = y/L
Obtaining
n
- ^| = n - n2 (B3)
dy
2
n' (o) - and n = 6 , < B <1
n(a/L ) =
n
It is clear that the boundary condition at the centerline make-up for the
disappearance of e in Eqn. (B3) . Now Eqn. (B3) can be integrated once to
yield
0-V(j— )-(!b 3 -b 2) <»*>
17
Xff / ^ fdy (B5)V
^ >/ 3 3 2 ft 3 + 3 ft 2 ^v/3 .
The left-hand- side of the above equation can be represented in terms of ellip-
tic functions. Let




b = 6 (0 < 3 < 1) > (B7)
c = ^ —
where a
_> b >_ n _> c
With information on a, b, and c we can enter any table for elliptic
functions (see for example Ref. 18 or 19). Using Byrd and Friedman notation,
formula 234.00, we have
b
/ V(a - d) (b - n) (fi - c)
n
Where
2 , 2 b - c
= gF (*,k) (B8)
v/a - c ' a - c
18
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u) (b - n)
*




F(<£>,k) is tabulated. Note that for 6 = 1 , we get a double root (a = b)
and the equation is not an elliptic integral (though its solution can still be
found from the Tables) . When 6=1 we get the boundary-layer behavior
described by Eqn. (19) or (20) in the main text.
Except for 6=1, Eqn. B3 represents an eigenvalue problem. In order
to check this, we solve for the value of the integral at the wall where
5=0. Thus
.
-1 (a - c)b
*p = sin , / ;. (
\/ (b - c)a
For very small values of 6 , we obtain the cosine solution, namely,
X = (tt/2)
2
where L = a/X1/2
n
As 6 increases, we obtain progressively larger values until at 8=1 we
get X = °° ) . Figure Bl shows this behavior for the eigenvalue. The results
shown in Fig. Bl proved identical to results from a computer program at the
Technion (for the combined diffusion and heat dissipation).
Increasingly higher degrees of recombination flatten out the density
profile at the center and increase its slope at the walls. The radial elec-
tric field is thus enhanced. The variable coefficient solution is not antici-
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Shaped Charges For Neutralization of Buried
Mines
A. E. Funs, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
To develop a technique to neutralize buried
mines. The technique is to be used by EOD
officers and crew.
Mines may be buried at depths from a few inches
to 6-8 feet. The buried mines are detected and
located by magnetic means. Error in location
may be comparable to buried depth. Some means
of placing an explosive charge near the mine
is required. A shaped charge can open a large
hole through which a charge can be rammed.
An assembly of charges was designed, built,
and tested. The assembly of charges consisted
of a 2-inch diameter shaped charge with h lb
HE located on top of a cylinder containing
liquid explosive. The cylinder had a coaxial
tube which allowed passage of the metal jet
from the shaped charge. It was found that the
liquid explosive spray lined the hole; it was
also found that the cylinder for the liquid
explosive was rammed down the hole. As a
result of these early tests, a series of tests
is being planned using solid explosive located
below the shaped charge. A time delay deto-
nator will be used for the solid explosive.
Publication: (See supporting information that follows)
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
FOUNDATION PROJECT ON UNDERWATER SHAPED CHARGES
Principal Investigator
Professor A. E. Funs
Students LT Richard Funk
LT Larry Kryske
LT Dana Vugteveen
As the result of Foundation funding and subsequent additional
funding from EODF, a series of experiments were conducted at EODF
Indian Head, MD. The attached material describes the results.
For FY 78 additional funding was obtained from EODF. It should
be noted that EODF supports the tests with their own manpower.
The students who have worked or currently are working on the
project are as follows:
LT Richard Funk, USN, LT Larry Kryske, USN and LT Dana
Vugteveen, USN.
The attached material is:
1. Abstract from LT Funk's Thesis.
2. Invention disclosure on explosive injection by shaped
charges
.
3. List of contacts at other research and development
organizations .
4. Sketch of shock attenuator for mine neutralization weapon
5. Description of LT Funk's test at EODF.
6. Test plan for tests on 22-27 May 1978.
1.
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL MINEHUNTING SYSTEM AND
MINE NEUTRALIZATION USING SHAPED CHARGE FOLLOW-THROUGH TECHNIQUE(U)
A brief historical review of mine warfare is given as back-
ground. The NATO First Scenario serves as the threat scenario
which provides the impetus for an improved mine countermeasures
technique. The experience of clearing Haiphong harbor and the
Suez Canal showed that minesweeping of any sort is a difficult,
tedious, and lengthy process totally devoid of any glamour. The
prerequisite of any mine countermeasures operation is training.
The Navy Explosive Ordnance Disposal community, which is tasked
with determining the extent of mine fields, has the equipment and
expertise to initiate this new technique in mine countermeasures.
This technique entails locating and cataloging all bottom objects
in United States ports. To counter a mine threat these surveys
would have to be conducted annually. Experiments were conducted
which demonstrated the praci tical i ty of using the shaped charge








EXPLOSIVE INJECTION BY SHAPED CHARGE
by
Richard Punk and Allen Fuhs
There are several military tasks for which the ability to inject an explosiv
desirable. The military applications are described later.
Recent tests have shown that either a liquid or solid explosive can be injec
through sand or mud a considerable distance by use of a shaped charge. The metal
jet from the charge operi3 the hole for injection. Figure 1 shows a cross section
an arrangement for injecting liquid explosive. Figures 2 and 3 show the apparatu,,
the shaped charge, in assembled and disassembled condition. Figures 1 and 3 can
compared to identify components.
Figure k is the sketch of apparatus for injecting a solid explosive through
sand, or mud. The detonator at the top initiates the detonation wave in the snap
charge and starts the time sequence leading to detonation of the high explosive b
the shaped charge. This will be discussed in more detail shortly in connection w
Figure 6.
Consider now the sequence of events during the explosion of the shaped chargi
liquid explosive (LS). At the moment of initiation of detonation, the apparatus
sitting on the surface of the sand; see Figure 5(a). The velocity of the metal j<
shown in Figure 5(b) is about 10000 m/sec. Figure 5(a) shows the condition when
jet has bored a hole of 0.2 m or so. The metal jet causes a shock wave in the sai
Notice the piston which forces the LE from the chamber. Motion of the piston
relative to the chamber can be ascertained using the reference marks.
!
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In Figure 5(c) the metal jet and slug from the shaped charge have bored a
large hold in the sand. The chamber is moving into the hole due primarily to the
hot, high-pressure gas formed by the explosion. A spray of liquid explosive
develops due to piston motion. In Figure 5(d) the chamber continues to move
into the hole bored by the slug and the metal jet. The spray of L£ coats the sand.
About a millisecond later the sand begins to collapse as sketched in Figure 5(e).
The high pressure gases have expanded reducing the pressure on the top of the chamber.
As a result, the spray starts to go in both directions. Depending on the rate of
collapse of the sand, the chamber may be trapped part way in the hole. The final
condition is shown in Figure 5(f). The dark lines are sand soaked with liquid
explosive (LE). Figure 5(e) is based on observations from tests conducted at EODF,
Indian Head, MD, July 1977.
Figure 6 shows a sequence of events similar to Figure 5 but with a solid explosive
being injected. The injected charge is pushed down the hole by high pressure gases as
shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). By the time the sand collapses, the injected
charge is at the bottom of the hole as can be seen in Figure 6(e). After a delay
sufficient to allow complete collapse of the sand, the injected charge is exploded as
shown in Figure 6(f).
There are numerous applications which will be summarized below.
Mine Neutralization
. Buried mines can be effectively neutralized. In the
Havy application, the mines can be buried in mud or sand in a harbor or coastal
region. In the USMC application, the mines are of the land variety buried in soil
jr sand ashore.
Torpedo Warhead
. When used in ASW role, the torpedo would strike a submarine.
The ballast tank wall would be penetrated followed by the 2 to 3 meters of water
Inside the tank. The explosive would strike the pressure hull and explode j the
jressure hull will have been weakened by the metal jet and slug.
When used against major combatant surface vessels, the antitorpedo water and
fuel tanks along the waterline are penetrated. The solid explosive is injected de
within the tanks and explodes at that deep location.
i
Antipersonnel/Antitank Mine . The apparatus shown in Figure 6(a) could be
turned upside down and buried 2 to 3 meters in sand, soil, or mud. When detonated
the metal jet and slug bore a hole upward. Slightly later, the solid explosive
pops up and explodes. Similar mines exist; however, this mine could be buried ver
deep (2 to 3 meters). Detection of a plastic, deeply-buried mine would be very
difficult.
Anti Bunker. Bunkers frequently consist of a wood or concrete structure with
sand overlay. The sand may be a few meters in thickness. The shaped charge would
fired horizontally into the sandj the solid explosive would be injected to a locat











Figure 1. Arrangement for injection of liquid explosive.
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Figure 2. Assembled cylinder for injecting liquid explosive into sand, mud,
or soil. Hose clamp on left clamps shaped charge. Two 3/8" pipe




Figurt 3. Disassembled cylinder showing components. From left to right across
the top are the following: two O-rings, di3C which shears and becomes
a piston, tube inserted in end plate, an O-ring, and 3/8" pipe filler plugs.
From left to right across the bottom are the following: hose clamp,
hollow cylinder to provide stand-off space for shaped charge, and hollow





















(a) At moment of initiation (b) A few 10 's of
of detonation microseconds
later
(c) A few 100's of
microseconds
later









































(e) Sand collapse (f) Detonation of solid exploj




LIST OF CONTACTS AT OTHER
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS
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DESCRIPTION OF LT FUNK'S TEST
AT EODF FY 77
75
DENSITY OF SAND: DRY: 67. 2 lbs/cubic foot
WET: 1X2.25 lbs/cubic foot
Tests 1-6 were conducted with the built in stand-off of the
shaped charge, one cone diameter (c.d.). In all tests other
than numbers 17-20 a wooden box stand, figure 1, was used to
support the shaped charge.
Al screening was used in tests 1-6 as teller plates the spac-
ing of the screens was every one inch in the dry then the
distance the sand settled was noted when the water was added
and this gave a correction factor for the depth of the screens.
TOST 1
Dry sand, 27" in a plastic garbage can, 1 c.d. stand-off
Penetration: Jet/slug penetrated the bottom of the can,
leaving a 3/8 " diam. hole tnen it penetrated the 1st 3/V'




Dry sand, 27" in a plastic garbage can, 1 c.d. stand-off
Penetration: good penetration to the 23" level and then
burned wood chips found on top of the screen at the Zh M level.
TEST 3
Wet sand, depth of sand/water mixture in the can was 25"
therefor the correction factor is 0.926.
Penetration: penetrated the entire can leaving an exit
approx. 3/8" in diam., hole close to the center of the can
implying that there was little bending of the jet/slug on
traveling through the sand/water mixture.
TEST b
Wet sand, settled depth of wet sand 25" therefor the
correction factor is 0.926.
Penetration: The jet/slug penetrated the entire can
leaving an exit hole of approx. l/k n and again it was close
to the center of the can.
TEST 5
Wet sand in a VxVxV plywood box with a correction
factor of 0.9*0. A stand-off of 1 c.d. was used.
Penetrations 28. 25" corrected
TEST 6
Wet sand in a VxVxV plywood box with a correction
factor of 0.9^3. A 1 c.d. stand-off was used.
Penetration! 29.25" corrected
In the tests that follow the number and placement of the
teller plates was changed. One foot square Al screens were
buried at depths of 26" and 25" in the dry sand then a one
foot square l/8 M thick Al plate (7075-T6) was buried at 2^ M
then the cans were filled with sand. Water was then added .
to the cans which were gently agitated until they stopped
bubbling. The amount of settling was then noted to be used in
establishing the correction factor.
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TEST 7
2 c.d. stand-off, corrected plate depth 21.75"
Penetration: Slight dent in the plate about two handfulls
of burned wood chips resting on the top of the plate.
TEST 8
t
2 c.d. stand-off, corrected plate depth 21.3**"
Penetration i 3/8" hole in the plate and a pressure rip
was induced in the bottom of the can.
TEST 9
.3 c.d. stand-off, corrected plate depth 22.0"
Penetration: severe tearing of the plate resulting in a
hole 3/^"X2", exit hole in the bottom of the can approx.
3/8", penetration continued through the 1st oak board, but
there was no sign of any penetration of the 2nd board.
TEST 10
3 c.d. stand-off, after noting the depth of original
settling the can was filled to the top with more sand and
water this resulted in a corrected plate depth of 2^.39 ".
Penetration:: l/£" hole in the plate with very little
tearing. Bottom of the can ruptured by pressure.
m
TEST 11
4 c.d. stand-off, corrected plate depth 21. 9"
Penetration: 1" hole in plate
1/2" hole in 1st oak board
3/8" hole in 2nd oak board
1/2 H deep hole in the ground
TEST 12
k c.d. stand-off, added an extension to the can so that
the distance to the bottom was 30" instead of 27", corrected
plate depth 2£.28*\
Penetration: l/2 M hole in plate with some tearing jet/'
slug missed the pallet boards as it exited the can, but it
did dent the ground,
TEST 13
5 c.d. stand-off, corrected depth to the plate 21.75**
Penetration: 1 3/4 MX3/4" hole in plate
5/& H hole in 1st oak board
1/8 hole in 2nd oak board
1/2° hole in the ground
TEST 14
5 c,d, stand-off, refilled can after settling just as in
test 13, corrected depth to the plate 24.35**.
Penetration: 1/2'* hole in the plate caused aostly by
the tearing action, penetration was to the bottom of the can
but not through it.
All resaaining test were done in 4 , X4 ,X4* plywood boxes. All
stand-offs totaled 4 c.d. of air before the jet/slug started
penetrating the wet sand. Teller plates for these tests
consisted of two Al plates and seven (7) Al screen squares.
These were buried at the original depths of; one plate each
at 30 n and 36 ** and one square of Al screening each at 12**,
15**, 18", 21**, 24**, 27**, and 33 ". The Injector was designed
at NPS and had a built in stand-off of 3 c.d. through the




Wet sand with a water head, corrected depth of plate
27.25" correction factor is 0.909 » water depth was 37" to the
surface of the sand. S.c. and holder placed in garbage bag.
Penetration: 3/8" hole in plate, overpressure split
plate in two, pressure damage only to the screen at 33(30. M )
TEST 16
Wet sand, corrected depth of plate 27. 8 " correction
factor is 0.927.
Penetration: 1/4" hole in plate with tearing, pressure
tearing of the screen at 33(30.6").
In these last four test the stand-off refers to the distance
from the base of the cone to the tube running the length of
the injection chamber.
TEST 17
Dry sand, 1 c.d. stand-off (total 4 c.d.), poor technique
in digging out the box lead to poor results but pictures
when developed should be consulted.
Penetration: No red dye found on the surface. At 5*5"
dye starts and had a circular pattern. Bottom cylinder of
injector found at a depth of 24 • with an 0-ring found at 27"
and filler plugs found at 30". There was no deformation of
the plate.
TEST 18
Dry sand, 1.25 c.d. stand-off (total of 4.25 c.d)
Penetration: No red dye on the surface, ring of dye with
a bullseye presistant to the 18" level then the bullseye
starts to move off center, at the 21" level the ring is still
6" in diam. . The bottom cylinder was found at the 24" level
and sloped down to the 27" level, the bottom plate off the
injector was found on the plate at 30 H but it had completly
turn itself around from what its original position had been.
The plate was badly cracked, approx. 75fa of its width, and
the red dye was evedent to the 33" level,
TEST 19
Wet sand with a water head, 1 c.d. stand-off (total of
4 c.d.). Corrected depth of plate 28.15" and the correction
factor O.938. The water depth to the surface of the sand was
31".
Penetrationj The box and tower were scattered all over
the range so depth of penetration of the different parts was
impossible to determine. The lower cylinder of the injector
was recovered. The plate was bowed but other wise unmarked.
Large amounts of the oil based red dye were found at what had
been a depth of 4-2. 2* corrected.
TEST 20
Wet sand with a water head, 1 c.d. stand-off (total of
4 c.d.). Corrected depth of plate 27.95" and correction ...
factor of 0.932. The water head depth was 36" to the surface
of the sand.
Penetration: Cylinder impacted with the plate and was
recovered, impact only causing the plate to be dented. Dye




1. Use scale model steel cylinders to simulate the mine,
2. Check penetration of the shaped charge in just water
using the 4- c.d. air stand-off.
3. Use different cone material like zinc.
4. Redesign the injector
a. make the s.c. holder out of plastic so that the shock
wave will not be coupled with the base cylinder.
b. make the base cylinder more aerodynamically stable.
^. Check for optitimum distance between the base of the
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Shaped Charge Research Team
TEST PLAN FOR EVALUATION OF MINE NEUTRALIZATION WEAPON
1. Objectives t
a. To determine optimum stand-off for the Jet Research Center
,
Inc. underwater shaped charge (Y-1076) against sand targets.
b. To establish the technical feasibility of insertion of a
solid stage explosive into a cavity formed by a shaped
charge.
2. Period of Tests 1
21 May 1978 - 27 May 1978
3. Testing Site s
U.S. Naval Facility, EOD, Indian Head, Maryland
4. Synopsis of Schedule of Events t
20 May 1978 (Saturday) Depart Monterey, PM arrive Dulles;
proceed to accomodations.
21 May 1978 (Sunday) Establish contact with EODF Duty
Officer; liaison with assigned
contact. Survey test site, install/
check-out test equipment.
22 May 1978 (Monday) Establish contact with -TechnrcaT D^ CLiCC-
Birectox. Conduct stand-off tests
against dry sand targets.
23 May 1978 (Tuesday) Conduct evaluation of mine neutralization
weapon (MNW) against dry sand targets.
24 May 1978 (Wednesday) Conduct evaluation of MNW against
wet sand targets.
25 May 1978 (Thursday) Conduct follow-up evaluation of MNW
(wet and/or dry sand targets)
Wmnfllhfnr r i my*- — - - ' ***
Shaped Charge Research Team
26 May 1978 (Friday) Backup day for testing. Prepare
equipment and samples for return
to Monterey.
27 May 1978 (Saturday) Depart for Monterey.
5. Personnel :
Dr. A.E. FUHS, Chairman, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Naval Postgraduate School, Advisor
LT L. KRYSKE, USN Test project officer
LT D. VUGTEVEEN, USN Test project officer
6. Requirements :
a. Test Equipment — see Table 1.
b. Material — see Table 2.
c. Support Services:
i) Contact personnel for Sunday positioning of equipment.
2) Photographer fc? period 22-26 May 1978.
3) Ordnance personnel for explosive handling.
4) Hypervelocity range (including use of flash
radiography equipment)
.
7. Safety Precautions :
Follow range SOP, no special safety precautions.
8. Transportation/Handling Hazards :
Follow all standard transportation and handling procedures.
9. Explosive Weights:
Each test will consist of detonating one one-half pound
explosive shaped charge manufactured by Jet Research Center,
Inc. (Y-1076).
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10. Disposal Procedures t
Any excess explosives will be returned to storage. That which
is in excess and cannot be returned will be destroyed by detonation
on the final testing day at the discretion of the ordnance safety
officer.
11. General Preparations t
a. Sun 21 May 1978
1) Locate instrumentation in blockhouse; run all necessary
cables
•
2) Prepare screens for testing; color code and label. Sizes
and quantities to prepare
t
3) Attach foil switches to mounting hardware.
4) Arrange short test rigs for testing: locate on pallets,
attach eye-bolts and guy-wires j attach pressure trans-
ducer stand (see drwg ); attach pressure transducer
housing to first unit (see drwg ); fill all units with
sand and insert foil switches (see drwg ); attach shaped
charge positioning hardware (see drwg ).
5) Time permitting, arrange test apparatus for 23 May testing.
b. Mon 22 May 1978 (10 shots)
1) Check out instrumentation. Position X-ray heads for
testing (see drwg ).
2) Place short test rig at hypervelocity site. Attach film
cassettes to test rig (see drwg ).
3) Attach instrumentation cables. Insert pressure transducers.
Position sand bags (see drwg ).
3
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Shaped Charge Research Team
4) Insert shaped charge in positioning hardware for stand-off (SO)
of 1 cone diameter (CD). Insure shaped charge (SC) is
perpendicular to surface of test rig. Place detonator into
SC; tape into place.
5) Steps 2-4 will be repeated 9 more times to determine SC
penetration at the following SOs»
2 CD 5 CD 8 CD
3 CD 6 CD 9 CD
4 CD 7 CD 10 CD
Even CD stand-off shots will be conducted with flash
radiography; odd shots may be fired with or without flash
radiography depending upon time available for testing.
6) Prepare long test rigs for testing on 23 May 1978 -as before.
Tues 23 May 1978 (3 shots)
1) If necessary continue *.ests from previous day.
2) Position X-ray heads for MNW tests, (see drwg )•
3) Place long test rig at hypervelocity site. Attach film
cassettes to test rig (see drwg ).
4) Attach instrumentation cables. Insert pressure transducers.
Position sand bags (see drwg ).
5) Insert MNW in mounting hardware. Insure device is perpendicular
to test rig surface. Place detonator into SC, tape into
place.
6) Repeat steps 3-5 for two more shots.
7) Prepare 3 test rigs for following days* testing using similiar
procedures as before. Use foil switches designated for





Shaped Charge Research Team,
to stand overnight.
d. Wed 2k May 1978 ( 3 shots )
1) Repeat procedures in steps c
- l) - 6) for three shots
into wet sand targets.
2) Prepare 3 test rigs for next day's
testing (wet and/or dry
set-ups as determined by test and range officers).
e. Thur 25 May 1978 ( 3 shots )
. 1) Repeat procedures in steps c - l) - 6)
for 3 shots.
2) Time permitting prepare garbage can rigs
for additional
stand-off data. Fill one can with sani, placing a
coded
teller screen at one inch intervals. Rap can
to settle sand,
place last screen on the top of the sand. Invert
second can
(with bottom cut out) and affix to first with ordnance
tape.
Continue sand/screen filling until achieve sand depth
of
l*% - 5 feet.
f . Fri 26 May 1978 ( 5 shots )
1) Place SC in positioning hardware as before.
Insert detonator
into SC and tape into place. Repeat for remaining
SC.
12. Final Preparations and Test Procedures:
a. In paragraph 11 all set-ups ended with the
placement of detonators




circuit of hypervelocity range and detonate. For last
five tests
follow standard hook-up procedures to blasting machine
and detonate.
b. After range has been certified safe, the test
officers will Inspect
all test related items with the range operations
supervisor.
c. After each shot recover as must test apparatus
as possible. Remove
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film cassettes (when applicable) and develop film prior to
next shot. Determine depth of penetration, record data from
foil switch electronics. Use polaroid camera to record
pressure history from storage o'scope. Measure hole
diameters. Recover slug, any pieces of the shaped charge
and the MNW injector assembly for subsequent analysis at
NPS. Utilize photo services during this phase.
d. Due to procedural unknowns and testing environment, the test
officers are authorized to alter the test setup and pro-
cedures with the approval of the range safety supervisor.
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Activation Energies for Elevated
Temperature Deformation in an Aluminum
17.5 Weight Percent Copper Alloy
T. R. McNelley* and A. L. Cipriani**
ABSTRACT***
An Aluminum - 17.5 weight percent copper alloy was prepared
by casting and subsequent hot rolling to produce a fine dispersion
of Al
?
Cu in a fine grained aluminum-copper solid solution matrix,.
This material was evaluated by compressive stress-strain testing
-4 -1
from 300K to 760K, employing strain rates from 1.9 x 10 S to
-3 -1
9.5 x 10 S Three regimes in stress were observed for the
activation energy: between modulus - compensated stresses of
-3 -3
-0.3 x 10 and -0.6 x 10 , the activation continuously increased
from a value of 107 KJ/mol to 157 KJ/mol; for modulus compensated
_ 3
stress on up to -1.0 x 10 , the activation energy was approxi-
_3
mately constant at 157 KJ/mol; above 1.0 x 10 , the activation
energy decreased to a constant value of 116 KJ/mol. The strain
rate sensitivity coefficient in the low stress regime was deter-
mined to be 0.4, suggesting a tendency toward superplastic deform
ation in this material; the observation, however, of the continuous
varying activation energy in this regime is inconsistent with any
existing theories for such a deformation process. The activation
energies at higher stresses, and the stress exponents as well,
suggest dislocation - climb control of deformation.
*T. R. McNelley, Assistant Professor of Materials Science,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 93940
**A. L. Cirpiani, LT, USN, formerly a graduate student, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 93940










Warm Working of Eutectic and Eutectoid alloys
to produce Fine Microstructures
T. R. McNelley, Assistant Professor of Mechan-
ical Engineering
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
Production of fine, spherodized microstructures
in Al-Cu and Al-Mg alloys by warm working and
evaluation of subsequent mechanical properties
,
especially ambient temperature properties.
The objectives of this research were met. Fine
two-phase microstructures were produced in both
an Al-Cu alloy and several Al-Mg alloys. Sub-
sequent mechanical characterization of these
alloys has revealed that excellent mechanical
properties can be developed in Aluminum-Magnes-
ium alloys containing 11% to 14% magnesium by
weight. Flow-stress values up to 90,000 psi
were obtained, for example, in one alloy. This
has lead to a focusing of this research prima-
rily on the Al-Mg system; some additional prac-
tical factors concerning this system are that
these alloys are less dense than conventional
aluminum alloys, and the alloys being studied
also exhibit superplasticity at warm tempera-
tures. Research will now focus on the process-
ing and related mechanical properties of these
Al-Mg alloys.
A. L. Cipriani, "An Investigation of the Me-
chanical Properties of Warm-Rolled Aluminum-
17.5 weight percent Copper alloy," Master's
Thesis, December 1976
F. G. Ness, "High Strength to Weight Aluminum-
18 Weight percent Magnesium alloy through
Thermomechanical Processing," Master's Thesis,
December 1976
T. L. Glover, "Effects of Thermo Mechanical
Processing on Aluminum-Magnesium, Alloys Con-
taining High Weight Percentage Magnesium"
Master's Thesis, December 1977
C. P. Bingay, "Microstructural Response of
Aluminum-Magnesium Alloys to Thermomechanical
Processing," Masters Thesis, December 1977
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ABSTRACT
Mechanisms of microstructural refinement in aluminum-
magnesium alloys were investigated. Alloys containing from
15% to 19% magnesium were exposed to various processing
schemes, and the resulting microstructures were examined.
Isothermal forging resulted in some refinement depending on the
temperature, strain and strain rate. However, all samples iso-
thermally forged exhibited microstructures having relatively
large amounts of the brittle intermetallic phase present.
The addition of tertiary alloy elements resulted in little im-
provement in microstructure. Non-isothermal schemes resulted
in the most promising microstructures. A process of high
temperature soaking followed by deformation at relatively
lower temperatures is concluded to be the most promising
means for processing alloys with magnesium contents below
15% by weight.
Bingay, Charles P., "Microstructural Response of Aluminum-
Magnesium Alloys to Thermomechanical Processing," Master's
Thesis, December 1977.
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ABSTRACT
An aluninum-17.5 weight percent copper alloy was
warm rolled to achieve refinement of the
aicrostructure. This refined microstructure consisted
of finely dispersed intermetallic A^Cu particles with
an average size of 1.2 microcs in an aluminum matrix.
This led to improved room temperature properties as
well as the onset of superplasticity at elevated
temperatures. Ductility and toughness were increased
almost six-fold, despite slightly decreased yield
strength and maximum compressive strength. It would
appear that warm working can be used to enhance bcth
room temperature properties and superplasticity, and
that further research could maximize this improvement.
Cipriani, Alfred L., "An Investigation of the Mechanical
Properties of Warm Rolled Aluminum-17 . 5 Weight Percent
Copper Alloy," Master's Thesis, December 1976.
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ABSTRACT
Cast ingots of three Al-Mg alloys, containing 1% Mg
,
15% Mg, and 19% Mg , were obtained from Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Corporation Center for Technology. Billets were
machined from these castings and upset forged at .9% of
either the solvus or eutectic temperature, as appropriate,
to a true strain of 1.5. These alloys were then evaluated
by compressive stress- strain testing at various temperatures
and strain rates to determine both the ambient and elevated
temperature characteristics. Due to the inability to produce
very fine second phase particles by upset forging, the 15%
and 19% Mg alloys were high in strength but brittle at room
temperature. However, refinement of the second phase parti-
cles during compression testing led to superplastic behavior
at elevated temperature, with a strain rate sensitivity
coefficient of .43 being achieved in the 191 Mg alloy. It
was further observed that the addition of Mg increased strain
rate sensitivity in these Al-Mg alloys at all temperatures,
especially at elevated temperatures.
Glover, T. L. , "Effects of Thermo-Mechanical Processing on
Aluminum-Magnesium Alloys Containing High Weight Percentage




An Aluminum-18 weight percent Magnesium alloy was
prepared by casting and then warm rolling at 425 C to
94% true strain . This alloy was compression tested at
six strain rates from 0.00664 per minute to 0.332
•
per minute and at eight temperatures ranging from 25 C
to 425* C. The most significant result is that a warm
rolled Aluminum-18 weight percent Magnesium alloy can
exhibit compressive strengths in excess of 95 ksi, in
a material of 10% lower density than commercial high
strength Aluminum alloys. Furthermore, one can
envision a thermal mechanical process involving warm
working followed by cold working at room temperature
whereby one can attain an ultimate tensile strength
greater than 90 ksi. Additionally, superplastic
behavior at elevated temperatures was manifest in the
relatively high value of strain rate sensitivity and
by the value of the acti7ation energy for deformation.
Ness, Frank G. Jr., "High Strength To Weight Aluminum-
18 Weight Percent Magnesium Alloy Through Thermal Mechanical








Interval Modulation of a Sinusoidal Carrier
G. Myers, Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
This work is concerned with radio commu-
nications. This research investigated use
of a modulated interval, between bursts of
a sinusoidal carrier, to convey the infor-
mation in a message waveform. We called
this form of modulation "interval modula-
tion" (IM) .
IM produces a delay between bursts of the
sinusoidal carrier. This delay is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the modulating
message waveform. Thus, IM is unlike AM,
PM, or PM where the amplitude, frequency
or phase of a sine wave vary in accordance
with a message waveform.
The research resulted in mathematical des-
criptions of the IM carrier in the time
domain and frequency domain. Early in the
investigation, we completed the design of
an IM modulator and demodulator. We then
built and tested these circuits. The tech-
nique was then verified by transmitting
voice and music signals through the system.
The quality of the recovered signals was
excellent.
Conference
Presentations G. Myers, "Interval Modulation (IM) of a
Sinusoidal Carrier", Technical Conference,
SIEEM 77, Monterey, Mexico, September 77.
G. Myers, "Symposium on Spread Spectrum
Communications", Naval Postgraduate School,
September 19 76.
Publications: G. Myers and E. L. Kilborn, Jr., "Interval
Modulation (IM) of a Sinusoidal Carrier",
Technical Report, NPS62Mv77031, February
1977.
Thesis Directed: E. L. Kilborn, Jr. , "Interval Modulation
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INTERVAL MODULATION (IM) CARRIER SIGNAL
Glen A. Myers Edgar L. Kilborn, Jr.
Naval Postgraduate School Naval Postgraduate School
Code 62Mv SMC Box #1657
Monterey, CA 93940 Monterey, CA 93940
In classical radio communications, either the amplitude A
the phase 4>(t), or the frequency -^L-—- of a carrier wave A cos
ij)(t) is caused to vary in accordance with the message m(t)
transmitted. This work uses a time delay to modulate a carrier
in accordance with m(t) rather than amplitude (AM) or phase (P>
or frequency (FM) modulation of the carrier.
i
Operation of the time delay or interval modulation (IM) M
as follows: the message m(t) is sampled and after a delay of t
seconds, where t is proportional to that sample value of m(t),
a burst of sinusoidal carrier is transmitted until the next sai
pie of m(t) is taken. The sequence then repeats to define the
IM carrier signal. Each burst of the carrier signal is of fix
duration (constant number of cycles transmitted per burst) the
by making the sampling of m(t) non-periodic.
The IM carrier signal is useful only if the message (samp
can be recovered from the intervals t between bursts in a rece
Present work involves the use of a phase-locked loop (PLL) as
IM carrier signal demodulator. To date, successful generation
and detection of IM carrier signals has been accomplished usin
voice and music as the modulating (message) signal.
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I NTERVAL MODULATION (IM) OF SINUSOIDAL CARRIER WAVES
by
Glen A. Myers
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California
In classical radio communications, either the amplitude A, the phase
<f>(t) , or the frequency ?\ / f a carrier wave A cos <f>(t) is caused to
vary in accordance with the message m(t) transmitted. In this paper we
consider use of a time delay between bursts of a pure sine wave to carry
the message m(t). This technique, which is referred to as interval modu-
lation (IM), is distinct from amplitude (AM), or phase (PM) or frequency
(FM) carrier modulation.
The principle of IM is explained using waveforms, and parameters
of the IM carrier are defined. Then a frequency description is considered,
and the relation of modulated carrier bandwidth to system parameters is
discussed.
A block diagram of the modulator used in the experimental work is
provided, and its operation is briefly treated. A conventional phase-
locked loop (PLL) is used to demodulate the IM carrier. Voice and music
used to modulate the carrier were recovered using the PLL. The quality
of the demodulated voice and music is very good.
Applications are briefly mentioned.
1 . Time Waveforms
Interval Modulation (IM) of a sinusoidal carrier conveys the informa-
tion of a modulating message waveform m(t) by sampling m(t) at the comple-
tion of hurst of the sinusoidal carrier and varying the interval before the
next burst by *n amount proportional to the amplitude of the sampled value
of m(t; r /en DC voltage used to modulate the carrier, the intervals
Ill
between the bursts of the sinusoidal carrier are fixed ana equal. There-
fore, the 1M siijnal modulated by a constant voltage is periodic. An
example of the IM signal for a particular DC modulating voltage is shown
in Fig. 1 where T. is the duration of the burst and T is the interval
between bursts.
For a time-varying (AC) modulating voltage m(t), the interval T
between bursts of the sinusoidal carrier is caused to vary according to the
amplitude A of the sample of this modulation or message voltage m(t).
In all the experimental work, T is caused to vary linearly with A.
IM is closely related to pulse width modulation (PWM), which is also
referred to as pulse duration modulation (PDM). Let v pw (t) represent PWM




(t) = [ 1 - vpw
(t)][V sin 2*f t]
where V and f are the amplitude and frequency of the sinusoidal carrier.
2. Frequency Description
The Fourier transform of v
TM
(t) is the frequency description of inter-
est. The equation for v,
M (t) previously written in terms of v pw (t) shows
that the spectrum of the IM carrier consists of a component at the carrier
frequency and sidebands which are the frequency description of vpw (t), the
PWM signal.
For an arbitrary message m(t), the Fourier transform of v pw (t) is
not available. Results are available for particular periodic voltages m(t)
For example, the Fourier transform of v pw (t) when m(t) = M cos 2?rf t is
presented in Black.* For even this simple case, however, the transform
H. S. Black, Modulation Theory , D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1953, p. 275,
Eqs. 17-25.
is a complicated function containing many side frequencies separated by
f
s
Hz and having magnitudes given by the ordinary Bessel function. Here,
f is the sampling rate.
Laboratory work confirms the presence of many side frequencies. Fig. 3
is the spectrum of the voltage shown in Fig. 1. in this case, m(t) is a
constant (DC voltage).
For an arbitrary m(t), the side frequencies caused by the sampling
are present. Each of these side frequencies as well as the carrier appears
to be modulated by m(t). The local spectrum about the carrier and each side
frequency is similar to that generated by FM. That is, the message m(t)
appears to individually frequency modulate each spectral line.
An example of the spectrum of the IM carrier when m(t) is a tone
(sine wave) of frequency f
ffl
Hz is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the
earner and four side frequencies are shown. The amplitude of m(t) is
large, and this results in many lines separated by f
m
Hz surrounding the
carrier and each side frequency.
This nature of the spectrum of the IM carrier is of interest
for at least two reasons. First, the broadband character may have applica-
tions as mentioned later. Second, the presence of an FM type of spectrum
about each side frequency suggests a method of demodulating the IM carrier.
3. The Modulator •*
The IM signal modulator uses samples of the input message waveform
m(t) to determine the length of the interval between the bursts of the
sinusoidal carrier.
The form of the IM signal depends upon several parameters. These
parameters include the number of cycles in a burst, the frequency of the
sinusoidal easier comprising the burst, the length of the basic interval
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between bursts, and the range of variation (due to the amplitude of the
modulating signal) of the interval between bursts. For this reason, the
IM signal modulator is designed to permit, within certain limits, varia-
tion in the IM signal parameters.
Fig. 5 shows the basic block diagram for the IM signal modulator.
Referring to Fig. 5, the frequency of the sinusoidal carrier is varied by
changing the frequency of the Gated Sinusoidal Burst Generator. The number
of cycles of the sinusoidal carrier in each burst is controlled by chang-
ing the length of the Burst Window Generator. The basic interval between
bursts is controlled by changing the slope of the ramp output from the
Gated Ramp Generator. And, the range of variation of the interval, due
to modulation, is controlled by the amplitude of the modulator's input
signal.
Fig. 6 is a simplified timing diagram for the IM signal modulator and
shows the sequence of events which generate the IM signal. The operation
of the modulator is as follows. Coincident with the completion of a burst
of the sinusoidal carrier a sample command is issued to the Sample and Hold
circuit and the Gated Ramp Generator is turned on. The outputs from the
Sample and Hold circuit and the Gated Ramp Generator are fed through a
Differential Amplifier having zero volts output when the output of the
Sample and Hold circuit is equal to the output of the Gated Ramp Generator.
The Zero Crossing Detector following the Differential Amplifier notes the
zero crossing and turns on the Burst Window Generator. The Burst Window
Generator then gates on the Gated Sinusoidal Burst Generator. The length
of the burst from the Gated Sinusoidal Burst Generator is a function of
the length of the Interval Modulated Gate signal produced by the Burst
Window Generator. The length of the Interval Modulated Gate signal is
1.
cont roiled by a tuning sequence, the duration of which is variable. Upon
completion of the timing sequence the Interval Modulated Gate signal is
turned off, another sample is taken, and the sequence of events repeats.
4. The Demodulator
The time representation of the IM carrier indicates that samples of
the message can be recovered with a circuit that converts the duration of
the interval between bursts to a corresponding voltage. This task was of
concern early in the work because of the microsecond variations expected
for audio messages m(t). It was decided to investigate use of a phase-
locked loop (PLL) as a possible demodulator. The notion was that the
transient behavior of the PLL between bursts of the carrier might provide
demodulation.
The PLL turned out to be a fortunate choice. A standard PLL chip
recovered the message from the IM carrier. Further, it was discovered
that the PLL could be "tuned" to many different discrete frequencies in
the region about the carrier and recover the message.
The nature of the spectrum of the IM carrier indicates why a PLL can
be used as a demodulator. Further, the reason demodulation is possible
at many frequencies is explained by the presence of discrete side frequen-
cies. In this application, then, the frequency description rather than the
time description was found to be more useful in considering the demodula-
tion process.
Limitations on the use of the PLL as a demodulator arise when the
bandwidth of the modulated carrier (or a side frequency) exceeds the spac-
ing between i'de rrequencies (sampling rate). This occurs when the ampli-
tude of the '.?•!.;• inq signal is large. (This corresponds to large modula-
tion in' • " >- PM.) To prevent such overmodulation, reduce the level of
the mod : . • • |i
.
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4. Appl ication s
The work presented here was not motivated by any particular problem
nor dictated by any specific application. The nature of the spectrum of the
IM carrier suggests some possible uses.
The IM technique generates several "sub-carriers" of controlled
spacing. Each of these sub-carriers is modulated (angle modulation)
by the message m(t). This means a single transmitter can be used with
several receivers each tuned to a different frequency.
Alternatively, any one receiver can select the sub-carrier which
provides the best reception. The IM technique may be useful, then, where
use of frequency diversity is desirable.






Figure 1. IM SIGNAL MODULATED BY A CONSTANT VOLTAGE.
The carrier frequency is 200 kHz, T = lOysec,
and
Figure 3. SPEC i RUM OF IM SIGNAL MODULATED BY A CONSTANT
VOLTAGE. The frequency range of to 450 kHz
is shown.
iqu>v 4. SPECTRUM OF THE IM SIGNAL FOR LARGE AMPLITUDE
MODULATING SIGNAL. The modulating signal m(t)
is a sine wave.
7
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Computer Aided Acoustical Imaging
J. P. Powers, Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
This work is part of a continuing effort to
explore the use of computer processing of co-
herent (both amplitude and phase information
present) data to generate images of objects
from transmitted or reflected ultrasonic
fields. The short term objective was to con-
struct an experimental system to record the
complex data fields of an ultrasonic wave for
computer processing. Additionally it was
desired to explore the presentation of the
data on a computer driven video display for
presentation of the data or resulting image.
The first acoustic images using this system have
been obtained. The data aquisition system has
been built and successfully tested. Prelimi-
nary acoustical images have been displayed on
a Ramtek Gx-100 television display with 16
gray levels (limited by the display refresh
memory capability) . The data acquisition sys-
tem consists of a logarithmic compressive am-
plifier with 60db of dynamic range, a phase
detector, and a high accuracy positioning and
recording system. Testing and calibration of
the hardware implementation of these devices
shows acceptably high degrees of accuracy and
repeatability. The data is recorded on analog
tape. After digitization of the recorded data
and subsequent demultiplexing of the channels
the data has been successfully stored in mem-
ory of PDP 11/40 computer for subsequent dis-
play or processing. Using the Ramtek Gx-100
display driven by a PDP 11/40, interactive
display capability has been developed to allow
the operator to call up displays of amplitude,
phase or intensity data. He also has the capa-
bility to change the quantization levels , the
gray scale assignment and to assign various
pseudocolor values to the data. This inter-
active capability was designed and tested dur-
ing the research period using both computer
generated and experimentally recorded data.
Future efforts include further expansion of this
121
interactive display capability, refinements
in the data acquisition system and investiga-
tion of more experimental objects to assess
the overall capabilities of the system.
Publications: J. P. Powers, "Computer Simulation of Linear
Acoustic Diffraction, Acoustical Holography ,
"
Vol. 7, L. W. Kessler, Ed., Plenum Press, New
York, 1977, pp. 193-205.
J. P. Powers, Lt. R. T. O'Bryon, Lt. J. W.
Patton, "Ultrasonic Imaging System Incorporat-
ing Computer Aided Coherent Processing", Ab-
stracts , Ninety-fourth Meeting of the Acousti-
cal Society of America, Miami Beach, 12-16
December 1977, in J. Acoustical Society of
America, 62 (Supplement 1): S22, 1977.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF LINEAR ACOUSTIC DIFFRACTION
John P. Powers




Computer-aided acoustical imaging systems and computer simula-
tions of other acoustic imaging techniques frequently require simu-
lation of linear acoustic diffraction of large complex-valued data
arrays. Computation efficiency requires the use of fast Fourier
transform techniques. This paper compares two Fourier transform
formulations of the propagation problem: the Fresnel integral and
the spatial frequency domain approach. The following features are
compared: restrictions on maximum and minimum propagation distances,
sample sizes and number of samples required, adaptability to image
processing techniques, and computational requirements.
INTRODUCTION
The use of computers in computer-aided acoustic imaging has be-
come increasingly popular in recent years. The use of the computer
in obtaining images by such techniques as backward wave propagation*
offers such advantages as the elimination of the reconstruction wave-
length scaling problem^ obtained with optical reconstruction tech-
niques, reference- free holography that uses the linear detection
properties of piezoelectric transducers, and the possibility of in-
corporating image enhancement to improve the image obtained. Addi-
tionally computer simulation of the holographic process has been a
useful tool in studying such novel techniques as phase-only holo-
grams -5 and kinoforms^. In most computer-aided imaging techniques it
is necessary to mathematically simulate the scalar wave diffraction
process. This paper compares two techniques for this simulation,
describing their features and some of their advantages and disadvan-
tages.
In representing the acoustic diffraction formulations we will
implicitly assume that the propagation medium is linear and homoge-
neous. We also will require that the resulting diffraction inte-
grals must be amenable to computer solution in a reasonable amount
of time which at the present infers that the integrals must be in
the form of Fourier transforms so that the speed and efficiency of
the Fast Fourier Trans form^ (FFT) can be brought to bear on the
problem. The general problem then is: given a complex scalar wave
U^Cxi, yi,0) at some input plane, find an expression for the wave
Uq(xo, yo> z ) at some parallel output plane a distance z away, subject
to the wave equations. Two forms of the solution incorporate the
Fourier transform and will be considered after a short review of the
features of the analog Fourier transform and the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT)
.
The two dimensional analog Fourier transform is defined by the
relationships
H( x >y) = & A(u,v)ej27T(uX+V>°dudv -J-'^ACu.v)} (1)
A(u,v) = // U(x,y)e"
j27T(:uX+v>r)
dxdy =$>{u(x,y)\ (2)
where U(x,y) is the complex function in the space domain; A(u,v)
is the complex transform in the spatial frequency domain;
u,v are spatial frequencies (dimensions of cycles/meter) ; and
3", 5" _1 are symbolic operators for the transform and in-
verse transform operations respectively.
The discrete version of the Fourier transform (assuming an equal
number of samples and sample spacing in both dimensions) is given by







= F |f(ma,na)f (4)
A(ka,4» = £ E f(ma,na)e^ 2 (^ma
- kfi) + (na^3




£_ (ma,na) is a complex valued sequence of samples in the
space domain;
A(kft,-£fi) is a complex valued sequence of samples in the
spatial frequency domain;
N is the total number of samples in one dimension in the
space or frequency domain (N x N total sample values);
a is the sample spacing in the space domain;
Q is the sample spacing in the spatial frequency domain
(and is equal to 1/Na)
;
FjF" 1 are symbolic operators for the discrete Fourier
transform and the inverse transform operation respec-
tively.
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm that uses
symmetry properties to compute this discrete transform. The effi-
ciency of this algorithm for large N(_>8) makes it the only practical
method of processing large two-dimensional complex valued data ar-
rays, as is required in computer-aided acoustic imaging. Several
properties of the DFT are mentioned here as they have important re-
percussions later.
1. As mentioned above, if the sample size in the space domain
is a, then the sample size in the spatial frequency domain
is 1/Na where N is total number of samples in one dimension.
2. There are N x N samples in the space domain covering a
region Na x Na; there are also X x X samples in the fre-
quency domain covering a region 1/a x 1/a.
3. The DFT assumes that the input sequence is periodic in both
the x and y dimensions. Hence the input is considered an
infinite two-dimensional periodic array (with period Na)
.
Similarly the inverse DFT requires that the sequence in the
spatial frequency domain also be periodic in both dimen-
sions (with a period of 1/a) .
4. The scaling factor of 1/N2 in the inverse transform should
be noted to ensure computational accuracy.
5. The wave fields in diffraction patterns are usually centered
on the propagation axis (as in Fig la) to take full advan-
tage of symmetry. The usual DFT algorithm however usually
works on a wave- fie Id that lies in the first quadrant and
produces the spectrum also in the first quadrant with the
(0,0) frequency component at the origin (as in Fig. lb) . In
order to apply the usual DFT to the centered wave without
getting a linear phase shift in the transform domain that
accompanies simple translation, a data shuffle 10 can be
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and the resulting symmetry, this shuffle applied both be-
fore and after taking any transform or inverse transform
allows one to work with waves that are centered on the
axis and FFT routines that work only in the first quadrant.
The shuffle routine exchanges the data in quadrants II and
IV (see Fig lb) and the data in quadrants I and III. (The
alignment of the shuffle is indicated by the fact that the
data of position x in quadrant II of Fig lb is exchanged
with the data of position x in quadrant IV. Similarly the
data of the positions marked by the o's of quadrants I and
III are also exchanged. Since this data shuffle is a mere
exchange of data locations, the additional computation time
is minimal except for the largest of arrays.
THE FRESNEL INTEGRAL
The first form of the solution of the propagation problem that
incorporates the Fourier transform representation is the Fresnel
integral^. Using the notation of the discrete Fourier transform
this expression is: jjK j2s[(kAx ) 2+(^Ay ) 2]
U (kAx ,-£Ayo) =
e'
jXz
f , > ivST [(ma) 2+(na) 2]\ rc.
• F <Ui(ma,na)e J ^= L ^
J
( 5 )
where Ui(ma,na) is the sampled input function (sample spacing
= a);
z is the propagation distance;
Axo, Ayo are sample spacings of the output wave and are each
equal to Xz/Na;
Uq (kAx ,£Ay ) is the sampled value of the output wave at the
plane a distance z from the plane of the input wave.
This expression for U (kAxo,£Ayo) is valid only for propagation dis-
tances such that
z
3 >>ttN 1+ (Axo - a) t+ |l6X (6)
The important properties of this formulation of the diffraction in-
^
tegrals are noted below.
1. There is a limitation on the minimum propagation distance
due to the inequality of Eq. 6. There is no limitation on
the maximum propagation distance; in fact the Fresnel inte-
gral becomes the much easier to solve Fraunhofer diffraction
integral^ at very large propagation distances.
2. The sample spacing of the output becomes larger with in-
creasing propagation distance since Axo = Az/Na. This is
helpful for diverging waves since the sample spacing spreads
at the same rate as the diverging wave ensuring complete
coverage of the diverging beam with a minimum number of
sample points.
3. The diffraction operation requires N2 complex multiplica-
tions, one data snuffle, one FFT operation, another data
shuffle, and another N2 complex multiplications.
4. The required sample spacing is determined by frequency
aliasing considerations?. Since the exact derivation of
the number of samples depends on the object, we choose a
representative one-dimensional object, a slit of width 2a,
and find an estimate of the sample number as a rough guide-
line. The object is a slit of width 2a in a region 2W wide
(see Fig 2a); the transform of this object is 2a sinew 2au
(see Fig 2b) . The spacing in the frequency domain will be
Au = 1/2W and, if there are N samples, the maximum fre-
quency will be
Umax = N_ Au =
_N_ (7)
2 4W
The energy contained in the frequencies above Umax will be aliased
back into the frequencies below Umax. The fraction, e,of the total
energy that is aliased is
00
E = 1 / |A(u)
|
2du = 2W WT Umax rzrra TT^Na
and hence the sample width is
















Figure 2 a) Hypothetical one dimensional
object (a slit)
b) Transform of object
erated determines the sample spacing and the number of samples. As
indicated previously this result is based on a particular input ob-
ject (i.e. a slit). Objects with smaller scale discontinuities or
perturbations might require finer sample spacing while objects with
more gradual discontinuities can be analyzed with coarser sam-
pling. However the results of Eqs. 9 and 10 give approximate values
for sample spacing and total number of samples.
SPATIAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN APPROACH
The spatial frequency domain solution^ to the diffraction pro-
blem relates the transform of the output wave to the transform of the
input wave by a simple complex multiplication:
Ap(kfl,.£fl;z) = Ai (kfi,-to;0)e
3
^Jl" (^) 2 - (XkQ)
(11)
Realizing that the square root expression is imaginary for (kft) 2 +
(<!ft) 2 >_ VX 2 and that the contribution from these terms (the "evanes-
cent waves") will be negligible if the propagation distance is more
than several wavelengths we can simplify this expression to
AQ .(kfi,^;z) = AiCkr^Oe^J 1
" ^ 2^^
when (kft) 2 +(.te) 2 < -X




AjCkfl, in; o) = F (UjOna.na)};
A (kft, &2; z) = F (U (ma,na)};
a is the spatial sample spacing;
ft is the frequency domain sample spacing (equals 1/Na)
.
The properties of this frequency domain appraoch are as follows:
1. The sample spacing in the output plane is the same as
that of the input wave x (Axo = Ax^ = a) . For a diverging wave we
would need many more samples in the output plane to adequately
describe the wave because of its larger size, so we must either have
numerous zero valued samples at the input plane to adequately cover
the. output wave or we must restrict our coverage of the output wave
to only a small portion of its breadth. Fortunately a remedy has
been found to this dilemma by Sziklas and Siegman. .Reference 7 pre-
sents a wave transformation that converts a diverging wave diffraction
problem into a collimated wave problem. The collimated wave problem
is adequately handled in the frequency domain approach by the coordi-
nate systems having equal spacings in the input and output planes.
The solution to the collimated beam problem may then be used to
easily find the solution to the diverging beam problem. The net ef-
fect is to obtain an effective output plane sample spacing that ex-
pands with propagation distance so that a conservative number of
sample points can adequately describe both the input wave and the
output wave.
2. Because the DFT assumes that the input wave samples are
repeated in a periodic two-dimensional array, at some propagation
distance L, the waves from the other "objects" will overlap the wave
from the original object, thereby limiting the maximum propagation
distance for which the frequency domain approach can be used. Figure
3 and the following analysis uses the one-dimensional slit as an ex-
ample of this effect and an estimate of the maximum propagation dis-
tance. Using an approximation to the Fresnel integral for this speci-
fic object, Sziklas and Siegman show that allowing £j% of the total
wave energy in the overlapping fields at a propagation distance L re-
quires a guard band or region of zero valued samples (as in Fig. 3) of
value





This equation can also be used to find the maximum propagation dis-
tance L, given an object with a certain guard band value G and an
allowed amount of energy overlap (e.g. 5%). Again this result is







Figure 3 Hypothetical one dimensional slit object and its
nearest periodic neighbors. At distance L the
diffracted wavefronts are significantly over-
lapped.
with smaller features that would have to be resolved or decreased
for objects with more tapered features than a slit.
3. It is noted from Eq. 12 that the output frequency spec-
trum is band-limited i.e. all frequency samples lying outside of a
circle in the frequency domain with a radius of 1/X are equal to
zero (for propagation distances longer than several wavelengths)
.
Hence only those samples of the input wave spectrum that lie within
this same circle must be taken. This leads to a determination of
the optimum spatial sample spacing and the fact that there is no
frequency aliasing in the spatial frequency approach to the dif-
fraction problem. Rather than restricting our frequency samples to
those lying within the circle of radius 1/X it is geometrically
simpler to consider those lying in the rectangle [u|<l/X and |v|<l/X
(as in Fig 4). This leads to an oversampling by 12% of the absolute
minimum number of samples.
Choosing this sampling limit gives a maximum frequency in the
Figure 4 Frequency domain representation of bandlimited
propagation showing circular limit (radius
equals 1/X). Circumscribed rectangle shows
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is the optimum sample spacing of the object. It is noted that this
sample spacing is that required to give resolution of X/2, the "dif-
fraction limited" resolution.
4. Knowing the required quard band size and the optimum
sample spacing from properties 2 and 3 above it is now possible to
compute the total number of samples by dividing the total object
width (including the guard band) by the optimum spacing:
132
,/
N = 2Ga = 4Ga (18)
kx X
It should be noted that many FFT Routines require that the number of
samples be an integral power of 2. Hence the final value of N may-
be that power of two above or below the calculated value of Eq. 18.
If larger the field will be oversampled (with a resulting loss of
computing efficiency and longer running times) or undersampled (with
shorter running time but a loss of some resolution)
.
5. Another property of working in the frequency domain to
handle the diffraction problem is that this approach is easily ame-
nable to frequency domain image processing techniques^such as Weiner
filtering, edge enhancement, deconvolution of the point spread func-
tion of the receiver, etc.). Here the spectrum of the diffracted
wave can be manipulated by multiplication with a filter function:
Ap(u,v) = Ai(u,v) H prop(u,v) H filter(u,v) (19)
where
Ap(u,v) is the spectrum of the processed output wave;
H prop(u,v) = Ao(u,v) |Ai(u,v) is the "transfer function" for
linear scalar diffraction and is found by dividing Eq. 12
by Ai(u,v)
;
H filter(u,v) is the filter function to perform the desired
operation.
^
Since one of the primary advantages of computer-aided imaging is the
flexibility and capability to enhance the image and extract infor-
mation, the ease of incorporating this class of frequency domain op-
erations is a major advantage of the frequency domain approach.
SUMMARY
Table I summarizes the relative advantages and disadvantages of
the two diffraction approaches. With an awareness of these strengths
and weaknesses the researcher attempting computer-aided imaging will
be able to choose the technique most suitable for his application.
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TABLE I Summary of comparison between diffraction techniques
FRESNEL INTEGRAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN APPROACH
1. Expanding sample spacing for
diverging wave.
2. Limited minimum diffraction
distance.
3. Unlimited maximum diffraction
distance.
4. Does not predict diffraction
limited diffraction.
5. Some frequency aliasing.
5. Image processing is separate
operation.




fles, and one FFT operation.
1. Expanding sample spacing can
be made to occur by wave
trans formation
.
2. Unlimited minimum diffraction
distance.
3. Requires large guard band (and
more samples) for longer dif-
fraction distances.




No frequency aliasing due to
bandlimited nature.
6. Frequency domain filtering
techniques are easily in-
corporated.
7. Requires N2 multiplications,
four data shuffles, and two
FFT operations.
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To develop theory, design procedure and
applications of sampled analog recursive
filters using charge transfer devices.
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They can be implemented either digitally
using computers , integrated circuits or in
sampled analog ways using charge trarsfer
devices. Sampled analog signals differ
from digital signals because their ampli-
tudes are not digitized. They are similar
because both types of signals are sampled.
This study is concerned with two aspects
of sampled analog signal processing.
(1) Sampled Analog Recursive Comb Filters:
Theory, design procedure and applications
of sampled analog recursive filters have
been investigated. It was found that re-
cursive filters using sampled analog delay
lines behave in many ways simliar to the
digital recursive filters but with one
major difference. Because a charge trans-
fer delay line usually has delay of multi-
ple sampling periods, the frequency char-
acteristics of a sampled analog recursive
filter has N/2 comb teeth below the Nyquist
frequency. It is a comb filter. It was
found that theories and design procedure
developed for digital recursive comb filters
can be used for sampled analog recursive
comb filters if two modifications are made:
filter coefficients vary with frequency,
charge transfer delay lines have delays of
multiple sampling periods. Two types of
comb filters have been studied: canceller
type and integrator type. Their applications
as MTI radar canceller and pulse-repetition-
frequency sorter have been demonstrated.
(2) Sampled Analog Discrete Fourier Transforms:
Two algorithms have been used to implement
sampled analog discrete Fourier transforms:
Chirp Z Transform and Prime Transform. Both
algorithms use the transversal filter which
can be easily implemented using charge trans-
fer devices. This study investigated the
advantages and limitations of these two
sampled analog discrete Fourier transforms
in comparison with the digital FFT (fast-
Fourier-transform) algorithm.
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Sampled analog comb filter using a recursive filter
implementation is studied. SAD-100 delay lines are used as
the delay elements. The similarities and differences between
sampled analog recursive filter and digital recursive filter
are pointed out. Canceller type comb filters using the first
order or the second order canonical circuits are studied.
Experimental results of frequency response are presented to
show their difference from that of digital filters. A theo-
retical analysis is presented based essentially on the digital
filter theory but modified to take into account the differences
described above. MTI -simulation was performed, and the ability
of the CTD- filter to cancel clutter and pass doppler frequencies
was demonstrated. The characteristic curves of the Fairchild
CCD-321 have been obtained.
Ejaz, Arif, "Theory of Sampled Analog Recursive Comb Filters
and Their Canceller Application," Master's Thesis, December, 1976
^%\
ABSTRACT
Both integrator and canceller types of sampled
analog comb filters implemented by a canonical second
order recursive circuit have been studiad
experimentally and theoretically. Two 96 stage CTD
(charge transfer device) delay lines are used in the
experimental study. Theoretically, an analysis based
on a modification of the digital recursive filter
theory was developed and accounted for the major
features of the experimental results.
Three comb filter applications have been
demonstrated. The first two used the integrator type
comb filter foe the improvement of the signal-to-noise
ratio of a periodic signal contaminated by noise and
for the sorting of a periodic signal of selected PRF
from other periodic signals. The third application
used a canceller type comb filter to eliminate a
sinusoidal interference from a desirable signal.
Piazza, Frank, "Theory and Applications of CTD Recursive






This thesis consists of two parts, one theoretical and
one experimental. Theoretically, sensitivity of the
transversal filter using a sampled analog tapped delay line
is studied. Low pass filters of* different delay stages,
cut off frequencies and transition bands are designed by
the Parks-McClellan procedure (which minimizes the maximum
error) . Tapping errors are modeled by uniformly distributed
random variables. The effects of these errors on the filter's
performance are analyzed by a computer simulation program.
It was found that although longer TDL filters yield better
perfromance, under certain conditions they have poorer
sensitivity. In the second part a new 32 TADs sampled analog
Bucket Brigade Device (BBD) tapped delay line is experimen-
tally evaluated to characterize its errors.
Sklivanos, George S. , "Sensitivity Study of Sampled Analog
Tapped Delay Line Transversal Filters," Master's Thesis,
September 1976.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF PbTe AND Pb 76Sn 2„Te INFRARED CHARGE
COUPLED IMAGER*
T. F. Tao, J. R. Ellis, L. Kost and A. Doshier
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California
ABSTRACT
The feasibility of using MIS structures of PbTe and Pbo.75Sno.2uTe for Infrared charge
coupled Imaging 1n the 3 to 5 and the 8 to 14 microns regions'have been examined. First,
the storage capacity, dark current and storage time of the MIS capacitors of these two
semiconductors were calculated at T*85°K based on the MOS theory developed for Si.
P-type semiconductors of doping density 5xlQ ls cra~3 and a minority carrier lifetime of 10~7
sec were used. Four types of insulators were considered : S1Q2 , A1 2 3 , Ta 2 s and T102 .
T10- was found to be better suited for CCI applications because of Its high dielectric
constant. Based on these MIS results, the feasibility of IRCCI for 300° K scene was exam-
ined. The background photon flux was used to produce a 50% fat zero which determined the
exposure time. It was assumed that 10$ of the storage time can be used for CCI operation.
At a clock frequency of 2 MHz and without considering the transfer inefficiency, 20, 000
transfers can be made 1n PbTe CCI within this usable storage time. However, only 20 trans-
fers can be made in Pt>o.76S n o.:<*Te CCI. The 300° K background current was calculated and
was found to be approximately* 3000 times larger than the signal current for a 0.1"K tem-
perature resolution for both semiconductors. Preliminary experimental studies of PbTe and
PbQ.76Sno.2«Je MIS capacitors were also made using Hg drops as metal contacts on MIS sam-
ples consisting of A1 2 3 or Si0 2 layers e-gun evaporated on thin film semiconductors. C-V
measurements indicated that accumulation, depletion and inversion layers existed at the
Interface and can be controlled by the gate voltage in a manner qualitatively similar to
that of Si MOS. However, measured and calculated C-V characteristics have not been in
close agreement.
It 1s concluded that PbTe IRCCI Is feasible. For Pb .7sSn
. 2 tJe, CCI is questionable
unless Improvement 1n minority carrier life time to avaluesignlficantly above 10"7 sec
can be achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress 1 " 5 has confirmed the expec-
tation that SI charge coupled devices 5 will
be one of the most important visilb". a Ima-
gers. This paper deals with the question
if CCD can also be developed for infrared
Imaging. Several approaches have been men-
"tloned" for developing, the Infrared Charge
Coupled Imager ( IRCCI j. Some of them are
hybrid circuits in which the infrared de-
tectors are combined with Si CCD. This
study considered the monolithic approach
In which a metal-insulator-semiconductor
array of narrow gap semiconductor is used
both as the sensor and the transfer device.
Its structure 1s similar to the Si CCD ex-
cept that a semiconductor of smaller energy
gap is used Instead of Si. This paper will
present the preliminary results of the fea-
sibility study of using MIS structures of
two 4-5 narrow gap semiconductors as IRCCI.
The semiconductors considered are PbTe for
a 3 to 5 microns imager and Pbo^sSno^^Te
for an 8 to 14 microns imager , both opera-
ted at a temperature of T=85°K. Since the
MIS properties of these semiconductors have
not been studied before, this feasibility
23*
study did not examine the aspects of CCI
which require Information on the Interface
states, such as the problems of transfer
Inefficiencies and noises, etc. Instead,
the feasibility study was based on the the-
oretical calculation of the MIS properties
of single PbTe and Pb
. 76Sno.2«Je capaci-
tors. Experimental studies of these MIS
have been started, however, to examine the
validity of the theoretical calculations.
Their preliminary results will be reported
In this paper also.
In Section II, the storage capacity, dark
current and storage time of both the PbTe
and Pb
.
7S Sn .2uTe MIS were calculated
based on the MOS theory developed for Si.
Four Insulators, Si02 , A1 2 3 , Ta2 s and
T102 were considered. It was found that
T102 1s better than the others because of
Its higher dielectric constant. Based on
a sample MIS using 1000A of Ti02 , the fea-
sibility of IRCCI for 3G0°K scene was exam-
ined by comparing the transfer time and
the storage time for a clock frequency of
2 MHz. The background photon flux was
used to produce a 50% fat zero which
determined the exposure time. Both the
30Q°K background current and the signal
current of a 0.1 °K temperature resolution
were calculated. In Section IV, the preli-
minary results of the experimental study
of the PbTe and Pb0#76Sn . 2.Je MIS using
A1 2 3 and S10 2 layers as Insulators are
presented. The measured C-V characteris-
tics will be used as evidence of the exis-
tence of accumulation, depletion and inver-
sion layers. They are also compared with
the theoretical calculation to examine if
the behaviors of the present PbTe and
Pbft. 76Sn . 2wTe MIS samples can be well des-
cribed by the established MOS theory.
II . PROPERTIES OF PbTe ANO Pb n 76S.nQ. 2 .,Te
"mTT
The basic building block of a charge coupled
device is the MIS capacitor. A thorough un-
derstanding of its properties is mandatory
before the feasibility of the IRCCI can be
examined. In this section, the properties
of the PbTe and Pb
. 76Sn . 2 «,Te MIS relevant
to the CCI operations will be presented.
Specifically, the storage capacity Q_, dark
current I, and the storage time T Swe?e cal-
culated based on the following theories.
First, the MIS capacitances for the deep de-
pletion and high frequency inversion states
were calculated by the depletion approxima-
tion • which was shown to agree very clo-
sely to the exact theory if the gate voltage
1s considerably higher than the threshold.
The storage capacity, Qs , was calculated
from the relation
Qs " Vq ( Chinv " Coo )
where Vq3 applied gate voltage
CHINV high frequency inversion
capacitance
Coo " deep depletion capacitance
Its basis is shown 1n Fig. 1. In (a), the
normalized MIS capacitance C/Cj is presented
as a function of the gate voltage, Vg , for
a p type semiconductor. The CCD operation
takes place between the deep depletion state
and the high frequency inversion state. This
real on 1s described in a different way in
(b) which presents C/Ci as a function of
time. The MIS was originally biased in accu-
mulation, then suddenly switched to deep de-
pletion which is not stable and will be ch-
anged to inversion after a period of time,
called the storage time ts , due to the ap-
pearance of minority carriers contributed
by the dark currents. 11
Qs
Ts £ldi
The dark currents consist of carriers gene-
rated from several sources: one from the
depletion region, one from the bulk semicon-
ductor beyond the depletion region, one
from the surface generation and recombina-
tion and one from the tunneling between the
bulk and the surface inversion layer. In
this study, the last two components were not
considered. The dark current due to the sur-
face generation and recombination was neg-
lected although it contributed a significant
portion of dark current in the indirect gap
semiconductor. Si. It is believed that in
narrow gap semiconductors like PbTe and
Pb
. 7eSn .2iJe, the direct band transition
will dominate the generation even at the
surface. The dark current due to the tunnel-
ing was also neglected because at the bias
voltage of interest, the depletion layer
width 1s more than 4000 A which can be seen
1n Table I and II to be presented later. The
tunneling current through this barrier width
was much smaller compared with the other two











Igb " generation 1n the bulk semi-
conductor










con centra t1 on
t minority carrier life time
N • doping density
V mobility
L • diffusion length
s • surface potential
In Table I and II, Qs . x<jd • Id . tsof the
PbTe and Pb .76Sn
. 2iJe MIS are presented at
a gate voltage of ten volts. x^ d 1s the deep
depletion width. Four Insulators of two thick-
nesses, 1000 and 2000 A, were considered. The
Insulator types and their dielectric const-
ants are the following:
S10 2 , 3.9
Ta 2 s , 50
The temperature was 85°K.
tors of doping density of 5x1Q* 6 cm" 3were
used. For PbTe and Pb .75Snq. 2lJe, the foll-
owing semiconductor properties are used. 8, 12
Eg • energy gap 1n ev
» 0.181 + 4.52X10- 1* T - 0.558 X
+ 5.8 X*»




u mobility 2x10** cm2/v-sec
t minority carrier life time
* 10"7 sec
where X is the percentage of Sn content.
From the Table, it can be seen that for MIS
having 2000 A of Si0 2 as an insulating layer,
a gate voltage of 10 volts i s not even lar-
ge enough to reach inversion. In MIS having
1000 A of Si0 2 , 10 volt is not very far
above the threshold. Consequently, the Qs
1s only 3xl0 9 electrons/cm^ for PbTe MIS.
This 1s the result of a large difference in
the dielectric constants of the insulator and
the semiconductor. In the case of Al 203, al-
though its dielectric constant 1s higher at
8.3, the increase 1n Qs is not dramatic. On
the other hand, MIS using either Ta 20s or
Ti02 as insulating layers showed definitely
superior properties for CCI applications
because their dielectric constants are con-
,
slderably higher. In these cases, although
the dark current was Increased somewhat due
to the Increase of depletion width, the sto-
rage capacity is considerably larger which
results 1n longer storage time. Such combi-
nation of larger Qs and longer xsls desir-
able for CCI operation. Consequently, for
the feasibility study of IRCCI to be presen-
ted 1n the next section, a MIS capacitor
having 1000 A of T102 was used as the stan-
dard sample. The storage capacity is appro-
ximately lxlO 13 electrons/cm2 for both PbTe
and Pb
. 7gSno. 2iJe at a Vg of 10 volt. The
storage time is approximately 10"1 sec for
PbTe and 10~*» sec for Pb .76Sn
.2«Je.
III. FEASIBILITY OF PbTe AND Pbn 75SnQ 2WTe
TRcci :
Based on these properties of a single MIS
capacitor, the feasibility of PbTe and
Pb
. 7sSn . 2«Je IRCCI for 300 "K scene were
examined by comparing the transfer time with
the storage time and by comparing the back-
ground and signal currents. The exposure
time was selected such that the 300 *K back-
ground photons will provide a 505 fat zero.
Since the properties of interface states can
not be theoretically predicted, the feasibi-
lity study did not examine other performan-
ces of CCI which require the knowledge of
Interface states, such as the transfer in-
efficiency and noise etc.
The IRCCI was assumed to have the following
band pass characteristics. The cutoff on the
longwavelength side was determined by the
photoresponse threshold of the semiconductor.
At 85% it is 5.65 microns for PbTe and
12.16 microns for Pbo.76Sno.2uTe. Infrared
filters were used to provide the cutoff on
the short wavelength side. Together, the
bandpass was from 3.5 to 5.66 microns for
PbTe and from 9 to 12.15 microns for
Pbo.76Sno.2wTe. The photon flux of the 300'K
background and of a 0.TK temperature reso-
lution were calculated from the standard
black body formula. It was found that the
300"K background photon flux is much greater
than the signal photon flux. In order that
the backgound photons not flood the storage
capacity, the exposure time must be limited.
It was proposed that the 30Q°K background
photons provide a 502 fat zero. Since the
storage capacity of the standard MIS sample
used in this study is lxlO 13 electrons/cm2 ,
the required exposure time is 1.54X10" 1* sec
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for PbTe and 9.83xl0"s sec for Pb .7&Sn .2«Je.
Both exposure times are too short for practi-
cal applications although It probably 1s to-
lerable 1n the case of PbTe. For PbTe, the
storage time 1s then 425 times longer than
the exposure time. For Pb
. 76Sn . 2 »Je, 1t 1s
only six times longer.
It 1s further assumed that CCI operation can
take place only within one tenth of the sto-
rage time. Beyond this usable fraction, the
dark current will contribute too many minori-
ty carriers and smear out the signal carriers.
Therefore, the usable storage time 1s approxi-
mately 10"2 sec for PbTe and only 10"5 sec
for Pb
. 76Sn .2«Je. If a clock frequency of
2 MHz Is used, the transfer time per gate 1s
0.5xl0~6 sec. Based on the consideration of
time allowed for transfer alone, 20,000 tran-
sfers can be made within this usable storage
time for PbTe. It should be noted that 1f
transfer inefficiency is considered, the sig-
nal will deteriorate before this large num-
ber of transfers. In the case of
P°o .76^00. 2uTe, only 20 transfers can be made
which is not enough for practical applica-
tions.
At the same clock frequency of 2 MHz, the cu-
rrent due to the 300K background is 1.6 amp/
cm2 ; The signal current of a O.TK tempera-
ture resolution of the 3Q0*K scene is 4.8x10~ 3
amp/cm2 for PbTe and 3.88xlQ~3 amp/cm2 for
Pbo.76Sno.2«Je « Tne ratio of the background
current to signal current is therefore app-
roximately 3,000 in both cases. Such a ratio,
although quite high, can be handled by di-
fferent signal processing schemes, such as
a.c. coupling or the potentially promising
recycling capability of the CCO which might
be used to cancel the background. 2
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PbTe AND
Pbn -, e Sno „Je MIS
Preliminary experimental investigations of
the PbTe and Pb
. 7s Sn .2iJe MIS have also
been carried out. MIS capacitors were fabri-
cated using PbTe and Pb c . 75Sn .2i*Te thin
films deposited on either CaF 2 and BaF2 sub-
strates and Al 2 3or S10 2 thin insulator
films deposited by the e-gun method. The
metal contact was provided by a Hg drop.
The semiconductor films were typically 3 to
8 microns thick. They were all p-type with
carrier concentrations in the high 10 17 to
low 10 18/cm 3 range. Based on the theoretical
calculation, in order to obtain a reasonably
low threshold voltage around one to two
volts, the thickness of AI2O3 or Si O2 layer
should be less than 500A. Thin layers from
100 to 450A have been made. Probably be-
cause of the small thickness, considerable
leakages were found in these layers. How-
ever, 1n spite of the leakage, capacitance,
voltage measurements have been obtained as
shown 1n Figures 2 and 3. 80th measurements
were made at room temperature using a Bootan
72A capacitance meter. The signal frequency
was 1 MHz. In Figure 2, the normalized
C/Ci of four gates on a PbTe MIS are shown.
The insulating layer was 450A of S1 2 . The
general behaviors of the C-V characteristics
are similar to that of Si MOS in their early
-
years of development. The decrease In capa-
citance when the gate voltage was- Increased
from negative values toward positive values
can be Interpreted as evidence of the change
from accumulation to depletion and then to
high frequency inversion. The small peak
and slight Increase near and above zero gate
voltage could be caused by weak inversion.
A comparison was made between the measured
C/Ci and a theoretical calculation using a
carrier concentration of lxl0 18/cm2 . The
calculated result is presented as a dotted
line 1n the same figure. It can be seen that
they are not in close agreement. The same
large discrepancy was also found in Figure 3
which presents the C/Ci-Vq characteristics
of two Hg gates on a Pb 0> 76 Sn
.
2<Je MIS
capacitor. 100A of Al 203 was used as the
Insulator. The theoretical C/C^-Vq charac-
teristics is also presented as a dotted Hne
1n the same figure. The lack of close agree-
ment 1s clearly seen.
In spite of these discrepancies, 1t is be-
lieved that the MOS theory developed for Si
should be valid for these semiconductors
also. The lack of agreement between measure-
ments and calculations probably is caused by
the values of dielectric constants used in
the calculation which may not be correct for
the sample. For the 4-6 semiconductors, it
is possible that their dielectric constants
are not as high as 400. For the imperfect
and thin insulating layers, the dielectric
constants are likely higher than the bulk
values of 3.9 and 8.8 for Si0 2 and A1 2 3 ,
respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
The feasibility of using MIS structures of
narrow gap semiconductors PbTe and
Pbo.76Sno.2»»Te for infrared charge coupled
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Imaging has been studied. Because of the
unusually large dielectric constants of
these semiconductors, 1t was found that In-
sulators of large dielectric constants such
as T102 and Ta 2 5 are more suitable than
SIO2 and A1 2 3 . For an Insulating layer
with a large dielectric constant, adequate
storage capacity can be obtained with moder-
ately high gate voltage and an Insulating
layer thickness not too small. It was found
that using 1000A of Ti02 , storage capacity
of lxlO13 electrons/an2 can be obtained at
a gate voltage of 10 volts. Assuming that
the generation of minority carriers 1n de-
pletion region and in the bulk semiconductor
are the main contributions to the dark cur-
rent, the storage time was calculated to be
approximately 10" 1 sec for PbTe and 10"** sec
for Pbo 7sSn 2«Je. Based on these proper-
ties, the feasibility of IRCCI using these
semiconductors were examined. The exposure
time was selected such that the 30G*K back-
ground photons did not flood the storage
capacity. They were used to provide a 502
fat zero. At a clock frequency of 2 MHz,
and not considering the limitation imposed
by the transfer inefficiency, 20,000 trans-
fers can be made within the usable storage
time for PbTe. On the other hand, only 20
transfers can be made 1n Pb 7sSn 2<Je.
It Is concluded that PbTe IRCCI is" feasible.
For Pb0<7gSno. 2 iJe, IRCCI is questionable
unless significant material improvements
can be made to Increase the minority carrier
lifetime considerably above 10~7 sec.
Preliminary experimental studies of PbTe and
P^0.76Sno. 2 <*Te M^S have also been carried
out to examine if MIS of these narrow gap
semiconductors follow very well the standard
M0S theory. Since the technology of Ti0 2
has hardly been developed, e-gun evaporated
Al 203 or Si0 2 layers were used 1n the fabri-
cation of MIS capacitors. The high frequency
(1 MHz) C-V characteristics measured at room
temperature behaved qualitatively like that
of SI M0S indicating that the interface of
these MIS showed accumulation, depletion and
Inversion behaviors very similar to Si M0S.
However, measured and calculated C-V charac-
teristics have not been in agreement. This
lack of agreement does not imply that the
MOS theory is not valid for these semicon-
ductors. Instead, the discrepancy may be
caused by the values of dielectric constants
used 1n the calculation. It should be em-
phasized that the success in experimentally
obtaining C-V characteristics qualitatively
similar to that of Si M0S indicated that a
fruitful experimental study can be carried
out to develop MIS of these semiconductors
and to realize their potential as IRCCI.
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TABLE I. Properties of PbTe MIS at T-85*K



















3.94 x 10 11
1.64 x 10 10
0.89
0.47
1.03 x 10" S
5.5 x 10"6








1.14 x 10 13
4.47 x 10 12
2.28
1.78
2.64 x 10" 5
2.06 x 10~ 5
6.76 x IO"2





1.62 x 10 13
8 x 10 12
2.49
2.09
2.88 x 10" 5
2.43 x io" 5
9 x IO"2
5.29 x io" 2
* Cat* voltage of 10 volts Is below threshold of Inversion.
P type PbTe, NA
» 5 x IO 16 cm" 3 , minority carrier lifetime - 10~ 7sec,
y-2 x 10** ca2/v-aec.
TABLE II. Properties of PbQ 75SnQ 24Te MIS at T-85'K
















5.14 x IO 11




7.42 x 10" 3
6.92 x 10~*





1.34 x 10 13





7.9 x 10" s





2 x 10* 3






6.05 x 10" 5
* Gate Voltage of 10 volts is below threshold of inversion.
P type PbQ 76SnQ 24Te, N
- 5 x 10 l6ca" 3 , minority carrier lifetime
10~7 sec, u-2 x 10U cm2/v-sec.
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Fig. 2 Measured and Calculated High Frequency C-V
Charateri sties of PbTe MIS Capacitor
p type PbTe, NA = 1xl0'
8/cm3






Pig. 3 Measured and Calculated High Frequency C-V
Characteristics of Pbo.76Sn .24Te,MIS Capacitor
p type Pb0#76 Sn 24Te,* NA =*fxl0
18 /cm
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ABSTRACT - Sampled analog comb filters using a recursive implementation with CO
the delay elements are studied. A theoretical analysis based essentially on digital re||
sive filters is developed with modifications taking into account that a CCD delay geneil
consists of more than one delay stage. Using the standard Z and the bilinear Z trans
forms, transfer functions of a lowpass and a highpass continuous filter are transform!
into H(Z) forms suitable for CCD implementations. Design formulas for both the can-
celler type and integrator type comb filters using one CCD delay are obtained. Six die
ent comb filters are implemented using an 8-bit two-phase P surface channel CCD clcd
at 20 kHz. The agreement between measurements and theoretical calculations is eno:
aging. Possible causes for the deviation from theory are discussed. The bilinear Z
transform design procedure is shown to be superior because it provides a zero in the
transfer function which leads to theoretically infinite attenuation at a series of period:
cally separated null frequencies. Applications of this type of comb filter to either
suppress or to enhance a signal having periodic spectrum are suggested. The work pr
formed was partially supported by the Naval Electronics Systems Command and the Nr
Postgraduate School Research Foundation.
i. INTRODUCTION
Designers of sampled analog CCD
signal processors have concentrated main-
ly on transversal filters,(*» 2, 3) correla-
tors, (4) chirp Z transformers, (5, 6) and
two-dimensional transforms. ("7,8) This
paper discusses sampled analog recursive
filters, which have not received as much
prior attention. They were first studied
using a BBD as the delay elements" (9, 10)
and, recently, a three-poleC 1 *) and a two-
pole/one zeroU^) CCD recursive filter
and a one-pole CCD recursive integrator
(13) have been reported.
This paper addresses three aspects
of sampled analog CCD recursive comb
filters: theory, experimental results,
and possible applications. The general
characteristics of comb filters are high-
lighted in Section 2, and their recursive
implementations are described. In Sec-
tion 3, a theoretical analysis based essen-
tially on digital recursive filter theory is
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presented. Modifications of the digita
theory to fit the sampled analog recur
\
filter case are provided. Measured r-
suits of recursive comb filters using ;
8-bit, two-phase, P surface channel C
delay line are presented and compare?
with theoretical calculations in Section
The agreement is generally close at IV
frequencies but deteriorates as the fr<
quency is increased or as the order oi
comb teeth is increased. However, tl
feasibility of using a CCD to implemei '•
recursive comb filter is confirmed. 3m
sible applications using this type of cat'
filter are discussed in Section 5.
2. COMB FILTER AND RECURSIVE
IMPLEMENTATION
Comb filters are characterized by
their periodic transfer characteristics!)
the frequency domain. They can be ch
sified into two general types. The fir:
type is the bandstop or canceller type
157
shown in Figure la. It has strong attenua-
tion in a narrow neighborhood of a series
of periodically separated frtquencies and
good transmission in between. The sec-
ond type is the bandpass or integrator
type shown in Figure lb. It has good
transmission in a narrow neighborhood of
& series of periodically separated frequen-






Figure 1. Frequency Characteristics of
Two General Types of Comb
Filters — Bandstop, Canceller
Type, and Bandpass, Inte-
grator Type
Both analog comb filters (*?, *8, 19) and
digital comb filters (20,21) have been de-
veloped based on several different imple-
mentation techniques: feedforward,
frequency sampling/**2 ) fast Fourier
transform, and recursion. All use delay
devices in some manner.
In the analog case, a quartz delay
line has been the major candidate. For
digital, the delay device is the shift reg-
ister. However, a new family of comb
filters is being developed using a different
type of integrated circuit delay device,
such as the BBD (bucket brigade device),
CCO (charge coupled device), and SAD
(serial analog delay).'23 ' In these, analog
signals are first sampled and then delayed.
As a result of the sampling, these devices
not only have standard analog properties
but also some digital properties such as
aliasing and stability of delay.
Using these integrated circuit delay
devices, sampled analog comb filters are
being developed based on the feedforward
circuit,U*» 14, 15) chirp Z transform,
and recursive filter implementations.
(9,10,11,12)
We are studying the recursive imple-
mentation using the canonical circuit shown
in Figure 2. The resulM presented use
only one CCD delay device, i. e. , b2 = 0,
a£ = 0. However, the delay device con-
sists of N delay stages (in the experimen-
tal study, N = 8.) As shown in later sec-
tions, the presence of N stages of delay in
INPUT OUTPUT
Figure 2. Canonical Form of a Second
Order Recursive Filter
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(one delay device can be used to advantage
in providing the comb feature of the fre-
quency characteristics and also very large
attenuation between these comb teeth.
The reason for this is that, since the
signal is delayed N clock periods before it
is fed back to the input, the frequency of
recursive operation, fr , is only one N"1 of
the clock frequency, fc (or sampling fre-
quency). Therefore, the frequency char-
acteristics of the recursive filter are
periodic with the frequency fr . Since
fr * *c/N» there are N/2 teeth within the
Nyquist frequency range from to f c /2.
This is in contrast to the usual digital re-
cursive filters where the recursions take
place after each delay stage, resulting in
only one comb tooth within the Nyquist
range. Since there are now N/2 teeth, a
proper design procedure which introduces
a zero at the recursion frequency fr will
provide infinite attenuation, in principle,
at each of these teeth even when only one
delay element is used. The procedure is
known as the bilinear Z transform.
3. THEORY
Since the sampled analog recursive
filters are implemented by the same cir-
cuit configurations used for digital recur-
sive filters, we know intuitively that the
theory of digital recursive filters should
apply. However, proper modifications
must be made to account for the fact that
the signal is now sampled- analog and that
the delay device now consists of N delay
stages instead of one.
It is known that two general design
approaches have been developed for the IIR
(infinite impulse response) type digital re-
cursive filter. The first approach is in-
direct. It starts with the transfer function
in the Laplace transform variable S of a
continuous filter and follows by digitizing
the transfer function H(S) into a transfer
function in the discrete time variable Z.
Many different transforms are employed
such as mapping by differential transform,
impulse invariant (standard Z) transform,
bilinear Z transform, and matched Z
transform. The second approach is a
direct digital design in either the frequency
domain or the time domain using some type
of computer aided design procedure.
We feel that the direct approach using
the frequency domain is probably more
instructive
,
and we will present it in tl
paper using two of the four transforms
listed earlier (standard Z transform ai
bilinear Z transform).
The modification used to take into
account the fact that one CCD delay de^
consists of N delay stages will be descjb
In conventional digital filter theory, Z^
is used to represent a delay of one cloi
period. For a recursive filter using oj»






In other words, it is actually an N* on
recursive filter but with many of its co
ficients, a^j-l»
equal to zero.
a l» bN-i >1»
The analysis can be simplified grei.
ly if we consider the N clock delay stag;
as "one recursion" delay stage with its
corresponding recursion frequency
fr




with the understanding that Z ' actually
consists of N clock periods of delay am
that its frequency characteristics are
periodic with respect to f
r
and have N/i
comb teeth in the frequency range from
to fc /2, the Nyquist limit. Because
there is now more than one period in th
frequency characteristics (or more thaj
one tooth), the effects due to sampling
and/or the sample and hold circuit
should be taken into account in the theo:
Only the effect due to the sample and he
circuit is considered in this paper, and
is discussed in Section 4.
Using this straightforward modific;
tion and the well developed digital recm
sive filter theory, a set of design formi








and a highpass filter
H(S) S+<
where y =3 dB corner frequency. The
following two transforms are used:
ST
Standard Z transform Z = e
2 Z-l
Bilinear Z transform S = -m WT\
where T = N -j- , the CCD delay.
Table 1. Summary of Design Formula of
Sampled Analog Recursive Comb
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Without presenting the derivations in
detail, the results are summarized in
Table 1. It should be pointed out that an
approximation, tan cj/uJc s (j/cjc » was
used. The cases of integrator type comb
filters and cancellor type comb filters
are listed separately. They are deter-
mined by the relative signs of the coeffi-
cients aQ, a lt and b t . The theoretical
frequency characteristics of six special
cases are presented as solid curves in
Figures 3 through 7. The cases that have
been implemented and measured experi-
mentally are summarized in Table 2.
The coefficients have all been normalized
to unity. Their comb filter character-
istics are also plotted in relative ampli-
tudes in Figures 3 through 8. In Figure
8. the theoretical comb filter character-
istics are modified by taking into account
the effect of the sample and hold circuit.
This introduces a factor of sin (it k/N)/
(irk/N), where k the order of the comb
tooth. Discussions relating to this cor-
rection are given in Section 4.















































NOTE: 8-bit, 2 phase, surface channel CCD (Figure 9)
I = 20 kHz
c
Circuit schematic (Figure 11)
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Figure 3. Highpass Integrator Filter
Frequency Characteristics
Figure 5. Lowpass Canceller Fil
Frequency Character!:

























Figure 4. Lowpass Integrator Filter —
Frequency Characteristics
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To demonstrate the feasibility of using
CCO as delay elements for the implemen-
tation of sampled analog recursive comb
filters and also to verify the validity of
the theoretical analysis presented in Sec-
tion 3, six cases of comb filters are im-
plemented. They are listed in Table 2.
The table includes both canceller type and
integrator type comb filters whose Z
transform transfer functions were obtained
from both lowpass and highpass continuous
filters. The CCD used is a two-phase,
overlapping gate, P surface channel, 8-bit
CCO. Its physical description is presentee?
in Figure 9. Its ou^ut circuit consists of
a reverse biased floating diode, gated by a
reset MOSFET and followed by a MOSFET
source follower. The load resistor is
connected off the chip. Its input circuit
consists of one diode, pulsed to a forward
biased condition, and four gates with ap-





Figure 8. Highpass Integrator Filter
Frequency Characteristics
Figure 9. Cross-Sectional View of Two
Phase, Overlapping Gate, P
Surface Channel CCD
The electrical signal can be fed into
the CCD either at the diode or at a gate.
In this study, an input signal technique
known variously as the surface potential
equilibration method, the fill and drain
method, or the scuppering method is used.
To carry out this input procedure, a clock
pulse is applied to the diode, and dc volt-
ages of various levels are applied to the
gates. The signal is applied to one of the
gates. The combination of third andfourth
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Vgates provides one of the widest dynamic
ranges, as shown in Figure 10. The fig-
ure presents the output voltage measured
after the sample and hold circuit as a
function of the input signal expressed by a
varying dc voltage level at the third gate.
The bias voltage on the fourth gate is held
at selected values. The operating condi-
tions are described as follows:
• Four clock pulses:
$t_~..» s *nPu' diode pulse levelrinput from -12.8 to -2.4 V
$ = reset MOSFET gate pulsereset level from -37. 5 to -19 V
$ , $- = 50% duty cycle CCD clock
pulses from -22. 5 to
-10 V
• Four dc gate biases:
Gj, G2 biased at -30 V
G , and V_n at -35. 5 Vout DD
Load resistor = 50K ohms
Clock frequency ~ 20 kHz.
From Figure 10, it can be seen that
two operating modes exist. The first is
a high gain mode occurring in a third gate
voltage range from approximately -11.7
volts to values from -11.9 to -12.5 volts,
depending on the bias voltage on the fourth
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second mode is characterized by a ml
lower gain but occurs over a much wjl
bias range on G3. The range is morfc
8 V for VG4 = -15 V. For VG4 = -1Z',
it can be seen that a section of the rail
characteristics is linear from -16.9
-20.5 V. Therefore, the combinatioic
VG3 = -18. 7 V and VG3 = -12 V was ! „
as the electrical bias condition. Then
input signal was applied to the third [t
to carry out the frequency response u
surements. In this way, a linear rate
approximately 3. 7 V was obtained.
The circuit schematic for the co
filter measurements is shown in Figte
The coefficient a_= 1 is easily imple
mented by direct connection. The coj
cients a^ = ±1 and the different value
:
bj were implemented by using two poi
tiometers connected after the sample]
hold circuit and the level shifter. Opi
tional amplifiers with the proper feeci
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Figure 10. Input G3 vs Output Character-
istics of Two Phase Surface
Channel 8 Bits CCD




essentially on the digital recursive filter
theory is correct to the first order. Ob-
viously, refinements are needed to extend
the success of the theory at the first comb
teeth to all higher order teeth.
5. APPLICATIONS
The range of applications of sampled
analog recursive filters is obviously very
broad. However, it is important to recog-
nize that the performance of this type of
filter is somewhere between that of analog
and digital filters. Compared with regu-
lar analog filters, the delays of this fam-
ily of integrated circuit electronic delay
devices are controlled by the main clock
pulse, and these IC filters do not have
nearly the narrow bandwidth and time and
temperature drift problems which plague
other analog filters. They are as stable
as the main clock. Compared with digital
filters, they process signals in sampled
analog form, thus avoiding the expense of
A/D converters and digital multipliers,
though there are penalties of somewhat
lower performance and relatively more
limited programmability. Another feature
of sampled analog recursive filters is the
possibility of time shared filtering because
the delay elements generally have more
than one stage. » 1 ^)
They are particularly useful as
comb filters. Their periodic transfer
characteristics make them well suited to
process signals which are periodic in
time and in frequency such as most radar
and sonar signals. Canceller type comb
filters can be used to reject periodic sig-
nals by aligning the null frequencies of the
comb filter with the periodic frequency
spectrum of the unde sired signal. This is
indeed the principle of both the feedfor-
ward and recursive filter s* 11 ' being de-
veloped to cancel clutter spectrum in
MTI radars. Also, because the delay can
be changed rather conveniently by chang-
ing the main clock frequency, the cancel-
ler type sampled analog comb filter may
simplify the signal processing in either
staggered PRF or jittered PRF radars.
In a different direction, integrator
type comb filters can be used to enhance
periodic signals contaminated by noise
and/or interferences. A video integrator
is being developedU^) based on this prin-
ciple.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Sampled analog comb filters by recur-
sive implementation have been studied.
A theoretical analysis based essentially
on digital recursive filter theory was used
to calculate the frequency characteristics
of both the canceller type and the integrator
type comb filters, using only one delay
element. The fact that the delay element
has N delay stages is used to achieve the
comb feature of the transfer character-
istics. Using the zero introduced by the
bilinear Z transform, infinite attenuations
are achieved at null frequencies, which
is a very desirable feature. Six calcu-
lated cases were selected for implemen-
tation using an 8-bit CCD as the delay
element. The agreement between mea-
surements and theory is excellent at the
first set of comb teeth and varying de-
grees of closeness are achieved as the
order of comb teeth is increased. The
causes for this are under study. Studies
are in progress to extend this work to
cases where more than one delay element
is used and to examine the reasons why
the experimental results at higher order
comb teeth are at variance with some of
the theoretical predictions.
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Abstract
After a brief summary on the relevance of the five papers presented in this
session on "LSI Hardware Signal Processor Development" to the current digital
signal processor developments, this paper discussed some developments of other
types of hardware processors using sampled analog or analog signals and based on
LSI electronics, acoustical and optical technologies.
applications using firmware which can be programac
by users and store special signal processing algor-
ithms and programs in ROM or FPLA. White's paper
commented on the basic considerations behind MOSLSI
developments. However, signal processor developoen
are being pursued in other directions also. Using
electronic technologies, a new class of sampled
analog processors is being developed using charge
transport devices. Their signals are analog but
the independent variables are discrete which can be
either time variable, spatial variables or other
S 9
transform variables. Acoustical and optical
technologies have also been used for analog, sample
analog and digital signal processing.
The purpose of this paper is to present some of the
principles and highlights of these non-digital sig-
nal processor developments. Together with the pape
on digital processors presented in this session, it
is hoped that a bird's eye view of current hardware
signal processor developments is presented. To
cover such a broad area within its Limited scope,
this paper does not attempt to be a tutorial or a
review. Instead, it plans to introduce some of the
excellent review articles and special conference
proceedings devoted to some of the individual topic
currently one of the active, if not the rost active but scattered over a diversified range of journals
LSI development. It will provide versatile low in an organized manner from the hardware viewpoint,
cost microcomputers adaptable to a wide variety of
X. INTRODUCTION
Signal processing was performed mainly by analog
means before the advent of digital computers which
promoted the intensive and successful development
of digital signal processing in the past decade
or so. " A- present, much of the digital signal
processing is carried out on general purpose
digital computers using software . However,
extensive progress has also been made in other
types of signal processors using electronic firm-
ware and hardware . Their activities are high-
lighted in Table I. Papers presented in this
session on "Hardware LSI Signal Processor Develop-
ments" covered some of the important, current
activities. Allen's paper discussed the present
limitations of the glamorous bipolar integrated
4injection logic when it is used to implement
large scale digital circuits. Blankenship's paper
discussed their applications of new LSIECL cir-
cuits to the developments of fast, special purpose
digital computers. Gehweiller and Pridgen's
paper reported the status of their extensive hard-
ware LSI signal processor development based on
CMOS/SOS technology. Martinez's paper discussed
the promises and requirements of microprocessors,
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ial processing covers an enormous range of
at ions and applications. In this paper, they
organized and presented from the basic mathe-
cal operation viewpoint in order to present
the various hardware technologies are used for
.r implementations. In section II, linear sig-
processing is grouped into two classes: filter-
and spectral analysis. They are then shown to
:entered around four basic mathematical opera-
is: delay (or shift), summation, multiplication
generation of special functions. In sections
and IV, the basic principles of electronic,
istical and optical hardware technologies as
Lied to signal processing implementations are
tented. In section V, some progress of the
lware developments are highlighted by presenting
present status of three important hardware
ial processing modules: multipliers, correlators
convolvers, and discrete Fourier transformers
:h include both fast Fourier transformers (FFT)
chirp Z transformers (CZT).
II. COM-JON SIGNAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS
»ar and nonlinear signal processing have been
.vely developed. However, hardware developments
pursued mainly in linear processing applica-
is. Their basic operations can be introduced
ig the general form of one dimensional linear
isform shown in Table II. The input signal i(u)
:ransformed into output signal o(v) by the trans-
i kernel h(u,v). The independent variables u,v
be either time, spatial variables or transformed
Lables such as frequency, spatial frequency and
»rs. When the variables are continuous, as in
log signal processing, the transform relation
In integral form. When the variables are dis-
:e, as in digital and sampled analog signal
:essing, the transform relation is in summation
a as used in matrix operations. h(u,v) is often
srred to under different names. In some proces-
I, h(u,v) is also known as the impulse response.
:ases of two dimensional or image processing,
,v).is called the point spread function. In
relators, convolvers and matched filters, h(u,v)
t the role of reference signals ard are commonly
sired to by that name. Several special forms of
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h(u,v) are listed in Table II to describe the
mathematical operations of four of the most impor-
tant signal processing functions: two filters
—
correlators and convolvers of which matched filter
is a special case and two classes of spectral
analysis—the Fourier type of transforms and other
types such as Walsh transform, Kahuncn-Locve
transforms, etc. It should be noted that in fil-
ters, u,v are the same type of variables related
by a translation. It can be either time or spatial
variables. In many transforms, u,v are not the
same variables and are related by multiplication.
For example, if u is the time variable t (or space
variable x) , then v is its transformed variable,
frequency u (or spatial frequency). In Table III,
these signal processing operations in discrete
variables are expressed in more detailed forms
suitable for hardware implementations. For non-
recursive and recursive filters, expressions in
terms of discrete time variables k and n and their
transform variable Z are used. For spatial varying
signals, spatial Z transform has not been commonly
used. Three basic mathematical operations are
involved: linear translation (delay or shift)e.g.,
i(k-n),i(n-k) ; multiplication by constant, e.g.,
ani(k-n); summation, e.g., £aRi(k-n). For spectral
analysis, two algorithms for discrete Fourier
transforms are given, FFT and CZT. It should be
noted that in these two cases, n represents the
discrete time (or space) variable while k repre-
sents its transformed time frequency (or spatial
frequency) variable. It is noted that two addi-
tional mathematical operations are involved: multi-
plication of two variables nk(uv) and generation of
special functions. For Fourier type of transforms,
the special functions are the exponential or sinus-
oidal functions. For other transforms, it could
either be other transcendental functions or matrices
such as the matrix of elements ±1 for the Walsh
transform. Knowing the commonality of these basic
mathematical operations will help to understand how
different hardware technologies are used to imple-
ment a wide variety of signal processing operations.
III. HARDWARE TECHNOLOGIES
Three hardware technologies have been used to
implement signal processing operations: electronic,
acoustical and optical. In Table IV, the physical
echanisms of signal representations and input/out-
put transducers are listed. Using electronic
technology, signals are represented by voltage,
current or charges. At present, most electronic
signal processors are either digital or analog.
It is important to note that a new class of elec-
tronic devices known as "charge transport devices"
(CTD) is being actively developed in recent years
which represent signals by number of charges. One
of their most important new devices is the sampled
analog delay line (or shift register) which is
instrumental in making the new and promising
sampled analog signal processing possible. Using
acoustical technology, signals are represented by
lattice waves in piezoelectric materials, or simply
acoustical waves. In most cases, surface acousti-
8 10
cal waves (SAW) are used. ' Recently, bulk
acoustical wave devices are receiving some increas-
ing attenticu because they may be used to develop
programmable analog devices. Although digital
signals can be equally well represented, most
acoustical signal processors today are analog and
in some limited cases, sampled analog. The
acoustical wave signals are launched and detected
by two types of transducers: interdigital metallic
fingers deposited on the surface of the piezo-
electric device, or piezoelectric transducers such
as ZnO. The former is much more frequently used
while the latter is used sometimes for bulk acou-
tical waves. Using optical technology, signals
are represented by electromagnetic waves. In
contrast to other hardware signal processors which
mostly deal with one dimensional time varying sig-
nals, optical processors perform operations in two
dimensions. It makes them ideally suited to
process spatially varying signals (image process-
ing), or to perform many operations simultaneously
in a manner that is co.Timonly known as "parallel
processing" which has much higher processing speed.
Two types of optical processors are being developed:
coherent and noncoherent. Coherent processors have
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received much more attention. They are closely
associated with holography and Fourier optics.
Lasers and strong light source with a small rinho!
\
output are used as monochromatic light sources.
Signals are introduced by modulations: acousto-
optical, electro-optical or transparency masks.
The first two modulations (A0,E0) are often used
to convert a time varying signal to a spatial vary
ing signal suitable for optical processing. For
noncoherent optical processors, ° LEO is often use
as light source. Signals are applied at two place,
first at the LEO by electrically modulating its
I
radiation output and second, in the optical path
by using mask. The signal pattern on the mask is
spatially varying which is converted to a time
varying signal by scanning the image of the patter
across the detector plane. In both coherent and
noncoherent processors, the output is achieved by
using optical detectors or imagers such as vidicon
or new CTD imagers. While most optical signal
processors are analog, digital optical memories ar
also being developed. In image processing, when
a picture is scanned over discrete numbers of
detector elements, the signals become sampled ana-
log due to the discrete nature of their spatial
variables.
IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS
.!In Table V, implementations of basic mathematical
operations using these three hardware technologies
are presented.
(1) Electronic implementation :
In this paper, analog processors are not
discussed. For digital processing, the delay is
implemented by shift registers. Summation and
multiplication are implemented either by logics, bi
table look-ups or by hardware adders and multi-
pliers. Generation of special function is usually
achieved by table look-up using ROM. For sampled
analog processing, delay is implemented by the new
CTD delay lines. Summation and multiplication are
usually implemented using linear integrated circuit
devices such as op amp, multipliers, etc. Some-
times, summation can be accomplished by current or
charge summing. In CTD transversal filters using
169
jpped delay lines, multiplication by constants can
» accomplished by using tapping weights. Genera-
Ion of special functions has been achieved by
ling tapped delay lines as convolvers. The
motion to be generated is designed into the
vice as tapping weights. An example of generat-
lg sinusoidal functions for implementing chirp Z
ransfora will be given in section V.
(2) Acoustical implementation
There are many similarities in implementing
ignal processing operations using SAW devices and
TO devices. The differences are in the signal
andwidth W and delay time T. For SAW devices,
is in the range from few MHZ to several hundred
HZ, but T is inversely proportional and varies
rom nanoseconds to microseconds with maximum
chievable TW product around 1000. It is limited
f the size of the delay device. For CTD devices,
can be much longer and approach milliseconds.
ut the bandwidth W is lower in the few MHZ range
ith maximum TW product also around 1000 with the
resent technology. Using acoustical waves, delay
s implemented by acoustical delay line. Summation
nd multiplication are usually implemented elec-
ronically using linear IC devices. In SAW
ransversal filters using tapped delay lines,
ultiplication by constants is accomplished using
apping weights. Generation of special functions
an be achieved by using SAW tapped delay lines as
9nvolvers. Multiplication of two variables can
b accomplished in different ways. For the
pecial case of discrete Fourier transform which
equires the product of uv, the multiplication is
ccomplished indirectly using the chirp Z trans-
arm algorithm which will be explained later in
set ion V. On the other hand, non linearities in
coustical devices can be used to implement multi-
lication of two signals. In these devices, two
coustical wave signals are launched in opposite
irections, the nonlinearities will give rise to
product signal at the sum frequency. Using this
bility of multiplication in a delay line, conve-
ntions of two signals can be accomplished. Its
ivantage over the approach using tapped delay
ine lies in the fact that both signals can be
hanged easily. In the tapped delay line imple-
mentation, the reference signal is fixed by the
tapping weights except when diodes are used in the
taps which permitted programmable binary coded
taps.
(3) Optical implementation
The principles of coherent and noncoherent
optical processors are quite different although
they both process signals optically and thus possess
parallel processing capability and fast multiplica-
tion rate. They will be presented separately.
Coherent optical processors are capable of
performing signal processing either in time domain,
spatial domain or spatial frequency domain. In
contrast, electronic analog processors operate in
either time or frequency domain. Other hardware
signal processors operate mostly in time domain.
This is the result of the unique property that in a
coherent optical system, the image at the back focal
pla-.e of a lens is the Fourier transform of the
spatially varying signal at the front focal plane.
Using this capability, two basic building blocks
have been developed. The first is the "single lens,
front and back focal planes" building block which
performs the spatial Fourier transform (or spectral
analysis). The second is a "two lenses, three
focal planes" building block which performs the
spatial filtering. A typical system is shown in
Fig. 1. An additional lens is needed to collimate
the monochromatic radiation. Input signal is intro-
duced by placing a mask in the collinated optical
path. It is located at the front focal plane of
the "spatial Fourier transform lens." The Fourier
transform of the spatial input signal is obtained
at its back focal plane which is also the front
focal plane of the next lens. Signal processing
can be performed at this "transform plane" using
masks commonly referred to as "spatial filters"
because the signal at this plane is in spatial
frequency domain. Next lens performs the inverse
Fourier transform and delivers the processed spatial
output signal at its back focal plane. Using this
arrangement, low pass, high pass, band pass, band
stop spatial filters and spectral analysis in
spatial frequency domain can be carried out.
The same optical system can be used to per-
form time domain signal processing if the input
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nask is replaced by an acousto-optical transducer
which converts a time varying signal into a spa-
tially varying phase modulation of the monochro-
matic radiation. By performing the Fourier
transform, proper spatial filtering, which intro-
duces the reference signal or impulse response,
and the inverse Fourier transform, the spatially
varying phase modulation can be converted back to
a time varying amplitude signal at the output
focal plane. Using this principle, correlation,
convolution in time domain, spectral analysis of
time varying signals have been demonstrated.
Coherent optical processor can also perform
signal processing in spatial domain. An example
is the optical correlator shown in Fig. 2 which
consists of two building blocks—an optical filter
followed by an optical spectral analyzer. The
input signal is introduced by a mask at the front
of the optical filter. The reference signal is
introduced by another mask at the output of the
optical filter which also serves as the input of
the optical spectral analyzer. The spatial filter
is necessary to block out the undiffracted light.
The correlation is obtained at the center of the
output focal plane of the analyzer section.
from the implementation of the four basic
mathematical operations viewpoint, it can be
readily explained that they are achieved in a
natural way when coherent radiation is used.
Exponential function is obtained because coherent
radiation can be considered as a packet of plane
waves which are mathematically described by expon-
ential functions. Delay and shift are natural
consequences of wave propagation. Summation of
delayed and shifted signals follows the Huygen's
principle directly. Multiplication is accomplished
by using the spatial filters and masks.
Noncoherent optical processor does not
have the capability of obtaining a spatial Fourier
transform by simply using a lens. However, the
advantages of parallel processing and fast multi-
plication still exist. The basic system is
described as follows: A time varying input signal
is used to electrically modulate the output of a
light emitting diode. A lens is used to collimate
the radiation. A mask which contains the informa-
tion of the transform kernel h(u,v) is inserted
I
in the optical path. The light after the mask i
imaged onto and scanned across the output detect
device which is a CTD imager. In this system, tj;
time delay is accomplished in two steps. First,
spatial shift is farmed on the mask. It is con-
verted into time delay by scanning of its image i
across the CTD imager. Summation is accomplished
because CTD imager is capable of integrating the
signal charges over the exposure period. Multip]
cation is accomplished using the mask. Generatic
of special function is accomplished by designing
the pattern on the mask using the special functio
Its principle is similar to that of using tapped
delay line as a convolver to generate special
functions. Using the noncoherent processor, a wi
variety of signal processing operations such as
convolutions, correlations, Fourier transforms,
Walsh transforms, etc. have been demonstrated
using the same equipment simply by changing masks
V. PROGRESS OF SOME HARDWARE
SIGNAL PROCESSOR DEVELOPMENTS
To present a glimpse of the current hardware develi
opments, some progress in three signal processing
operations is briefly described: multiplication,
correlation and convolution (matched filtering),
and discrete Fourier transform. It should be
pointed out that signal processor technologies are
making rapid progress , data presented in this sec-
tion probably do not represent their state of art
and the survey is certainly not meant to be a
complete one.
(1) Multiplication
Speed of signal processing is often limited
by multiplication. In general, rate of multiplier
tion is proportional to signal frequency. It is
highest for optical processor followed by acoustic
and electronic processors. For optical processors
the computational rate is further increased by the
capability of parallel processing. Using a one
14
watt laser, it was calculated that 10 multiplica
tions/sec. can be made. Although practical cohere
processors are all two orders slower, having compu
tation rate less than 10 "/sec. In acoustical
processors, if electronic multipliers are used, th
computation rate will be limited by the electronic
293
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/ices which are of the order of 10 /sec. How-
tr, when multiplications by constants are carried
c using tapping weights in tapped delay lines
)L) , the multiplication rate is equal to the
jnal bandwidth which can be as high as several
ldred MHZ. Furthermore, TDL has parallel pro-
ising capability also because multiplication and
nation of all taps are performed at once. In
ler words, there are TW multiplications being
tried out simultaneously. For a typical acous-
:al TDL of W 100 MHZ and TW 500, the compu-
:ion rate is 5 x 10 /sec. Multiplication rate
analog electronic processors is around 10 /sec.
r sampled analog electronic TDL, the computing
:• is approximately one order lower than that of
Mistical TDL because its bandwidth is limited to
i MHZ range today. A typical example is W - 10
o
'., TW » 500 with computation rate at 5 x 10 /sec.
tse technologies all process analog or sampled
ilog signals. Their accuracies will be below
\ which corresponds to 10 digital bits accuracy.
is obvious then, digital processing using more
in 10 bits must be used for higher accuracy.
itinuous efforts are given in developing hardware
;ital multipliers. Some typical performances are
'en in Table VI.
(2) Correlation and Convolution (Match Filter)
Correlation and convolution are two of the
•t important signal processing operations. Some
their outstanding properties are the following.
put of a system is the convolution of input and
| system impulse response. Similarities between
i signals are measured by their cross correlation.
ocorrelation is a basic characteristic of random
nal, because the Fourier transform of density
ction is the autocorrelation. Therefore, cor-
ators and convolvers are used in optimum detec-
n of signal in noise and interference environ-
t, pattern recognition and many others.
Mathematical operations of correlation and
volution are essentially the same except that
relative shift of variables is different, u-v
v-u. Their hardware implementation involves
shifted (delayed) signals, multipliers and a
mer. Optical correlators based on either co-
ent or noncoherent principles are explained in
section VI. Using acoustical and electronic tech-
nologies, two types of correlators and convolvers
have been developed. In the first type, two shift
registers are used to store the input and reference
signals. For correlators, data are entered in the
same direction. For convolvers, data are entered
in opposite directions. All hardware digital cor-
relators belong to this type. Because the data are
binary, multiplications of each pair of bits are
carried out by the simple "exclusive OR" logic
gates. Their products are summed together simply
by analog current summing. Correlators with digital
summing are currently being developed. Performance
data of five digital LSI correlators are listed in
Table VII. The programmable nonlinear analog
acoustical matched filter listed in Table VIII also
belongs to this class. In the second type of hard-
ware devices, only one shift register is used to
store the input signal. They are all TDL used as
matched filters. The second signal is stored as
tapping weights and is therefore not programmable.
Three analog electronic matched filters are listed
in Table VII, all based on charge transport device
technologies: CCD - charge coupled device, TAD -
tapped analog delay, 3BD - bucket brigade device.
SCT (surface charge transistor) is a different
version of CTD technology. It was used to develop
the surface charge correlator which is claimed to
be programmable. Three types of acoustical TDL,
shown in Table VIII, have also been developed. Two
of them are programmable. It is interesting to
note that the figure of merit TW for the non-digital
devices are all limited below 1000 at this time.
Acoustical devices process IF signals and operate
up to several hundred MHZ. Sampled analog elec-
tronic devices process baseband signals and operate
in the low MHZ range. Digital correlators can be
cascaded to yield very large TW product in principle.
But their power consumption at present are too high
to make long cascaded correlators of TW products
much beyond 1000 practical.
(3) Discrete Fourier Transform
The importance of spectral analysis is
obvious because many theories are formulated in
transform domain such as the frequency analysis in
electronics, harmonic analysis in wave phenomena.
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plane wave expansion in applied mathematics,
omentum space representation in physics, trans-
form representations in image and voice processings
and many others. For Fourier type of transforms,
two algorithms have been invented to carry out
discrete Fourier transforms: FFT (fast Fourier
transform) and CZT (chirp Z transform). FFT has
been the most frequently used algorithm for imple-
menting digital Fourier transforms either on com-
puters or dedicated FFT processors, which are
essentially special purpose computers. However,
LSI technologies are being used in developing hard-
ware FFT on a few IC chips. Three examples are
given in Table IX. CMOS/SOS FFT is described in
Gehweiller and Pridgen's paper of this session.
CCOFFT is currently being developed at TRW Systems.
2 18
I L FFT is only a conceptual design at this time.
However, CZT found new lease of life and is
now being used to great advantage in developing
sampled analog hardware Fourier transformers. The
principle of implementation can be readily seen by
examining the CZT algorithm shown in Table II.
The second and third terms are a summation of
shifted exponential functions in the form of a
convolution. Therefore, the hardware implementa-
tion consists of (i) premultiplying the time vary-
ing signal with a linear FM signal (chirp), (ii)
performing, a convolution using a tapped delay line
whose taps are designed by the exponential function
and (iii) postmultiplying the signal with another
linear FM signal (chirp). CTD and SAW tapped delay
lines are ideally suited to implement the convolu-
19
tion. Therefore, both electronic and acoustical
CZT are being actively developed. 32 Bits and 512
bits CZT have been reported.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Hardware signal processors are proliferating with
a large number of LSI electronic, acoustical and
optical devices. However, the principles of their
implementations can be shown in an organized manner
because most signal processing operations can be
grouped into two categories: filtering and spectral
analysis. Furthermore, they can be broken down
into four basic mathematical operations. Based on
these co.TJSonalities, digital, analog and sampled
analog processors using electronic, acoustical an
optical technologies are presented. A glimpse of
their current developments is made by presenting
some performance data of three important signal
processor modules: multiplier, correlator and con
volver, discrete Fourier transformer.
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TABLE III. SIGNAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS
A. FILTERS














































TABLE IV. SIGNAL REPRESENTATION AND INTERFACE IN HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Fig.l Coherent Optical Spectral Analyzer Fig. 2 Coherent Optical Correlator








EFL 3 330 3.S








Required for 16 x 16 bit multiplication.
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TABLE VII. PERFORMANCE OF ELECTRONIC CORRELATORS 6 MATCHED FILTERS
Characteristics
Digital LSI • Sampled Analog CTD
EFL ECL CMOS CMOS/SOS CCD CCD SCT' TAD BBD
























TABLE VIII. PERFORMANCE OF ACOUSTICAL CORRELATORS 6 MATCHED FILTERS
Characteristics SAW AiN/SOS * ZnO/MOSFET * Nonlinear SAW *
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CCD 8 1 16 bits
fixed point
16 16 0.2 pJ
IIL 2 4 16 bits
floating
point
8 16 0.5-1 pJ
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Sensitivity studies of three sampled analog signal processors are briefly
surveyed and summarized. Processors considered are the nonrecursive tapped
delay line filters, the recursive comb filters and the chirp Z transformers.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, a new signal processing
technique different from both the digital- process-
ing and the analog processing has been actively
developed. Its unique feature is that the signal
being processed is in a sampled analog form. The
independent variable of the signal is sampled (or
discrete) similar to a digital signal. On the
other hand, the signal itself is analog (or con-
tinuous) in contrast to a digital signal which is
quantized. It is generally known as the sampled
analog signal processing ^ ' and is the subject of
' this session. Its principle has a great deal in
common with digital processing. Their signals are
both sampled. The processing steps are both car-
ried out in time domain using delays, or in spatial
domain using shifts. Their theories are both based
on the Z transform. In fact, the theory and algor-
ithms of sampled analog processing follow closely
the well developed digital processing theory. It
has generated recent interest because the new LSI
developments are making it possible to implement
sampled analog processing using hardware LSI de-
vices with low power consumption, light weight and
other advantages explained by other papers in this
session. However, sampled analog processing is
different from digital processing in several ways.
One is the sensitivity problem which is concerned
with the change of processor performance due to
parameter errors and variations. While digital
processing is concerned with the quantization and
truncation errors, sampled analog processing, like
analog processing, is affected by drift, aging and
nonuniformity and will be limited by lower accuracy
less linearity and relatively more limited program-
mability. However, it is also different from the
analog processing because its processing algorithms
are essentially the same as the digital processing.
Although they are implemented by hardware also,
their circuits are very different from the circuits
used in both the passive and the active filters.
New sensitivity study is needed in order to assess
the limitations and the relative merits of sampled
analog signal processing. However, only prelimin-
ary studies have been made to date. Due to the
incomplete state of these studies and their dif-
ferent approaches and considerations, it is not
easy at this time to present them in a unified
manner suitable for comparison. The purpose of
this paper is to present the highlights of their
results in order to give an impression of what
have been done in regard to the sensitivity prob-
lem of sampled analog signal processing.
In section 2 , three hardware signal processors
are described: nonrecursive tapped delay line
filters, recursive comb filters and chirp Z trans-
former. They are selected because some of their
sensitivity problems have been studied. In sec-
tion 3, the nacure of parametric errors and
variations are described. In section 4, some
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results of the frequency domain sensitivity of
the sampled analog signal processor are presented.
2. HARDWARE SAMPLED ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The majority of signal processing operations can
be grouped into four categories shown in Table I
which includes two types of filters and two types
of spectral analysis. To present their algorithms,
only time varying signals are considered in this
table. It describes the processing operations in
two ways: first in discrete time domain, then in
terms of expressions in Z domain. For the filters,
only three mathematical operations are involved:
delay (n - k or k - n) , multiplication by a constant
and summation. The constants are the filter co-
efficients. Both n and k are the discrete time
variables. For the spectral analysis, two addi-
tional mathematical operations are needed: mul-
tiplication of two variables (n k) and the genera-
tion of special functions. The variables involved
are usually not the same type. For example, in
the case of discrete Fourier transform, n is the
discrete time variable, k is its transform vari-
able—the discrete frequency. The special function
in this case is the sinusoidal function. It is
different for other transforms: for example, a
matrix for the Hadamard transform. For the imple-
mentation of sampled analog processing, all five
mathematical operations can be carried out by
electronic hardware as shown in Table II. One of
the key devices is the CTD delay line (charge
transfer device) which is a sampled analog shift
register.
Nonrecursive Filters. Of the four types of pro-
cessors, the nonrecursive filter has been nore
extensively developed than the other three. Two
types of device structure have been used, as shown
in Fig.' 1: tapped delay line (TDL) and correlator.
In the TDL structure, only one sampled analog shift
register is used. The signal is nondestructively
read out after every stags of delay. The multi-
plication of the delayed signal by the filter
coefficient is not carried out by real multiplier
but by using one of the following tapping methods:
• On-chip tapping:
, -. . .
.
















Programmable taps using external resistors
The delayed and tap-weighted signals are then summed
together by the op amp summers. For the correlator
structure, two sampled analog shift registers are
used: one for the signal, the other for the refer-
ence signal (or the filter coefficients). ' The
signals are also read out nondestructively after
every stage of delay. The delayed signals corres-
ponding to the same stage are multiplied together
by the on-chip analog multipliers. Their products
are then summed together by an op amp summer. Be-
cause the MOS on-chip analog multiplier has not been
well developed, the TDL structure has been more
extensively developed than the correlator structure.
It. is interesting to note that in the nonrecursive
filter a time varying signal is converted into a
time and spatially varying signal in the shift
register. At any given instant, signals throughout
the shift register are multiplied by the tapping
weights and summed together simultaneously in a
parallel processing manner which increases the speed
of a serial processing by a factor of TW, where T =
total delay time in the shift register, W = band-
width half of clocking frequency.
Recursive Filters. Relatively, sampled analog
recursive filter has not been nearly as extensively
developed as the nonrecursive filters. Several
studies have been reported using the same canonical
circuit for a digital filter shown in Fig. 2. How-
ever, there is a significant difference in the delay
elements. While the delay is ~~ in the digital
filter, i.e., recursion of signal takes place after
delay of every sampling period, the delays used in
the sampled analog recursive filters is Z ' , where
N is the number of sampling periou* delay in each
delay device. The filter coefficients are generally
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sat off chip by resistive potentiometers. Bucket
brigade device (BBO) delay lines were first used1 '.
More recently, recursive filters using CCD delay
lines* * have been reported. We have also
studied recursive filters using Reticon delay
lines* . In these recursive filter studies, be-
cause the delay devices all have more than one
delay stage, their frequency characteristics are
•11 periodic with a frequency f
c
/N, where f »
clock frequency, N * number of delay stages, and
have N/2 periods within the Nyquist frequency range
froa to fc/2. They are comb filters with N/2
teeth* ' although in some applications only the
first tooth is used.
Spectral Analysis—Chirp Z Transform. Several
algorithms exist for performing a discrete Fourier
transform (OFT}. For digital processing, the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is the most pop-
ular one. For sampled analog processing, the chirp
Z transform (CZT) algorithm is more attractive
because the hardware tapped delay line can be used
as a convolver to accomplish two of the five mathe-
matical operations required in the DFT. The CZT
algorithm is listed in Table I. Its hardware
implementation is shown in Fig.3*. ' The sinus-
oidal function is generated by designing, the tapping
weights of the TDL convolver according to the re-
quired function. The multiplication of two varia-
bles, n and k, is carried out by using the relation
2nk « k2 - (n-k) 2 n 2
It splits the DFT into three parts: premultiplica-
tion with a chirp, TDL convolver and postmultipli-
cation with a chirp. All three parts can be
implemented by hardware.
In this paper, the sensitivity problems of three
signal processors are considered. They are the
nonrecursive TDL filters, the recursive comb fil-
ters and the chirp Z transform. It should be noted
that they only represent the standard form of their
family of processors. Other variations and improved
versions of their circuits will be developed as
interest in sampled analog processing increases.
Some of them are being presented in this session.
Their sensitivities will undoubtedly be studied if
the processors prove to be superior.
3. PARAMETRIC ERRORS AND VARIATIONS
Parametric errors and variations of analog devices
can be modeled in different ways. Their magnitudes
can be expressed either in terms of a relative
error as a percentage of a parameter value or in
terms of an absolute error as a percentage of a
fixed maximum value. Variations either in time or
in space are measured sometimes by a statistical
distribution and other times by the worst case
deviation. Time variations are important in noise
studies. Spatial variations are of particular
interest in some sensitivity studies such as the
nonuniformity among the tap outputs on a TDL.
Such spatial variations are also called the fixed
pattern noise.
For sampled analog processing, it was shown that
the processing algorithms can be broken down into
five basic mathematical operations. Therefore,
the parametric errors and variations of their hard-
ware implementations should be the starting point
of sensitivity study. The following sources of
errors and variations can be identified.
(a} Inherent limit of accuracy of an analog
parameter:
For an analog parameter, the best accuracy
probably can not exceed 0.1% or extend beyond three
significant numbers. In practice, errors much
larger than 0.1% exist. For example, when resis-
tors are used in the processors, errors up to 5%
or even higher are not unrealistic. They are
determined by the precision of a resistor. Exam-
ples of such cases are the recursive filters, the
nonrecursive TDL with external tapping, and others.
These errors can be modeled as relative errors. In
split gate tapping, errors exist due to the trun-
cation error incurred in the computer aided layout
of the split gate. Errors in the order of O.S-1%
have been quoted. These errors should be modeled
as an absolute error.
(b) Drift due to temperature variation and
aging:
The parameters of both active and passive
semiconductor devices change with temperature. De-
pending on the circuit details and the range of
temperature drift, parametric variations up to 10*.
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is not inconceivable. Similar order of variations
can be expected from aging. These variations can
be appropriately modeled by the relative errors.
Statistical consideration probably is not
necessary.
(c) Nonuniform ty and Fixed Pattern Noise:
For tapped delay lines, nonuniforaity
among taps is a major source of parametric varia-
tions. They are caused by the error during tapping
design, the spatial variation of device character-
istics during fabrication, the external loading
effects, bandwidth limitation and other factors.
Variations among split gates are reported to be
less than l\. They should be modeled by an abso-
lute error. Variations among external taps are
considerably higher. The error due to resistor
precision should be modeled by a relative error.
Fixed pattern noise should be modeled by an abso-
lute error. Variations in other tapping methods
have not been as well estimated. In all cases,
statistical distributions should be considered.
(d) Errors Due to Non linearity:
Depending on the device and the signal
amplitude, nonlinearity will introduce errors up
to a few percent. They could be modeled as rela-
tive error. Statistical consideration probably
is not important.
4. SENSITIVITY OF SAMPLED ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Sensitivity study is concerned with the change of
equipment performance when the device parameters
deviate from their designed values. The perform-
ance can be measured in many ways depending on the
applications, some in frequency domain, others in
time domain, spatial domain, spatial frequency do-
main or in other transform domain. Due to the
preliminary state of the sensitivity study, only
a few performance characteristics have been exam-
ined. This paper considers the sensitivity of
frequency domain characteristics only.
Nonrccursive Tapped Delay Line Filter. Two com-
puter simulations and one theoretical analysis have
been reported. The performance investigated is
concentrated to the scop band (or side lobs) atten-
uation of a filter. In the first computer study,
3}
a wide band low pass filter and a wide band band-
pass filter were studied. Both used a 52 TDL. A
Monte Carlo program was used to calculate the sen-
sitivity of frequency characteristics with respect
to random tap errors. The low pass filter case is
shown in Fig. 4. The stop band attenuation is
reduced approximately from -47 db to 27 db, a loss
of 20 db for 2\ of random tap error. In the second
computer study, narrow band filters were con-
sidered. The length of TDL is 128 taps. In Fig.
5, the sensitivity of a low pass filter with re-
spect to a S% random tap variation is shown. The
stop band attenuation is reduced from -60 db to
-40 db, a loss of 20 db for St of random tap error.
It hinted that a wide band TDL filter is probably
more sensitive to the tap error than a narrow band
TDL filter. In Fig. 6, a different type of error,
the truncation error, is considered. Any tap
weight smaller than 2* of the maximum is set to
zero. For this case, 72 out of the 128 taps were
less than 2% and were set to zero. The frequency
characteristics showed a ripple component. But
the stop band attenuation was only deteriorated
by S db. In the theoretical study, much of the
effort was concentrated on the worst case devia-
tions. Both relative error and constant error
were analyzed with no statistical considerations.
Recursive Comb Filter. A computer study of the
sensitivity of second order sampled analog recur-
sive comb filter was made. J A representative
result is shown in Fig. 7 which presents the sen-
sitivity of the cut-off frequency of a low pass
comb filter for a relative 5% change in the feed-
back coefficients b, and b,. No statistical con-
sideration was applied. The feedforward coeffi-
cients a , a. and a, of this filter are fixed at
o i i
1, 2, 1 respectively because with this relation
the frequency characteristic reached zero between
neighboring comb teeth. In other words, the teeth
are clearly separated from one another which is a
very desirable characteristic in comb filter appli-
cations. It was found that for stable operations,
b, and b, must be within the triangle shown in
Fig. 7. In this figure, several contours repre-
senting a 2% shirt in the cut-off frequency tor a
C. Teaes, UCLA, private communication
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.5% variation either in b. or in b, are shown.
The shaded area represents the region in which
there will be a less than 2% shift in cut-off
frequency when both b. and b_ are changed by S\.
Similar studies have been carried out for the high
pass comb filter cases.
Spectral Analysis—Chirp 2 Transform. One com-
puter study and one theoretical analysis of the
sensitivity of CZT were made. In the computer
study, random variations of relative errors
in the tapping coefficients and in the pre- and
post-multipliers were considered. In Fig. 8, the
frequency spectrum of the impulse response of a
S12 point CZT is shown for both the ideal case
and the case of *4% relative error with constant
random distributions. In the theoretical analy-
sis, the sensitivity of a 32 point CZT is
estimated by first calculating the variance a. of
the OFT coefficient G. and then defining a rela-
tive accuracy as A 1.96 a /G.. Two cases were
considered. In the first case, the errors in the
premultiplier, the tap weights of the convolver,
the nonlinearities in the differential current
amplifier, in the post-multiplier and the mis-
match of post-multipliers were all assumed to be
e. The relative accuracy is found to be A -1.27c
for the DC component and 2.S4 for other spectral
components. In the second case, errors for these
five sources were different.
S. CONCLUSION
Sensitivity of sampled analog signal processing
is of interest because it is needed in assessing
the limitations and the relative merits of this
signal processing technique. Furthermore, it
should be used to develop and to compare new
algorithms of sampled analog processing. This
paper presented a glimpse of the preliminary
studies of the sensitivity problems to date. It
is difficult to organize them in a unified manner
suitable for comparison because the processors
studied, their errors and variations considered
and the performance criteria applied have all
been quite different. It is believed that a
unified study is needed and will be attempted
when the practical interest of sampled analog
processing is more widely recognized. It is hoped
that this paper will serve as the first stepping
stone toward that objective.
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TABLE 1. SIGNAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS
Filtering
Filters Discrete Time Domain Z Transform Domain
General Forms
H(Z) $}%- £an 2 "n
m
Nonrecursive
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Recursive
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Karhunen-Loeve, Hadaoard, Walsh, etc.
Hilbert
Nee: FFT is fast Fourier transform; CZT is Chirp Z transform
TABLE II. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION OF MATHEMATICAL
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RECURSIVE CTD COMB FILTER AND ITS APPLICATION
TO MTI RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING*
T. F. Tao, L. Saetre, S. V. Holmes and A. Ejaz
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California
I. Introduction
In MTI radar, moving targets are distinguished
from clutters or stationary targets based on the
Doppler shifts between their spectra in frequency
domain, shown in Fig. 1(a). The clutter is char-
acterized by a periodic spectra at D.C. and
multiples of PRF. The moving target is character-
ized by another spectra of the same period but
shifted by its floppier frequency. The clutter
spectra can be eliminated by a canceller type of
filter of periodic (or comb) characteristics shown
in Fig. 1(b). This type of comb filter for MTI
radar applications was implemented first using
quartz delay lines. In recent years, digital
processing has been increasingly used for its
implementation. More recently, a new sampled
analog signal processing technique using charge
transfer devices (CTD) is being developed which
is different from the digital processing but can
perform many of the digital processing functions.
The basic difference lies in the fact that the
signal itself remains in analog form although its
time variable is sampled as in the digital case.
Several approaches attempting to use the sampled
analog charge transfer devices for radar proces-
sing have been reported.
• Nonrecursive Filter Approach — Feedforward
canceller (General Electric) 1
• Spectral Analysis Approach — Chirp Z transform
comb filter (Texas Instrument) *
• Recursive Filter Approach — Using interrupted
clock (Royal Radar Establishment)
3
— Recursive comb filter (Naval Postgraduate
School) 4
This paper describes the properties of a sampled
analog recursive comb filter using CTD delay
device and will demonstrate its feasibility as
the canceller for an MTI radar.
II. Sampled Analog Recursive CTD Ccmb Filter
A second order sampled analog recursive CTD
comb filter is used in this study. Its circuit
is similar to the canonical circuit of the digital
recursive filter shown in Fig. 2 except for cne
significant difference. The delay is now imple-
mented by a CTD delay line which consists of N
delay stages. For digital filters, the delay is
accomplished either by memory or by shift register
and consists of only one stage. The presence of
N stages of delay is instrumental in providing the
comb feature of its frequency characteristics with
very large attenuation between neighboring comb
teeth. The reason for this outstanding property
can be explained qualitatively as follows. Since
the.3ignal is delayed N clocx periods 3efore it
is fed bade to the input, the frequency
of recursive operation, fr , is only one Nch of
the sampling frequency, fs . Therefore, frequency
characteristics of this type of filter is periodic
with the recursive frequency fr- Since fr » fs/N,
there are N/2 comb teeth within the Nyquist
frequency range from to fs/2. This is in con-
trast to the usual digital recursive filters where
the recursions take place after each delay stage,
resulting in only one comb tooth within the
Nyquist range. Since there are now N/2 teeth, a
proper design procedure introducing a sero or
zeroes at the recursion frequency will provide
infinite attenuation between neighboring teeth
in principle. The bilinear 1 transform design
procedure is able to provide this characteristic.
The theory of the recursive CTD comb filter
is essentially the same as the digital recursive
filter theory but with three modifications. The
first modification takes into account the fact
that a CTD delay line generally consists of N
delay stages. The transfer function of a second
order canonical circuit is:







(f)Z " b2 (f)Z
•2N (1)
where Z represents a delay of N clock periods.
In digital recursive filters, N 1. The second
modification takes into account the frequency
dependence of the filter coefficients caused by
several factors: sampled and hold effect, charge
transfer inefficiency effect, frequency roll-off
effect of electronic components due to thsir band-
width limitation and others. In digital filters,
the coefficients are independent of frequency.
Third, in order to introduce a tero (or multiple
teroes) at the recursion frequency to provide
infinite attenuation between neighboring teeth,
the feedforward coefficients a , a^ and a 2 mist
be related by the ratio of 1:2:1. In digital
filters, such a restriction is not necessary.
An example of the calculated frequency response
of a second order comb filter is shown in Fig. 5.
An 8 bits CCD (charge coupled device) delay line
was used. The sampling frequency was 20 KHz.
The filter coefficients were: aQ » 1, at 2,
a-» 1, bj « -0.3, b2 * +0.3. In the calculation,
the sampled-and-hold~effect and the charge trans-
fer inefficiency effect were included for the
filter coefficients. It can be seen that the
filter response is periodic with respect to a
frequency of 2.3 KHz which is equal to f
s
/N. How-
ever, it deviated from the ideal comb filter char-
acteristics in three ways as the frequency is
increased or as the order of the comb teeth is
increased. First, the attenuation at zhe null
frequency deteriorated from over -30 db for the
first tooth to -12 db for the second tooth and
to -34 db for the third tooth and so on. Second,
the peaks of the teeth decrease. Third, the
teeth shapes vary. These deviations are more
pronounced in the filter of Fig. 4, which shows
the experimental frequency- response of another,
second order comb filter using two 96 bits CTD 3
delay lines. The sampling frequency was 400 KHz.
The filter coefficients were: a,, 1, aj « 2,
*2 • i» bo " *0-2 t b\ +0.2. This comb filter
his 48 teeth below the Nyquist frequency at 200
KHz. The deviations observed from the theoretical
calculation shown in Fig. 5 are again seen in the
experimental result of this filter. Theoretical
calculation has not been included in this figure
for its clarity. However, the status of the
theoretical analysis will be summarized as
follows. To a first approximation, the modified
digital recursive filter theory has been able to
analyze several major features of the sampled
analog recursive comb filter: the comb nature,
the loss of attenuation between neighboring teeth,
the decrease of the tooth amplitude and the change
of tooth shape. There are still some features
unaccounted for by the theoretical analysis. One
of such features is the rise of tooth amplitude,
as indicated in Fig. 3. It can be seen also that-
perfect agreement between the theory and measure-
ment has not been accomplished yet. From the
synthesis point of view, how should the circuit
be modified to achieve an ideal comb filter
characteristic has not been answered. However,
in spite of the less than perfect status of this
comb filter development, an attempt was made to
investigate the feasibility of using this type
of comb filter as canceller for an MTI radar.
III. Application to MTI Radar Signal Processing
The principle of the application as canceller
is to match the recursion frequency of the comb
filter to the PRF (pulse repetition frequency) of
the radar because the clutter spectra of a radar
occur at the multiples of PRF and the comb filter
response is zero at the multiples of fT . The
zero response will cancel the clutter spectra.
In addition, bandwidth requirement must also be
met. Altogether, three relations must be satis-
fied:
J
Canceller requirement: fs/N PRF









where T * radar pulse width. Consider a practical
MTI radar with PRF 1000 Hz and T • 1 microsec:
pulse whose width is greater than 13 microseconds.
Such a wide pulse width is not usually used in
practical radars. Therefore, instead of using
the signal in a real radar, an MTI radar signal
using a wide pulse width was simulated to demon-
strate the feasibility of using this type of
comb filter as a canceller. First, a stationary
target or a clutter signal is simulated by a
pulse, as shown in Fig. S(a). The output of the
filter showed that the clutter signal has been
cancelled except for its leading and trailing
edges, indicating that some of its high frequency
components had not been cancelled. This could be
the consequence of the deteriorated nulls at
multiples of fr as the frequency is increased.
In order to provide large enough bandwidth, a
high PRF of 10 KHz was chosen which required a
sampling frequency of 960 KHz. Next, a moving
target signal is simulated by a train of pulses
whose amplitudes were modulated by the Ooppler
frequency, producing the so-called "butterfly"
or "bipolar" signal shown in Fig. s(b). In this
case, the Ooppler frequency was 5 KHz. * The
filter output showed that the moving target sig-
nal passed through the. filter with small inser-
tion* loss, except that- some of its high frequency
components were lost. Last, in Fig. 3(c), both
the clutter and the bipolar moving target signal
were superimposed. The filter output showed that
the clutter was cancelled while the moving target
passed through the filter.
IV. Conclusion
Although the simulated signal had a wide
pulse width which is not used in practical radars,
the filter response shown in Fig. S has demon-
strated that this type of filter can be used as
a canceller in MTI radar if a CTD delay line of
enough delay stages and clocked at a high enough
frequency can be found. Further investigation
is being continued because such a CCD delay line
has become available recently. It has -S3 delay
stages and can be clocked above 10 MHz. 6 By
cascading two of these delay lines, it is
approaching the requirements of 1000 stages and
clock frequency above a few .MHz. However, its
dynamic range may be limited.
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Sensitivity of sampled analog Discrete Fourier Transforms using the Chirp Z Trans-
form and the Prime Transform algorithms to various hardware Inaccuracies and
errors are studied. The sensitivity results are presented in terms of the root
mean square noise to signal ratio. Comparisons with digital Fast Fourier Trans-
form are also made.
1. INTRODUCTION
In calculating the Fourier coefficients of a sam-
pled signal, there are several algorithms for per-
forming the Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT). The
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a highly efficient
computational procedure which takes advantage of
the fact that OFT coefficients can be calculated
1terat1vely. The Chirp Z Transform (CZT) and the
Prime Transform (PT) reduce the DFT to a sequence
of three operations which center around the perform-
ance of a convolution in the CZT case and a correl-
ation in the PT case. For digital DFT, time re-
quired in performing the convolution or correlation
Is quite long such that both CZT and PT showed no
advantage over FFT. Consequently, FFT 1s by far
the most popular algorithm for digital DFT. How-
ever If the signal 1s in a sampled analog form,
convolution or correlation can be efficiently im-
plemented using either surface acoustical wave
(SAW) or charge transfer device (CTP) tapped de-
lay Hne. Hence, CZT and PT become attractive
algorithms for sampled analog DFT. Buss et. al
[1] compared the performance of CZT and the digi-
tal FFT In terms of noise to signal ratio consider-
ing two sources of error in the CZT. Wrench [2]
made an analytic sensitivity study of both CZT and
PT and expressed the sensitivity results in a
relative accuracy. In this paper, the sensitivi-
ties of both CZT and PT alaorithms to four dif-
ferent sources of Inaccuracies and errors 1n hard-
ware Implementations are studied by means of com-
puter simulation. A single figure of merit, the
root-mean-square noise to signal ratio 1s used to
measure the sensitivity performance. CZT and PT
are first compared between themselves and then
are compared with digital FFT.
2. MEASUREMENT OF SENSITIVITY
In their sensitivity studies of digital FFT, Welch
[3] and Weinsteln [4] used the ratio of RMS error
to RMS signal to measure the effect of roundoff or
truncation error on fixed point and floating point
digital FFT respectively. Because this ratio is
based on the basic properties of the DFT, it is
used also in this study to describe the sensitivi-
ties of sampled analog CZT and PT to inaccuracies
and errors in their hardware implementations and to
compare them with digital FFT. It is defined as
follows:
Assume the coefficient outputs of a DFT of length
N 1s an array containing N real and N imaginary
numbers. Let A be the coefficient array for an
ideal transform, A' be the coefficient array for
the real transform containing device inaccuracies
and errors ', then the RMS error is the square root
of the mean squared difference between A and A'.
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Let K be the mean squared value of the Input se-
quence. By Parseval 's Theorem, the mean squared
value of the complex coefficient output sequence
1s UK. The array A has mean squared value NK/2.
The RMS signal 1s defined as MJZ. Then the RMS
error to RMS signal Is a noise to signal ratio
(N/S) which 1s normalized for signal amplitude
and transform length. It will be expressed 1n db
for presentation of sensitivity results and for
comparisons among different algorithms and for
different types of Inaccuracies and errors.
Two types of real Input signal are used 1n this
study. One 1s a sequence of random numbers uni-
formly distributed between -1.0 and +1.0. In
evaluating the sensitivity due to charge transfer
inefficiency, a second type of Input signal -
sinusoids, 1$ also used.
3. CHIRP Z TRANSFORM
The N-point OFT of a sequence of samples (x J
is defined as:
N-lV L Vnk k - 0,1, N-ln«0 (1)
where w - exp (-J2it/N)
dluesteln [s] has shown that the substitution
2nk n2 + k2 - (k-n) 2 (2)
allows the OFT to be rewritten in the form
pZ'l\ u-(k-n) 2 /2
9 N 1
X, » W





Although this last expression appears more com-
plicated than the original, the OFT has In fact
been reduced to the following three operations:
(1) Premultlply the Input sequence {x
n
> by the
discrete chirp {W1 2 ).
(2) Convolve the resulting sequence with
the discrete chirp <Wn 2}.
(3) Postmultiply the result by the discretei i
chirp {VT M.
The convolution of the step (2) may be performed
1n a surface acoustical wave (SAW) or charge
transfer device (CTD) transversal filter of
length 2N-1 [6]. For a real Input sequence and
transversal filters with real coefficients, the
N-po1nt CZT can be Implemented as shown in Fig. 1.
In this Implementation, four errors should be con-
sidered:
. Errors In analog premuHi pliers and post
multipliers
. Errors due to mismatch and nonllnearlty in
the two sets of differential amplifier summers
. Tap weight errors 1n the transversal filters
. Charge transfer Inefficiency 1f CCO tapped
delay lines are used as the transversal
filter
(a) Multiplier Errors:
It 1s assumed that multiplication is performed by
a multiplying 0/A converter. The multiplier coef-
1c1ents are stored digitally in a ROM. They are
converted Into analog numbers in the multiplying
0/A converter. For a given multiplication, it is
assumed that its error can be descr.jed by a per-
centage error uniformly distributed in the range
from -a, to +a,. Values of a, ranged from 0.001
to 0.02 (0.1X to 2X) which correspond roughly to
10 bits to 6 bits of ROM storage for the multi-
plier coefficients. A random number input signal
is used in the computer simulation. Sensitivity
results of two cases are shown in Fig. 2 for a
512 point CZT. In case A, errors are assumed in
only one multiplier stage. In case B, both multi-
pliers have the random errors. The N/S ratio of
case B 1s 3db above that of case A, as expected.
(b) Differential Amplifier Errors:
It Is assumed that errors in differential ampli-
fiers can be described by percentage errors uni-
formly distributed in the range from -a- to +a-.
The range of a- considered in this study is also
from 0.1S to 2%. It was found the sensitivity
results of CZT to the differential amplifier
errors are exactly the same as In the case of
multiplier errors. Therefore, Fig. 2 applies
equally well to the case of differential ampli-
fier errors.
(c) Transversal Filter Tap Weight Errors:
The model used describing the tap weight errors
depends on the tapping method. If the tap weights
are Implemented by external resistors, then a
percentage error would be appropriate. However.
If a split gate weighting method 1s used [2], the
metal gate across the channel width, w, has a
samll gap cut In 1t. Outputs of the two sections
are subtracted 1n a differential amplifier. The
weight 1s determined by the position of the cut.
Assume that the gap position in the photomask
fabrication step 1s determined by a digital com-
puter, it will Introduce a quantized step, d,
1n the gap position. This corresponds to quanti-
zing the tap weight to a step size of d/w which
1s the tap weight error. Values of d/w ranged
from 0.001 to 0.004 are considered in this study.
For example. If the channel width 1s 5 mil, the
quantization step ranged from 5 x 10 mil to
20 x 10"3 mil.
Sensitivity of CZT to this type of tap weight





In this study, random input signal was used 1n
the computer simulation for a 512 point CZT. The
computed N/S ratios were all within 1 db of the
above expression derived analytically. It Is
expected that the N/S ratio would remain approxi-
mately constant and Is weakly dependent of N.
Although Increasing N might cause larger errors
at the output, the RMS signal 1s also Increased
and keep the H/S ratio approximately constant.
This is confirmed by computer simulation which
found N/S ratio within 2 db for H from 32 to 512.
This 1s 1n contrast with the digital FFT case.
whose roundoff error will be accumulated.
tl/S ratio will Increase with N.
Its
(d) Charge Transfer Inefficiency:
Charge transfer Inefficiency 1s characterized by
a fraction number e which is the percentage of
charge left behind at each transfer In a CCD. As
a charge packet moves through the CCO, 1t will
leave behind some charges but will also pick up
some charges left in the well by previous charge
packets. Therefore, there is a smearing effect
which spreads one charge packet over several
neighboring packets. Since the time varying out-
put of the CZT transversal filter 1s uded to
represent the frequency coefficients, the effect
of charge transfer Inefficiency 1s also to smear
the frequency components Into one another, leading
to a degradation of frequency resolution for the
CZT. This degradation Is also expressed in terms
of a N/S ratio. It was suggested that 1f e is
known, the filter tap weights can be modified to
compensate for the loss of signal due to charge
transfer inefficiency [8] by changing the tap
weight h. to h. ':
v-ivjCj"1)^^^ (4)
However, this compensation may be impractical be-
cause 1t may be quite difficult to accurately
determine the value of e. Therefore, the sensi-
tivity of CZT to charge transfer inefficiency 1s
also Investigated In this study. A 64-point CZT
Is considered. Two types of Input are used. One
Is the random number Input. The other is the sin-
usoidal type of input. Two frequencies are used:
2f. and 25f- where f* j , T sample window
length 1n seconds. The N/S results in db are
shown In Table I.
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TABLE I
Sensitivity of CZT to Charge Transfer Inefficiency
• R modulo N, k 1,2, . N-1 (7)
c
Noise to Signal Ratio (db)
Random f - 2ff f - 25ff
0.0001 -39.9 -39.8 -40.1
0.001 -20.5 -20.3 -20.6
0.01 -4.7 4.7 -4.6
It can be seen that the effect of charge transfer
Inefficiency on N/S ratio 1s approximately the
same for these three types of Input signals. In
terms of frequency resolution degradation, how-
ever, the sensitivity 1s found to be three times
worse for the higher frequency signal than for
the lower frequency signal.
Since longer transforms require longer transversal
filters. It Is expected that Increasing N would
Increase the N/S ratio due to charge transfer In-
efficiency. This 1s Indeed found to be true. For
a given e. Increasing N from 16 to 64 causes N/S
ratio to Increase by about 5 db for each doubling
of ft.
4. PRIME TRANSFORM
As 1s the case of CZT, the PT algorithm depends
•on the changing of the product nk in the exponent
Into a sum of three parts as shown 1n equation (2).
However, the transform is Implemented by using a
transversal filter as a correlator Instead of a











Assume now that N 1s an odd prime number ; there
exists at least one number R, known as a primi-
tive root of.rt, such that the following trans-
formation maps the set {!,•••, N-1} one to one
onto Itself:
In other words, this transformation simply perform
a specific permutation of the first N-1 positive
Integers. For convenience, a notation
((a)) - Ra modulo N (8)
1s used. In this notation, two sequences are
defined: In) and (k> such that n - ((n 1 )) and








The summation 1n (9) is a circular correlation of
a permuted sequence of input data witn permuted
values of the complex sinusoid Wn . ' It can be im-
plemented by a transversal filter of 2N-3 taps.
The left side is a permuted sequence of OFT coef-
ficients to which the inverse permutation may now
be applied to yield the desired OFT. A block
diagram of the PT implementation Is shown 1n Fig.
3. It should be noted that Fig. 3 is not the
complete DFT. For example, the circuit for cal-
culating X is not included. Comparing Fig. 1 and
Fig. 3, the basic difference between the CZT and
the PT 1s the replacement of analog multipliers
by permuters. Such a permuter has been built as
an analog random access memory (ARAM) by Reticon
Corp.
In Fig. 3, three sources of inaccuracies and errors
for PT should be considered:
. Permuter errors
. Transversal filter tap weight errors
. Charge transfer Inefficiency
(a) Permuter Memory Error:
Recent experimental work [10] on the first genera-
tion ARAM indicated that the percentage error in
this device is as high as ±9%. The sensitivity of
a 31-point PT to this type of error is studied
for permuter error ranged from +13 to +10%. Ran-
dom signal input is used. The results of N/S
ratio is shown 1n F1g. 4. N Is doubled, the N/S ratio Increases by 5 to 6 db.
(b) Transversal Filter Tap Weight Error:
It was found that the effect of tap weight error
on PT Is the same as that on CZT. Therefore, the
same results for CZT apply also to Prime Transform.
(c) Charge Transfer Inefficiency:
In PT, the OFT coefficient output does not follow
the order of frequency as 1n the case of CZT.
Therefore, one may no longer characterize the
effect of charge transfer Inefficiency as a de-
gradation In frequency resolution. In this study,
the N/S ratio 1s again used as the measure of the
sensitivity performance. Similar to the CZT case,
both random Input and sinusoidal inputs of two
frequencies f - 2f* and 25f* are used. However,
a 67 point PT Is analyzed and compared with the
results of a 64 point CZT. "67" 1s chosen be-
cause it Is a prime number. The N/S ratio 1s
shown 1n Table II.
TABLE II
Sensitivity nf PT to Charge Transfer Inefficiency
e
Noise to Signal Ratio (db)
Random f - 2ff f » 25ff
0.0001 -40.2 -42 -38.8
0.001 -20.7 -22.4 -19.3
0.01 -4.5 -6 -3.7
This table should be compared with the sensitivity
of CZT in Table I. For random Inputs, there Is
very little difference between CZT and PT.
However, for sinusoidal Inputs, the PT is found
to be more sensitive to charge transfer Ineffi-
ciency at low frequency than at high frequency.
Between f » 2f
f
and 25ff , the N/S ratios differ
approximately by 3 db. The reason for this dif-
ference has not be identified.
As for the dependence on N, it was found that the
sensitivity of PT to charge transfer inefficiency
increases with N just as 1t did for CZT. When
5. COMPARISON OF CZT AND PT
The PT has some advantages over the CZT 1n hard-
ware Implementation. For real Input signals, the
PT requires only two transversal filters with
real coefficients while the CZT requires four.
However, the new ARAM permuter Imposes severe
limitations currently on the usefulness of PT.
Its +9X inaccuracy can no doubt be improved. But
It 1s too early to forecast by how much. Further-
more, the permuter must be large enough to hold
the entire Input data sequence. Longer transform -
requires larger permuters operating at higher
speeds. It Is not yet clear whether there will be
fundamental limits to the size, speed and accuracy.
However, to compare the sensitivities of CZT and
PT, 1t is assumed that inaccuracies of future per-
muters can be reduced below £2%. It is also
assumed that the tap weights have been properly
compensated to eliminate the effect of charge
transfer Inefficiency. A 64 point CZT and a 67
point PT are compared. Random Input signal 1s
used 1n the computer simulation study. N/S ratio
of four cases are shown in Table III.
TA8LE III
Comparison of N/S Ratio of CZT and PT
Analog
Inaccuracy
Tap Weight CZT PT
+0.1% 0.001 -57.5 db -60.3
+0.5S 0.002 -44.4 -47.9
It 0.003 -39.2 -42.3
+ 2% 0.004 -33.3 -35.7
Analog inaccuracy refers to the analog multiplier
and differential amplifier errors in the CZT case
and the permuter error in tne PT case. It can be
seen that the PT is approximately 3 db better than
the CZT. However, the errors used in the calcula-
tion of the PT sensitivity are estimated values
which have not been accomplished yet in today's
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devices.
In an analytical study. Wrench [2] found that the
prime transform Is an order of magnitude more ac-
curate than the chirp Z transform based on his
sensitivity analysis for errors of +1% for all
analog components Including the tap welgnts. For
the same errors, the computer simulation of this
study showed that the PT 1s only approximately
3 db better. However, 1t should be noted that
there are several differences between these two
studies. Wrench considered a straight percentage
tap weight error Instead of the error caused by
quantization of the split gate mask. To present
the sensitivity results. Wrench defined a relative
accuracy of the output transform coefficient as
the ratio of the 95Z confidence bound on the error
divided by the maximum coefficient output. It 1s
different from the N/S ratio used in this study.
6. COMPARISON WITH DIGITAL FFT
Using the noise to signal ratio versus the trans-
form lengtn plots, sampled analog chirp Z trans-
form and prime transform are compared with digital
fast Fourier transform. In Fig. 5, two CZT cases
are shown together with two digital FFT cases:
. Sampled analog CZT:
It Is assumed that the effect of charge
transform Inefficiency can be compensated
by changing the tap weights.
Case A: Analog error +0.5%, tap error
due to quantization step 0.22
(second case of Table III)
Case 3: Multiplier error due to quantiz-
ation of multiplying chirps to
7 bits plus sign and tap error
due to quantization step of 0.25
[1].
. Digital FFT: [3]
Case C: Upper bound of 13 bits fixed point
Case 0: upper bound of 15 bits fixed point
Prime transform results are not included in this
figure because it was shown In the last section
that the N/S ratio of PT is approximately 3 db
better than that of CZT.
It can be seen that the N/S ratio of sampled analog
CZT (and PT) are approximately constant with re-
spect to N. For digital FFT, the major source of
error 1s the round off or truncation error which
will accumulate with N. In the case of fixed point
FFT, 1t Increases with the square root of N [3] and
1s shown In Fig. 5. In the case of floating point
FFT, 1t Increases with the square root of log-N [4]
but Is not Included 1n the Figure.
As 1s commonly known, digital processing has higher
accuracy (or lower N/S ratio) than analog proces-
sing as shown in Fig. 5. The N/S ratio of CZT is
better than that of a 13 bit digital FFT only for
very long transform length. But by increasing the
number of digital bits, digital FFT can be made to
have better N/S ratio than the best CZT. In this
case, for an Increase of 2 bits to 15 bits, the
N/S ratio is reduced by 12 db.
However, sampled analog transforms have their po-
tential advantages [1 ]: faster processing speed
lower power consumption, lower parts count and
lower cost. When fully realized and developed,
these advantages will be traded off with the some-
what lower performance as analyzed in this study.
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THEORY AND APPLICATIONS OF SAMPLED
ANALOG RECURSIVE CTD COMB FILTERS
T. F. Tac, S. Holmes, A. Ejaz,
F. Piazza, L. Saetre, and B. Freund
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
Sampled analog comb filter using a recursive filter implementation is studied.
Charge transfer device delay lines are used as the delay elements. The similar-
ities and differences between sampled analog recursive filter and digital
recursive filter are pointed out. Both canceller type and integrator type comb
filter using the first order or the second order canonical circuits are studied.
Experimental results of frequency response are presented to show their difference
from that of digital filters. A theoretical analysis is presented based
essentially on the digital filter theory but modified to tatce into account the
differences described above. The usefulness of this theory in analyzing the
comb filter characteristics is discussed. Several applications of both the
canceller type comb filter and the integrator type comb filter are demonstrated.
1 . INTRODUCTION
Several sampled analog recursive filter studies
using charge transfer devices (CTD) as delay
elements have been reported. BBD recursive
filters were first studied
1-2
Later, a three
3 4poles and a two poles/one zero CTD recursive
filters and a one pole CTD recursive integrator
were reported. We presented the results of a
different type of recursive filter which empha-
sized the comb feature of its frequency character-
istics. A first order comb filter was studied
using one CTD delay line of eight delay stages.
A modified digital recursive filter theory was
used to account for the major features of the
sampled analog comb filter. However, several
deviations between experimental results and
theoretical calculations were reported. This
paper will present more recent results of our
continuing study of the recursive comb filters.
Second order comb filters have been more exten-
sively studied. The theory was improved and can
analyze some of the characteristics unaccourted
for by the earlier analysis. In section 2, the
principle and general characteristics of coi"b
filters are presented. The difference between
sampled analog recursive filters and digital
recursive filters is pointed out. In section 3,
experimental results are presented to highlight
the major features of the frequency character-
istics . In section 4, a theory is presented
which is able to analyze most of the features.
It is based essentially on the digital recursive
filter theory but modified to take into account
the differences pointed out in section 2. In
section 5, several applications of both the
canceller type comb filter and the integrator
type comb filter are demonstrated.
2. COMB FILTER AND SAMPLED ANALOG
RECURSIVE IMPLEMENTATION
Comb filters are characterized by their periodic
transfer characteristics in the frequency domain.
They can be classified into two general types.
The first one is the canceller or bandstop type
shown in Figure 1(a). It has large attenuation
in a narrow neighborhood of a series of period-
ically separated frequencies and good transmission
in between. The second one is the integrator or
bandpass type shown in Figure 1(b). It has good
transmission in a narrow neighborhood of a series
of periodically separated frequencies and strong
attenuation in between. In order for the comb
teeth to separate from each other, it is desirable
to have zero transmission at certain frequencies
between neighboring teeth.
Both analog comb filters and digital comb filters
have been developed before using several different
implementation techniques such as the feedforward
circuits, frequency sampling, fast Fourier trans-
form, recursive filter circuits, etc. All use
delay devices in some manner. In the analog case,
quartz delay lines are the major candidates. In
the digital case, implementation has been mainly
carried out by software programs on computers.
However, using the family of charge transfer
device delay lines, sampled analog comb filters
are being developed using several implementation
techniques: feedforward circuits, chirp Z trans-
form and recursive filter implementations. ,4 '' 9
The recursive filter approach is used in our study.
The circuit configuration is shown in Figure 2 for
the special case of second order filters. It is
similar to the canonical circuit used in the
digital recursive filters but with four basic
differences.
(1) Delay elements of multiple delay stages:
The delay element used in the sampled
analog recursive filter circuit is implemented by
CTD delay lines which usually consists of N delay
stages. In digital filters, the delay is accom-
plished either by memory or by shift registers and
consists of one delay stage. The presence of N
delay stages in one delay line is instrumental in
providing the comb feature of its frequency char-
acteristics. The reason for this important
property can be explained qualitatively as follows.
Since the signal is delayed by N clock periods
before it is processed, the frequency of recursive
filter operation (fr) is not the sampling frequency
(fs ) but is only one Nth of fs . Therefore, fre-
quency characteristics of this type of filter are
not only periodic with respect to f
g but also
periodic with respect to fr . Since fr = fs/N ,
there are N/2 comb teeth within the Nyequist
frequency range from to fs/2. This is in con-
trast to the situation for digital recursive
filters where the recursive filter operations
take place after each delay stage, resulting in
only one comb tooth within the Nyquist range.




A good comb filter requires that two
neighboring comb teeth should be clearly separated
from each other in frequency domain. In other
words, the transfer function should be zero at a
series of periodically separated frequencies
starting either at f
r
or fr/2 and repeating at
its multiples. These zeroes provide ideal separ-
ation between two neighboring teeth. Since there
are now N/2 periods within the Nyquist frequency
range for this type of filters, a proper design
of the "zero" locations of the singularities of
H(Z) can meet that requirement. This is accom-
plished by designing the values of the feedforward
coefficients a^, a.± and a2 according to the ratio
of 1:±2:1. Consequently, a series of "zeroes" of
the transfer function will occur at frequencies
periodically separated by the period of fs/N and
started either at fr or fr/2. In digital filters,
the delay element has only one delay stage. The
frequency characteristics will also become zero
at a series of periodically separated frequencies.
But they are separated by the period f
s and
started either at fs or fs /2 which is beyond the
useful signal frequency range. Therefore, in
digital filters, the requirement of keeping a
,
aj and &i at tne ratio of 1 : ±2 : 1 never did take
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place.
(3) Frequency dependence of filter coefficients:
In sampled analog comb filters, the filter
coefficients are implemented by potentiometers.
The summation operations are implemented by oper-
ational amplifiers with feedback. Both components
have finite bandwidth and introduce frequency
dependence. The signal is sampled and delayed by
the CTD device which also introduces other frequency
dependences due to two effects:
{sampled and hold effect
charge transfer inefficiency effect.
Consequently, it is difficult to maintain a set
of properly designed values of filter coefficients
throughout the frequency range from to fs/2. In
digital filters, the coefficients are set in
memory and do not vary with frequency.
(4) Mixed processing of sampled and
unsampled signals:
The input signal in this type of filter
is usually analog. It is sampled by the CTD
device. When the delayed signal- is fedback and
processed at the input summer, a mixing of the
continuous and analog input signal with the sampled
analog feedback signal takes place. Because a
sampled signal has a sin x/x type of frequency
dependence while an unsampled signal does not, the
same processing operation can not be maintained
throughout the Nyquist frequency range.
Because of these four differences, the frequency
characteristics of the sampled analog comb filter
are substantially different from that of the
digital recursive filter even when their circuit
configurations are the same canonical type. This
will be shown by some experimental results in the
next section.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two types of CTD delay lines are used in the
experimental studies:
l 8 bits CCD delay line
I 96 bits Reticon SAD- 100 delay line
In Fig. 3, the frequency characteristics of a
second order canceller type comb filter are shown.
A theoretical calculation is included in the same
figure and will be explained in the next section.
The filter information is:




a =l. aj=*, a2=l
v Filter coefficients:
b.»-0.3, b2«*0.3
The major features of a comb filter are clearly
shown:
* Frequency characterists is periodic with
respect to a frequency of 2.5 kHz which
is equal to fs/N.
° There are four comb teeth in the Nyquist
frequency range from to 10 kHz.
However, it is different from the ideal comb
filter characteristics in three ways:
- Two neighboring teeth are not separated by
infinite attenuation as in an ideal comb
filter. The attenuation is more than -50 db
at the first null frequency, but deteriorated
to -42 db at the second null frequency and to
-34 db and so on.
- The peak amplitude of each comb tooth does
not remain constant as in an ideal comb
filter. For this filter, it first decreases
and then rises at the fourth tooth.
- The shape of the comb tooth changes with
frequency.
These major features of sampled analog recursive
comb filters are further demonstrated by the
following frequency characteristics of comb filters
using 96 bits Reticon delay line. The filter
information is given as follows:















egrator type comb filter
390 kHz




The periodic feature of the comb filter again is
clearly shown. However, the variations among the
first twelve to thirteen teeth are much smaller
than among the first four teeth shown in Fig. 3.
This difference can be qualitatively explained as
follows. In the previous section, it was explained
that in sampled analog recursive filters, several
factors give rise to frequency dependences of the
processing operations. They become more pronounced
as the frequency is approaching the Nyquist fre-
quency. In Fig. 3, an 8 bits CCD was used. There
are only four comb teeth within the Nyquist range.
Therefore, noticeable changes take place from the
first tooth to the fourth tooth. On the other
hand, a 96 bits recursive comb filter was studied
in Fig. 4 and 5. There are 48 comb teeth within
the Nyquist range. The first twelve to thirteen
comb teeth cover only one- fourth of the Nyquist
range. Their frequency dependence should be less
pronounced. However, if the frequency range is
extended to cover all 96 comb teeth, as shown in
Fig. 6, strong frequency dependence is clearly
seen. The filter information is:








It is an integration type comb filter. In this
case, all three types of deviations from an ideal
comb filter can be detected. As the frequency
or the order of comb teeth is increased, the
attenuation between two neighboring teeth deter-
iorate, the peak amplitude decreases and the tooth
shape changes. These behaviors do not exist in
digital recursive filters. Therefore, digital
recursive filter theory should be properly mod-
ified to account for these features
.
4 . THEORY
Since the circuit configuration of the sampled
analog recursive comb filter is the same as the
canonical circuit of digital recursive filter
except for four differences pointed out in section
2, it is reasonable to expect that the digital
recursive filter theory should apply to the sampled
analog case if proper modifications are made.




a + a,Z + a^Z
o 1 2




The modifications needed to account for the four
differences are discussed as follows:
(1) To take into consideration the presence
-1
-N
of N delay stages, Z is changed to Z .
(2) To provide zero between two neighboring
teeth: a =1, a. =±2, a
2
=1
- The "-" sign of a. is for the canceller
type comb filter.
- The "" sign of a. is for the integrator
type comb filter.
(3) Filter coefficients are no longer constant
and vary with frequency. The exact frequency
dependence could be complicated because there are
several factors contributing to the frequency
dependence simultaneously.
(4) The effect due to the mixing of unsampled
input signal and sampled feedback signal at the
first summer is more difficult to model by a fre-
quency dependence. Instead, a change of the circuit
configuration should be considered to avoid this
problem.
Combing these modifications, the transfer function
for a sampled analog recursive comb filter is
H(Z) =
aQ (f) 3l
(f)Z" N * a
2
(f)Z-2N




=> 1, a^f) = ± 2, a
2
(f) =» 1
for f « f /2
s
The agreement between this theoretical analysis
and measured result has been investigated. For
the 8 bits CCD recursive comb filter shown in
Fig. 3, theoretical calculations have been made by
considering two factors contributing to the fre-
quency dependence.
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- Sample and hold effect.
- Charge transfer inefficiency effect.
The calculated result is also plotted in Fig. 3.
It can be seen that all three trends of deviation
have been accounted for qualitatively:
- Deterioration of attenuation between
neighboring comb teeth.
- Change of peak amplitude of each comb
tooth.
- Change of shape of comb tooth.
However, quantitative agreement has not been
accomplished. The same situation is found for
the 96 bits CTD recursive comb filters shown in
Fig. 4 through 6. A theoretical calculation con-
sidering only the effect of sampled and hold
operation is shown in Fig. 7 for the filter of
Fig. 6. Again, the major features of this comb
filter have been accounted for only qualitatively.
It can be concluded that the basic consideration
of the theoretical analysis is complete. Flaws
in both calculations and measurements have con-
tributed to the lack of perfect agreement. In
the theoretical calculation, the frequency depen-
dences of filter coefficients were only approxima-
tions. In the experinental results, measurement
can be improved in high frequency range close to
the Nyquist frequency. It is believed also that
the circuit configuration can be improved, such
as by the use of a sampled and hold circuit in
front of the comb filter, to provide frequency
characteristics closer to that of an ideal comb
filter. However, major features of a comb filter
have been accomplished such that meaningful
investigation of their applications can be carried
out. They will be presented in the next section.
S. APPLICATIONS
The periodic nature of the comb filters makes them
well suited to process signals which are periodic
in time and in frequency as in radar and sonar
systems and many others. The canceller type comb
filters can be used to reject periodic signals by
aligning the null frequencies of the comb filter
with the periodic frequency spectrum of the
undesirable signal. Two applications have been
investigated. The first is the cancellation of
clutter spectrum in an MTI radar. The second is
the cancellation of 60 Hz noise and its harmonics.
The integrator type comb filters can be used to
enhance a periodic signal. Two applications have
been investigated. The first is the separation
of one periodic signal from another periodic
signal of a different pulse repetition frequency,
an application of interest to threat analysis.
The second is the enhancement of signal to noise
ratio of a periodic signal contaminated by noise.
Some of their preliminary results will be
presented.
(1) Canceller application:
In MTI radar, movilng targets can be
distinguished from clutters or stationary targets
by using the Doppler shifts between their spectra
in frequency domain. The clutter is characterized
by a periodic spectra at d.c. and multiples of PRF.
The moving target is characterized by another
spectrum of the same period but shifted by its
Doppler frequency. The clutter spectrum can be
eliminated by a canceller type comb filter by
aligning the null frequencies of th? filter with
the PRF frequencies of the radar return signal.
Therefore, f /N = PRF. In addition to this
canceller requirement, there are two other require-
ments in order for the comb filter to pass the
radar pulse signal without too much distortion:
- Bandwidth requirement = BW >_ yr-
- Sampling frequency requirement: fs >-
where t = radar pulse width.
These considerations are reported in more details
recently. Because of the limited length of the
CTD device used in this study, the sampling
frequency cannot be raised high enough to provide
adequate bandwidth for processing real radar
signal. Simulated MTI radar signals are used to
demonstrate the application of canceller type comb
filters as shown in Fig. 8 and 9. A stationary
target is simulated by a pulse. A moving target
is simulated by a train of pulses whose amplitudes
are modulated by the Doppler frequency, producing
the so-called "butterfly" or "bipolar" signal shown
in Fig. 8. The filter information is:
Canceller type comb filter
96 bits Reticon SAD 10 delay line
fs » 400 kHz
Filter coefficients: a_=l, a, =-2,1 =






It can be seen that the stationary target pulse is
eliminated at the output while the moving target
"butterfly" signal passed the filter with small
amount of attenuation and distortion. However,
some glitches can be seen suggesting that high
frequency components have not been cancelled.
This probably is the consequence of deteriorated
attenuations of the comb filter at high frequency
range as described in section 2. This effect is
tested in Fig. 9 which presents the same experi-
mental situation as in Fig. 8 except that the
simulated stationary target pulse is much narrower
and has more high frequency components. It can be
seen that the cancellation is not as complete as
in Fig. 8.
C2) Integrator application:
An integrator type comb filter will only
pass a periodic signal whose PRF matches the
recursion frequency of the filter, i.e., f /N = PRF.
Other noises and/or undesirable signals will be
suppressed and accomplish an overall improvement
of signal to noise ratio or signal to interference
ratio. Fig. 10 and 11 demonstrate this ability.
The filter information is the same as in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 10, a 0.3 volt peak to peak pulse train
is contaminated by random noise of 0.4 rms volt.
In Fig. 11, another pulse train of 0.1 volt peak
to peak is contaminated by random noise of 0.2 rms
volt. The improvement of S/N ratio is clearly
seen.
6. CONCLUSION
The basic concept, circuit configuration and theory
of a sampled analog recursive comb filter axe
presented. Two CTD delay lines have been used in
experimental studies. The measured results agree
fairly well with the calculation suggesting that
the basic understanding and a usable theoretical
analysis have been obtained. Feasibilities of
several applications were demonstrated. However,
other performance criteria important to practical
applications such as the dynamic range, bandwidth
limit, sensitivity, stability, noise properties,
etc. have not been investigated. They should be
investigated if practical applications in real
systems are to be considered.
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FREQUENCY
Fig. 1 Frequency Characteristics of
(a) Canceller Type Comb Filter






Fig. 2 Configuration of Second Order
Canonical Circuit for Recursive
Filter
Frequency (in KHz)








Fig, 3 Measured Frequency Characteristics
of Canceller Type Comb Filter
Using an 8 bits CCD Delay Line











20 (kHz) 30 40 50
Fig. 4 Measured Frequency Characteristics of Canceller Type Comb Filter Using a 96 bits
CTD Delay Line
Fig. 5 Measured Frequency Characteristics of Integrator Type Comb Filter Using a 96 bits
CTD Delay Line.
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Fig. 6 Measured Frequency Characteristic of An Integrator Type



































Fig. 7 Calculated Frequency Characteristic of An Integrator Type
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Derivation of Critical Planning Properties of
The Process Associated With Generating Demands
For Health Care
D. Whipple, Associate Professor of Administra-
tive Sciences
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
To develop analytically the major parameters
involved in the generation of demands for health
care resources given the significant agency
relationship of the physician for the patient.
These will be used to analyse the budgetary
process used in the Military Health Services
System (MHSS) under its present structure and
to recommend changes where applicable.
An economic mathematical programming optimi-
zation model previously developed by the
investigator will be modified and extended
to develop testable hypotheses concerning the
probable outcome of various parametric changes
in the structure of the MHSS in terms of cost
by the physician-agent and the patient. These
outcomes will be analysed in light of present
or suggested organizational change initiatives
in the MHSS, and recommendations for empirical
policy research mode.
Whipple, D. , "The Relation of Demand Generation
to Incentives in Prepaid Health Care Settings,"








Convexity in an Inventory Model
P. W. Zehna, Professor of Operations Research
Foundation Research Program (6.2)
The Hadley-Whitin Q-r models in inventory theory
have been widely used by practioners for some
time now in spite of questions regarding their
validity. The purpose of this research was to
extend the author's investigations in these matters
to hopefully characterize the proper solutions.
Beginning with some recently completed research
in the backorders case, the author was able to
successfully complete the research and give a
full characterization of the solutions. Continuing
with the lost sale case, one that had not been
previously studied, the investigator was able to
show that, while the situation was not as bad in
this case, a similar anomaly existed and again,
it was possible to completely characterize the
solution in this new case also.
P. W. Zehna, "Solutions in Hadley-Whitin Q-r Models'
submitted to the Naval Logistics Quarterly .
Lenna, Peter W.
, "Solutions in Hadley-Whitin
Q-r Models:, Naval Postgraduate School Technical
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1. INTRODUCTION
In what has become a standard reference in the study of inventory
models, Hadley and Whitin [1] devote a chapter to lot size-reorder point, or
Q-r models as they have come to be known. Of special interest to NavSup and
others are the approximate models treated in Section 4-2 of the book and
commonly referred to as the backorders and the lost sales cases. A typical
three-component cost function comprised of set-up, holding and penalty costs
is developed and depends directly on the probability distribution of lead
time demand. Explicit results are derived in particular for the case when
that distribution is normal (the only case to be discussed in this paper)
with arbitrary parameters. An iterative scheme is provided for locating
the optimal values in each case.
In the backorders case (the lost sales sales-case will be discussed
in a later section of this paper) it is asserted that the objective function
is strictly convex for normal lead time demand, that the partial derivatives
vanish at a unique point thereby producing a global minimum, or else no
solution exists at all. Not one of these statements is true! That the
objective function is not in general convex has been known practically since
the publication of the reference in a review given for JASA by Veinott [2].
As shall be seen shortly, the partial derivatives typically vanish at two
points, not one. While the "other" point is a saddle point, hence not a
candidate for a global minimum, it does give a clue to what is true, namely,
that the function may take on values less than the asserted minimum. Finally,
a solution always exists but may occur on the boundary of the region
established by the authors' constraints on Q and r.
2. THE MODEL
A lot size-reorder point model is defined when a quantity Q is
ordered each time an appropriate inventory level reaches a value r. Under
a set of rather broad assumptions, the backorders case with normal lead time
demand leads to an average annual cost function given by
(1) K= K(Q,r) = ^+ IC [|+ r - y] +^ [<u-r) * £=£) + a<j>(^) ]
where
A = set-up cost or cost of placing an order
X = average annual demand
I = inventory carrying charge
C = unit cost
tt = cost per unit backordered
.
\i = mean lead time demand
a = standard deviation of lead time demand
<j>(z) = standard normal density function evaluated at z.
$(z) = complementary cumulative distribution function for the standard
00
normal density, i.e., $(z) = / <Kx)dx .
z
All parameter values except y are assumed positive.
Displayed in this form, K is seen to consist of the sum of three
separate costs which are, respectively, ordering, holding and penalty for
backordering. Incidentally, it should be pointed out that a term, precisely
the expected number of backorders (the expression in brackets in the penalty
cost), has been omitted in the holding cost expression by the authors.
Hence, as they claim, the model only applies when the expected number of
backorders is negligible, i.e. when backorder costs are high without, of
course, being explicit as to what "negligible" and "high" means. As a
2
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function of Q and r, K is to be defined by (1) only over the region
Q > 0, r ,> in the Q-r plane. Finally, as in all cases where normality
is assumed for a nonnegative random variable (lead time demand in this case)
,
some care has to be exercised in the choice of the parameters u and a.
In particular, it should be the case that $(-u/o) = 1. Before proceeding,
since only the normal distribution will be involved, it is convenient to
make a slight change of variable, namely, z = (r-y)/o. In that case (1)
may be re-written as a function of z and Q (in that order) as follows
(2) K = K(z,Q) = ^ + IC[| + az] +^ [<Kz) - z$(z)]
Since the expression in the last brackets continually plays a crucial
role in the mathematics to follow, it is designated u(z) = <f>(z) - z$(z)
and K may be re-written
AA ,Q , TTXau(z)




In this form, K is defined over the region z >^ -y/a, Q > in the z-Q
plane. The basic problem then is to find, if possible, a point (z*,Q*)
in this region which minimizes K. The coordinates of such a point will
be called optimal values of z and Q and immediately produce optimal
values Q* and r* = az* + y of Q and r in the original formulation,
3. CONVEXITY OF K
To examine the convexity of K as well as the nature of its critical
points, it is helpful to have an expression for the partial derivatives of
K along with its Hessian matrix, Q. Since 4>'(z) = -z4»(z) and
<D'(z) = -<j>(z), it follows that u'(z) = -$(z) < and u"(z) - ^(z) >
for all z. Thus, u(z) is convex, strictly decreasing and, since

























Now the function K is convex over the region z > -u/o, Q >
if and only if ft is positive semi-definite [3] which will.be true if
and only if its principal minors are nonnegative. But all the terms of ft
are clearly positive in the region under consideration and,
(7) det ft
2 2 2 2 2






(8) V(z) = 24>(z)[A + ttou(z)] - ira$ (z)
Hence, K is convex if and only if V(z) >^ 0.
That K is not everywhere convex can be seen by an example using
parameter values supplied by Hadley and Whitin themselves [1, page 173]
.
Taking A - $4000, A = 1600, I - .20, C = $50, tt = $2000, u = 750 and
a = 50, it is easily verified that, for example, V(-l) = -16,410 < 0.
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In 1969, Brooks and Lu [4] established that, in the present context, the
third term in the expression (3) for K is convex in z and Q provided
z > (or r > y). Since the other terms are obviously convex in z and
Q for all values, K, being the sum of convex functions must itself be
convex in the region z > 0, Q > 0. The point can only be of academic
interest however since solutions can and do arise where z < 0. Convexity
aside, the issue is the minimization of K. At the very least, a set of
arguments different from those given by Hadley and Whitin then should
be provided.
4. CRITICAL POINTS FOR K
For ease of reference, let R {(z,Q); z >_ -u/o", Q > 0) be the
domain of definition under consideration for K. Any point in the interior
of R at which both partial derivatives (4). and (5) vanish will be called
a critical point . If the optimal point (z*,Q*) is to be in the interior
of R, then it must be such a point.
Now, when the partial derivatives (4) and (5) are set equal to zero,









Equating the corresponding expressions in Q and solving for A, the set-up
cost, one obtains
(11) A = ^r $
2 (2)-Trau(z)
Letting the right-hand side of (11) be denoted A(z), it is thus seen that
critical points are characterized completely by solutions of the equation
A(z) = A with corresponding values of Q coming from (10), say.
In the Appendix, the mathematical properties of A(z) are developed
in detail to reveal that the equation A(z) = A typically has two solutions
z- and z where z < z. and z < 0. A typical graph of A(z) is
shown in Figure 1. In that figure (see the Appendix for details)
A(z)
FIGURE 1. Typical Graph of A(z)
<{>(z
n
) » ICoVttA and + z determine relative extrema for A(z) . As seen
there, any value of A chosen between and A(-z ) yields the two values
z. and z_. If A > A(-z.) of course there are no solutions to A(z) = A.
Moreover, it is possible (for example, I = .18, C = 120, tt = 150, X = 10,
a = 25, u = 125) to have A(-z_) < in which case there will be no solution
at all. When this happens, it follows that K cannot be minimized in the
interior of R and one must then look to the boundary for solutions.
This will also occur when
<f> (0) < ICo/ttA for then zn will not exist
at all. (Again, see the Appendix for details.)
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When z and z do exist (with
-p/a < z„) , (10) may be used to
solve for Q. and Q , respectively and then the determinant of the
Hessian of K may be used to characterize the critical points (z.,Q.),
i => 1,2. Indeed, once again one need duly" examine V(z ) from (8) since
2 4
(ttA a)/Q > will not affect the sign of det ft. From (11),
A + irau(z) = Or A)/ (2IC) <F(z) and substituting this expression in (8)
yields
(12) V(z.) •# **<*,) [(« 1 ) -2£j
In this way, the nature of the critical point (z.,Q.) is made to depend
on a simple evaluation of <J>(z.), the standard normal density function. But,
since -z. < z < z-, <P(z.) > <t>(z
n
) = ICo/ttA so that V(z..) > and hence







) < <j>C-z ) - ICo/ttA or V(z
2
) < 0. Thus, (Zj.O^) is a
saddle point.
Incidentally, this shows that the solution to (9) and (10) is not
unique as claimed by Hadley and Whitin. Using these two equations, the
authors provide a simple iterative scheme [1, Section 4-4] for solving.
That scheme will always lead to (z.,0,), the relative minimum point. It is
a simple matter to derive a similar scheme for arriving at (z-,0~) but
that is of minor interest since it is not a competitor for a global minimum.
It does, however, suggest that (z, ,Q, ), the relative minimum point, need
not be a global one as asserted by Hadley and Whitin. For K must decrease
in a direction away from the saddle point and hence may take on values
less than K(z
1
,Q.) before the boundary is reached.
A good example of this phenomenon is furnished by selecting parameter
values A - $350, A - 10, I = .18, C = $12, tt = $25, y 97.25 and a = 25.
7
Using the Hadley-Whitin scheme, it is easy to arrive at (z ,Q )= (-.97,96.5)
with an associated cost of K(-.98, 96.7) = $156.17. The saddle point occurs
at (z ,Q ) = (-1.21, 103) with a higher (always so) associated cost of
K(-1.21, 103) = $156.64. But if one arbitrarily selects z = -2.2 and
Q = 115, a simple calculation reveals K(-2.2, 115) $155.67, a value less
than the alleged minimum and still within the interior of R. Of course
there are infinitely many policies that will do better still. The point is
that a global minimum need not occur in the interior of R at all even when
a solution (z.,Q-) exists, thereby creating a need for further investigation
of the minimum solution. (For this particular problem, the absolute minimum
happens to be K(-3.89, 194.5) = $143.00.)
5. MINIMIZATION OF K
The entire problem of minimizing K can be reduced to the study of
a function of the single variable z by observing the following facts. Let
z be fixed and consider the corresponding function K (Q) = K(z,Q). Then
2 2dK /dQ is given by (5) and d K /dQ in the second diagonal term in ft.
z z





. ^2 + 2*Ao u(z)
where Q = /(2XA)/IC is the familiar Wilson lot-size formula. Conse-




and it suffices then to minimize the function
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(14) K^z) = K(z,Q
1
(z))
subject to the constraint z >_-y/a. Substituting Q (z) in (3) and
simplifying, (14) may be written
(15) K^z) = IC[Q
1
(z) + oz]
From this we have Kj(z) = IC[Q|(z) + a]. 'In the Appendix, it is shown
that when the two solutions z. , z
?
to A(z) = A exist as in Section 4,
then Q|(z) = -o precisely at z = z. , z . Moreover, Ql(z) < -a if
z_ < z < z. ; otherwise, Q 1 (z) > -a. That is to say,
^ I I z < z~ or z > z
Kj(z)\ = >0 if and only if C z = z or z = z,
z_ < z < z
1
(
This means that K has a relative maximum at z. and a relative minimum
at z. and thus K is minimized at z. or else at z -v/o, incorporating
the constraint. When the two solutions z. , z« do not exist, it is shown
in the Appendix that Q* (z) > -o for all z. In that case K is an
increasing function is thus minimized at z -u/a.
In summary then, K.. is minimized in every case either at z
1
or
z -u/o. Letting Q Q, (-p/o) , the problem reduces to comparing the two
values K(z ,Q ) and K(-u/a,Q ) to determine the minimum value of K.
Since all of the above solutions are independent of y, there is no way
to reduce the problem further. There is, however, an additional complication
arising from the fact that the expected number of backorders has been
omitted in the holding cost, the second term in (3) . Left unattended this
could lead artificially to a negative holding cost thus unreasonably reducing
K to even a negative cost if carried to extremes. Thus, the omission
of this term creates an additional implied constraint on the variables,
namely
,
(16) | + az >
Fortunately, however, the constraint is never active except once
again on the boundary z = -u/a. In the Appendix once more, the details
are provided to show that Q-./2 + az. > even when z.. < 0. Hence only
the condition Q/2 + az needs to be examined. But, on the line,
Q -2az, substituting in (3) and simplifying,








Since K'(z) > for all z, it follows that K is minimized at
z -]i/o.
This unfortunately adds another candidate on the boundary but it
is a simple matter to select the appropriate point. Since K (Q) is
convex with a unique minimum at Q when z = -u/a, K is minimized at
(-y/a,Q ) if Q > 2u; otherwise, its minimum occurs at (-y/a,2y). It
is easy to construct examples yielding both solutions so that it is not
possible to reduce the solution on the boundary further.
The entire minimization of K may now be summarized by a relatively








,2y) and set (z*,Q*) = (-u/o,Q
2
).
(2) If <j>(0) > IC<j>/ttA, calculate A(-z ) where <*>(+ z_) sr ICa/irA.
(a) If A(-z
Q ) _<
or A(-z ) > but A > A(-zQ ) proceed as in
Step (1) to locate the solution on the boundary.
(b) If A<-z ) > and < A < A(-* ) then determine (z-, »<}-,)
using Hadley and Whitin's iterative scheme. Calculate Q











^ 2*'Q*); otherwise, (z*,Q*) = (_M / a ,Q 2 ).
(3) In all cases, calculate r* = oz* + y to determine the optimal Q-r policy,
6. THE LOST SALES CASE
The lost sales case as treated in [1] differs mathematically from
the backorders case only in the inclusion of an extra holding cost term
corresponding to the neglected expected number of backorders, now lost sales
The objective function becomes, in place of (3),
/i-.\ »r_Trr«\ AA , —
„
rQ / \t TrXau(z)(17) K = K(z,Q) = ~y + IC[| + az + cu(z)] + —
where, this time, tt is the cost of a lost sale. The authors claim that K
is convex and that a unique solution always exists in the interior of R,
the domian of definition as previously defined for the backorders model.
But K is not convex and in fact the solution once again may be located on
the boundary z -y/a even though no saddle point arises.
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Since K has been modified, some of the related functions also are
changed. Equation (5) is still valid but (4) now becomes
(18) H, ica[l-*(Z)]-I^i(5l
and the only change in the Hessian matrix ft is in the first diagonal term
which now becomes /
(19) ^| = lA2Mli +Ica ^ (2 )
3z ^
All terms of the Hessian are positive once more and convexity again depends
on the sign of det ft which may be written
det ft = ^ V(z,Q)
Q
where
(20) V(z,Q) = 2<|>(z) [A + 7rau(z)][TrX + ICQ ] - tt
2
Ao$ 2 (z) .
This is the expression that replaces V(z) in (8) and, unfortunately
cannot be written as a function of z alone. Nevertheless, a counterexample
to convexity can be supplied by selecting an appropriate set of parameter
values.
Let A = $4000, X = 1600, I = .20, C = $50, tt = $2000, y - 750,
a = 50 and consider the operating policy
z - -1.0 (r = 700) Q = 10
Substitutng these values into (20) it can easily be verified that
V(z,Q) < and hence K is not everywhere convex.
When the partial derivatives are equated to zero the two equations
12
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(21) Q = W2*[A+™u(e)1
as before and (instead of (10))
(22) «(z) ^
ttX + QIC
must be satisfied simultaneously. Hadley and Whitin are quite right in their
assertion that a solution (z
1
,Q 1 ) to these equations always exists, is
unique and constitutes a relative minimum for K. One way to show this is
through a modified argument as in the backorders case where A(z) is now
given by
(23) A(z) Li*!**) . nau{z)
2IC[1 - *(z)]
With slightly more detail it may be shown once again that A(z) has a unique
minimum at z
n
where this time z_ is determined by
* (Z } ICc
[l-*(z )] 3 VX
and always exists. Moreover, A(z
n
) < as before but in contrast to the
backorders case, A has no relative maximum and the solution to A(z) A
always exists and is unique. The details are given at length by Trapnell [6],
As to the problem of minimizing K, the problem can be reduced again
to a single function of z as in the backorders case. Equation (13) is







(z) + az + au(z)]
For any pair (z,Q) in the interior of R, then
13
K(z,Q) > K^z)
Modifications of the arguments given in the appendix can then be provided
to prove that K is a decreasing function on (-°°,z
1
) and is increasing







where Q. = Q. (z. ) . In this way, it may be seen that (z
1 ,Q.), which may
be computed using the Hadley-Whitin iterative scheme, does constitute an
unconstrained global minimum, convexity notwithstanding.
It should be pointed out, however, that the solution in this case is
still independent of u and so it is conceivable that the solution does not
lie in R. That this is indeed the case is shown by the following example. .
Let A = $25,000, X = 5, I = .20, C = $49,500, v = $10, u = 30 and
a 10. For this choice of parameters, the iterative solution yields
(z. ,Q ) = (-3.09, 5.06). But -u/o = -3, so that the solution lies outside
R. Again, the boundary constraint must be noted although it is easily
managed. In this case K(-3, 5.055) = $50,084.43 is the optimal solution
located on the boundary. In other words, one has only to calculate (z.,Q ).
If z
1




In this appendix, the mathematical details to support claims in
different sections of the paper are provided. Additional details may be
found in [5] and [6]
.




A(Z) = j^Q $ (Z> " TTOU(Z)
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Using the properties of u(z) in Section 3,
2
A'(z) - JL* «(z) [^T- <Kz)]
and
A"( 2 ) = TTO<J>(z) [|~ (<j)(z) + z*(z)) - 1] ,
are formulas that can be easily verified with straightforward algebraic
simplification. Moreover,
lim A(z) - oo and lim A(z)
z -*- °° z *•+ °°
Now, if it should happen that ICo/ttX >_ <$>(0) = .3989 at the outset,
then for all z, ICa/irA >_ 4>(z) and hence A'(z) > or A is an increasing
function. In that case there can be no solution to the equation A(z) = A
for any A > because of the limits for A(z)
.
On the other hand, if ICo/ttA < <j>(0), then there exists a unique z
'0
such that <{>(+ z~) = ICg/ttA from the nature of the standard normal density
function <j>. Then it follows that A'(z) - if and only if z = + z~.
But
A"(z.) - „ .^2. £jL (JCII+ z #(z )) - 1] - iroz *(z ) >
ttA ICcr rrA
while
A"(-z ) = -7raz $(z ) < .
Thus, z
n
determines a relative minimum for A(z) while -z_ determines
a relative maximum. Hence A(z
n
) < and, further, since <j> (z) > 4> (z )
15
for |z| < z while <j>(z) < <Kz
n
) for |z| > z_, A is increasing on
(-«>, -z
n )» is decreasing on (~ z r»» 2n) and again increasing on (zn ,°°).
Hence, if A(-z_) > 0, then for any < A < A(-z.J , there exist two
solutions to the equation A(z) = A, say z and z (see Figure 1 in







In summary, then, the equation A(z) = A has two unique solutions
if (1) (j>(0) > ICo/ttA, (2) A(-z Q ) > and (3) A < A(-z Q ) ; otherwise,
there are no solutions.
In Section 5 the function Q 1 (z) was defined by the formula
Q^z) - n2 2ttXoQ„ + to u(z)V IC





(z) Q»(z) = - ^2. $(z)
.,, . irXa Hz) Q2 (z)V z) =-lc-Q7zT=-a Q-(I)
Q2 (z)
= ~ *(z)
which happens, incidentally, to be equation (10) solved for Q,
Now let
2
D(z) = Qj(i) - Q*(z) = Q^ +^ U(Z) ~ (IC } 4>2(Z)
= Qw-f A(Z) =f[A-A(z)]
16




A'(z) and D"(z) =»
-f A"(z)
The properties of A(z) just developed can thus be used to infer the
following properties of D(z).
If A(z) A has two solutions z. , z_, then D(z) =0 if and
only if z = z , z , D' (z) = if and only if z = + z , D"(zQ ) <
2
while D"(-z ) > and, finally, lim D(z) = + °° while lim D(z) = .
A sketch of D(z) appears in Figure 2 for ease of reference. When the
solutions to A(z) - A do not exist, D has no zeros and A(z) < A or
D(z) > for all z.
FIGURE 2. Graph of D(z)
These simple properties of D(z) can then be related to those
of Q|(z) since D(z) = [(^(z) - Q2 (z)][Q1 (z) +Q2 (z)] and Ql^z) > 0,
Q„(z) > 0. Thus, if there are no solutions z_, z_, then Q,(z) > Q2 (z)
so that Q' (z) > -a for all z. When z. and z. exist, then, for




(z) or Q]^(z) < -a; otherwise, (^(z) > Q2 (z)
or Q'(z) > -a. Moreover Q' (z) = -a precisely when Q.(z) - Q2 (z) or
D(z) 0, i.e. when z = z. or z = z .
17
Finally, as required in Section 5, it is necessary to show that
Q-/2 + oz
1
> 0. To show this, consider the function
g(z) = zc{>(z) + 2 $ ( z )
It is straightforward to establish that
g»( Z ) = Hz) (|- 22 )
g"(z) = zHz) (z 2 - |)
Of special interest is the critical value z = -1//2. Since
it follows that
8
\ /2/ ' /2 \" Si)
16
is a relative minimum. But g(0) = .25 and
lim g(z) = .5
z -* — °°
since, applying L' Hospital's rule,
lim z<t(z) = - lim ,//> - lim : , N = lim ° =
(e)
Thus, for all z > 0, g(z) > and in particular, if z. < 0, then, since













i ^flW -§[^<v + i* (zi>] >0
Naturally this is already so if z ^ 0.
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